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Construction of macroeconometric models has become an increasingly 
popular endeavor in recent decades.1 Today, macroeconometric model-
building is commonplace in mature economies where there is ample data 
and substantial agreement on the techniques appropriate for building 
such models. The state of the art in modeling developing economies is 
not so well defined and modeling of such economies is still in the pio-
neering stage. There are arguments in support of using basically the 
same models for mature and developing economies.2 There may be some 
benefits from such an approach, but one must also be aware of the dif-
ference in behavioral characteristics and institutional elements of 
mature and developing economies. 
In this study, a macroeconornetric model is developed for the Iraqi 
economy. This model has its origin in and follows the basic framework 
of models developed for advanced economies. Efforts are made, however, 
to introduce modifications to accommodate the special features of the 
Iraqi economy. 
The most recent and most sophisticated macroeconometric study of 
Iraq was done by A. Kader in 1974.3 Kader's model is based on the 
Keynesian theory of effective demand and income detennination with fif-
teen equations (eleven behavioral equations and four identities). The 
behavioral equations are estimated over the period 1953-1969 vJi th merely 
1 
one independent variable in each equation. Kader's study has some 
s ho r tc om i n g s : 
a. It takes into consideration only aggregate demand and its main 
components. Nothing is said about the economy's capacity to meet the 
desired level of aggregate demand. 
b. It is estimated using data expressed in current prices. The 
use of current prices may introduce spurious correlation resulting 
from common price trends in the variables of the model. This generally 
leads to spuriously high R2s and low standard errors of the estimates.4 
The presence of the common price trends also introduces multicol-
linearity which usually results in imprecise parameter estimates.5 
c. Total imports are estimated as a function of GNP without any 
distinction between consumer, capital, and intermediate goods. For a 
developing economy like Iraq, there are advantages to disaggregating 
imports. In the first place, it facilitates an analysis of the trend 
and growth of these types of imports, and it also allows an investi-
gation of their interaction with different domestic demand components. 
Secondly, it delineates between those goods imported to raise the 
level of material well-being and those imported to further industrial 
growth. 
2 
d. Finally, Kader's study ignores the important question of model 
stability and provides no discussion of system-wide dynamic multipliers. 
Furthermore, because of the government's continuous revision to 
the official data, we might expect that the estimated coefficients of 
Kader's model are no longer valid. Therefore, a more complete and up-
to-date macroeconometric model of Iraq is greatly needed. 
3 
Purpose and Nature of the Study 
The main objective of this study is to develop a macroeconometric 
model for the Iraqi economy. Due to the vital importance of the oil 
sector in the Iraqi economy, the primary emphasis in this model will be 
given to the investigation of the effects of the oil sector on the 
structure and recent performance of the economy. In addition, s imul a-
ti on analysis will be utilized to derive policy implications and trace 
the effects of different shocks in oil variables on the Iraqi economy. 
The model wil 1 al so be used to forecast the Iraqi economy for the years 
1979 to 1985, using the Whatron Middle East Economic Service projections 
for the Iraqi oil variables as our assumptions for these variables 
during the forecast period. 
This study is undertaken to satisfy the desperate need of the 
country for a well-formulated and empirically tested econometric model 
which could further assist the concerned planning authorities in evalu-
ating the past, present, and future performance of the Iraqi economy. 
The model to be developed in this research project is a non-linear 
simultaneous equation system. It contains fifty-three equations of 
which twenty-seven are behavioral and the remainder are non-behavioral 
or identities. The model is based on annual data from 1960 to 1978. 
This study differs fr001 Kader's model of Iraq in several ways. It 
is non-linear and employs simulation analysis to evaluate performance. 
It describes the economy in more detail. In particular, it includes 
equations for the price levels, the components of aggregate supply, the 
wage rate, and employment. It uses constant prices and covers a longer 
period of time. Finally, there is a sharp contrast between the 
behavioral relationships formulated in the present study and those that 
appear in Kader 1 s model. 
Organization of the Study 
4 
The study is organized into five chapters. Chapter II describes 
the Iraqi economy. Sectoral perfonnance and the role of oil sector are 
examined in this chapter. The specification and estimation of the model 
are discussed in Chapter III. Chapter IV is concerned with the model 
simulation analysis. Simulation error measures and dynamic properties 
of the model are examined in this chapter. Specifically, different 
simulation experiments are performed in this chapter to examine the 
effects on the economy of an increase in the volume of oil exports, a 
decrease in the total imports of oil by OECD countries, an increase in 
the export price of oil, and the effects of 1 inking oil prices to cur-
rencies other than the U.S. dollar. In addition, the forecast of Iraqi 
economy for the years 1979 to 1985 is also included. The last chapter 
summarizes the study and also contains a discussion of the study 1 s 
limitations and suggestions for further research. 
FOOTNOTES 
lFor a review of the state of the art in macroeconometric model-
buil ding, see Paul A. Samuelson, "The Art and Science of Macro-models 
Over 50 Years, 11 in Gary Fromm and Lawrence R. Klein (eds.), The 
Brookings Model: Perspective and Recent Developments (Amsterdam, 1975), 
pp. 3-10. 
2Lawrence R. Klein, "What Kind of Macroeconometri c Model for 
Developing Economies?" in Arnold Zellner (ed.), Readings in Economic 
Statistics and Econometrics (Boston, 1968}, pp. 559-570. 
3Ahmed A. Kader, 11 The Role of the Oil Export Sector in the Eco-
nomic Development of Iraq" (unpub. Ph.D. Dissertation, West Virginia 
University, 1974), pp. 129-167. 
4M. w. Khouja and P. G. Sadler, The Economy of Kuwait - Develop-




THE IRAQI ECONOMY 
Iraq is an Arab country in Western Asia with an area of 169,317 
square miles (the equivalent of 438,317 square kilometers) and a popula-
tion of approximately 12.7 million.1 She is bounded by Turkey on the 
north, Iran on the east, Kuwait on the south, Saudi Arabia and Jordan 
on the southwest and by Syria on the northwest. Called Mesopotamia by 
the classical world, the country became known as Iraq in the 7th cen-
tury. Baghdad is the national capital. 
The summers in Iraq are overwhelmingly hot with shade temperatures 
of over 110° F. Winters, however, are severe in the north, but mild in 
the south. Rainfall is scanty, except for the northeast where enough 
rain occurs to grow crops without irrigation. Elsewhere, agriculture 
is mostly dependent upon irrigation from the two rivers (Tigris and the 
Euphrates). 
Iraq gained her legal independence in 1932 when she ceased to be 
British mandate. Iraq was not fully independent from Britain, however, 
until the 1958 revolution which proclaimed Iraq a republic after twenty-
six years as a monarchy. 
Iraq is a major member of OPEC organization. In 1979, Iraq's oil 
product.ion reached a level of 3.4 mil lion barrels a day, making Iraq 
second only to Saudi Arabia as a major oil exporter.2 
6 
7 
GNP and Price Level 
Table I shows that during the 1960-1978 period real gross national 
product (GNP) increased at an average annual growth rate of 7.6 percent. 
Between 1960 and 1972 real GNP increased at an annual rate of 5.1 per-
cent. But, from 1973 to 1978, it grew at a very rapid rate of 12.7 per-
cent per year. Two important factors contributed to the rapid growth 
during the latter period. First, unlike the first period, the second 
was characterized by political stability which allowed more efforts to 
be devoted to economic development. Second, the successful nati anal i za-
t ion in 1972 of foreign oil companies operating in Iraq and the subse-
quent increases in oil prices augmented government revenues thus 
increasing public development expenditures. 
Over the period, the Iraqi population increased at a rate of 3.3 
percent per annum. Because real GNP grew faster than population, real 
per capita income increased .at an annual growth rate of 4.0 percent. 
Despite this increase, per capita income in Iraq is still lower than 
in many countries in the world. For example, in 1978, the per capita 
income in Iraq was $1,860 as compared to $6,910 in Libya, $2,910 in 
Venezuela, $3,470 in Spain, and $5,030 in Britain.3 
Table I also shows the trend of price level (consumer price index) 
and its rates of change per annum for the 1960-1978 period. During 
phase one (1960-1972), the consumer price index increased at an annual 
rate of only 2.7 percent. During phase two (1973-1978), it increased. 
at an annual rate of 8.18 percent. Several factors have contributed to 
this jump in the inflation rate. First, the government's injection of 
the rapidly increasing oil revenues into the economy exceeded the eco-
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In Mill ions of Iraqi Dinars (ID) - One ID = $3.38 
1. United Nations, Office of Development Research and Policy 
Analysis, DRPA Comeuter Taee of National Accounts 2 Labour 
Force and Poeulation 2 1980 {New York, 1981). 
2. IMF, Internationa1 Financial Statistics (Washington, DC, 
1980). 
have risen sharply as a result of world-wide inflation. Third, infra-
structural bottlenecks, such as deficient ports facilities and communi-
cation networks, were a deterrent to smooth inflow of imports. 
9 
Despite this, inflation in Iraq is still less than in other OPEC 
countries. For example, during the 1970-1978 period, the consumer price 
index in Iraq increased at an annual growth rate of 7.2 percent, as com-
pared to a 12.0 percent growth in Iran, a 14.7 percent growth in Saudi 
Arabia, and a 16.9 percent growth in Nigeria.4 
This low rate of inflation in Iraq is due to the extensive system 
of government price controls and subsidies which cover essential con-
sumer goods. Total government subsidies averaged around ID 76 million 
(one Iraqi Dinar (ID) = $3.38) during the 1974-1978 period. 
Composition of Gross Domestic Product 
The major components of Iraq's gross domestic product are oil, 
agriculture, manufacturing, construction, transportation and communica-
tions, and services. These components (they can also be referred to as 
sectors) may be examined in terms of their importance and growth of the 
national economy. 
Oil Sector 
The oil sector dominates the Iraqi economy. It accounted for more 
than one third of the country's gross domestic product (GDP) during the 
1960-1973 period (Table II). Following the rise in oil prices, the 
share of the oil sector in Iraq's GDP rose sharply, reaching 54.2 per-
cent in 1978. 
Sector & Percent 1960 
Agriculture 97.9 
Percent 17.3 











GDP at factor 
cost 565.2 
TABLE II 
GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT BY SECTORS 
AT CURRENT PRICES 
1963 1966 1969 1973 
109.3 140.0 161.4 188.2 
16.3 15.4 15.0 12.1 
242.5 298.5 335.9 563.4 
36.2 32.8 31.3 36.4 
66.1 80.4 110.3 168. 5 
9.9 8.8 10.3 10.9 
20.3 34.5 38.5 57.6 
3.0 3.8 3.6 3.7 
48.8 63.2 69.1 88.5 
7.3 6.0 6.4 5.7 
178 .4 285.4 348.1 467.6 
26.6 31.4 32.4 30.2 















Source: United Nations. Office of Development Research and Policy Analysis, DRPA 




The Iraqi oil industry up to 1972 was dominated by private foreign 
firms with whom the government, in 1952, signed a concession agreement 
providing for equal sharing of profits on crude oil production. In 
1960, negotiations to revise the concession agreement between the Iraqi 
government and the companies broke down. By decree, the Iraqi govern-
ment then reduced the concession area to a fraction of its previous 
size. The resulting struggle between the government and the companies 
impeded the development of the Iraqi oil industry during the 1960s, and 
eventually ended with the nationalization of foreign oil companies in 
1972.5 The annual rate of growth of Iraqi crude production dropped from 
21 percent during the 1950-1960 period to 4.8 percent during the 1960-
1970 period. 
Iraq exports most of its oil output. During the 1960-1978 period, 
oil exports accounted, on average, for about 95 percent of Iraqi oil 
output (Table III). 
There is a general concensus among economists that a policy of 
industrialization normally lead to a drain of foreign exchange and 
balance of payments difficulties. However, Iraq 1 s development experi-
ence, particularly during the post-nationalization era, has proved thus 
far to be an exception to this general rule. Revenues derived from oil 
exports provided foreign exchange for essential imports and strengthened 
Iraq• s external account. The strengthening external position is indi-
cated by the rise in gold and foreign exchange reserves held by the 
Central Bank of Iraq (CBI) from $781 million at the end of 1972 to 
$6990 million at the end of 1977.6 Oil exports during the 1960-1978 
period constituted, on the average, about 82 percent of the country 1 s 
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OPEC, Annual Statistical Bulletin 1979 (Vienna, 1979). 
percent in 1960 to 98.6 percent in 1978 (Table IV). There is no doubt 
that oil exports will dominate Iraq's foreign trade in the years to 
come. 
13 
Oil revenues are the major source of finance to the Ordinary Budget 
and Development Budget. The share of oil receipts in the combined 
revenues of the Ordinary and Development budgets amounted, on average, 
to about 74 percent during the 1960-1978 period. Its contribution grew 
markedly from 67.7 percent in 1960 to 92 percent in 1978 (Table V). 
Between 1951 and 1974, about 91 percent of Development Budget revenues 
came from oil revenues (Table VI). 
The oil sector, in spite of its high share in GDP, is extremely 
capital intensive and employs only a small proportion of total employ-
ment in the country. In 1973, it employed less than 0.7 percent of the 
country's workforce (Table VII). 
Agriculture 
This sector includes farming, forestry, and fishing and, next to 
oil, it is the most important commodity-producing sector in the economy. 
Its importance stems from the following reasons: (a) it employs the 
highest percentage of the country's total labor force, (b) it is an 
important source of food and raw materials for domestic consumption, 
and (c) it accounts for the bulk of non-oil exports. 
Employment in this sector, even though it has decreased in recent 
years, continued to be the highest. While the sector employed about 75 
percent of total estimated labor in the 1960s, this percentage declined 
to about 54 percent in 1973. The sectoral distribution of gainfully 
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Oil Exports as 





















United Nation, Yearbook of International Trade Statistics 
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Oil Revenues as 





















OPEC, Annual Statistic a 1 Bulletin 1979 (Vienna, 1979). 
Central Sta ti sti cal Organ i za ti on, Annual Abstracts of 
Statistics 1970 (Iraq, 1971). 
Central Statistical Organization, Annual Abstracts of 
Statistics 1975 {Iraq, 1976). 
Central Statistical Organization, Annual Abstracts of 
Statistics 1978 (Iraq, 1979). 
TABLE VI 
REVENUES OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
PROGRAMS AND PLANS 
1951-1974 
Total Oil 
Program/Plan Revenues Revenues 
Revised First General Program 107. 5 104.4 
(1951-1954) 
Revised Second General Program 241.4 234.1 
( 1955-1959) 
Provisional Economic Plan 100.9 94.1 
( 1959-1961) 
Detailed Economic Pl an 239.0 195.6 
(1961-1964) 
Five-Year Economic Plan 407.0 372 .3 
(1965-1969) 
National Development Plan 1540.0 1389.7 
(1970-1974) 
Total 2635.8 2390.2 
In Millions of Iraqi Dinars 
16 
Oil Revenues 









Source: Kadhim A. Al-Eyed, Oil Revenues and Accelerated Growth: 
Absorptive Capacity in Iraq (New York, 1979), p. 34, 
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Source: Europa Publications, The Middle East and North Africa 1978-1979 
(London, 1978), p. 392. 
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gainful employment in all sectors in 1973 stood at 2,852 thousands. Of 
this number, agriculture alone used 1,540 thousands, representing 54.0 
percent of the country's total employment. 
Exports other than oil are mainly of agricultural origin; agricul-
tural products constitute more than half of non-oil exports. Major 
agricultural exports are dates, barley, wheat, and rice.7 
Iraq's agricultural resources consist of about 12 million hectars 
of potentially cultivable land, equivalent to about one-fourth of the 
total area of the country.a Less than two thirds of the cultivable land 
is cultivated, of which half is irrigated. Owing to the widespread 
practice of the fallow system, however, only about 50 percent of the 
cultivated land is under crops in any one year. 
In contrast to the rising share of oil in GDP, agriculture's share 
has declined rather sharply since the early 1960s (Table II). Several 
factors have contributed to the poor performance of this sector. Chief 
among these is the decision of the Iraqi planners to neglect agriculture 
in the development plans of 1951-1974. During this period, less than 50 
percent of planned allocations to agriculture was implemented.9 More-
over, most of the allocations went to flood-control schemes and dams 
rather than to drainage canals, land reclamation, development of animal 
wealth, and other activities that directly contribute to increasing 
agricultural output. Estimates of the damage due to failure to under-
take drainage indicates that 20-30 percent of the irrigation area has 
been deserted after its salination surpassed the limit.10 
The growing awareness and concern with the problems of the agricul-
ture sector was reflected in the country's latest development plan 
( 1976-1980). In the first three years of the pl an agriculture received 
19 
17 percent of the total development expenditures.11 The aim is to 
increase agricultural output by reclaiming lands and solving the salin-
ity problem which affects irrigated land. 
Manufacturing 
The manufacturing sector is the third largest commodity-producing 
sector after oil and agriculture. It accounted for approximately 11 
percent of GDP and about 6 percent of the country 1 s total employment in 
1973 (Table II and Table VII). Its value added increased from ID 56.1 
million in 1960 to ID 493.9 million in 1978, an annual growth rate of 
12.8 percent. 
All heavy industries are state-owned and the government has sizable 
shares in many private firms. The public sector concentrates on large 
scale and capital-intensive industries, leaving small-scale industries 
in the areas of consumer goods and services to the private sector.12 
The major industries in Iraq are foodstuffs and beverages, textile 
and clothing, construction materials, and petroleum refining. Other 
important industrial projects completed in the past two years were a 
petro-chemical complex, an iron and steel complex, and a chemical ferti-
1 izer plant. 
The manufacturing sector experienced a comparatively high rate of 
growth (almost 9 percent annually) during the 1960-1973. The rate 
accelerated during the 1973-1978 period to about 24 percent annually. 
The reason for the good performance of this sector is that during the 
last 18 years the Iraqi planners have given top priority to this sector. 
In the first three years of the development plan (1976-1980), manufac-
turing received 32.5 percent of the total development expenditures.13 
20 
Other Sectors 
The services sector which includes domestic trade, banking, owner-
ship of dwellings, and public administration and defense is the largest 
non-commodity producing sector of the economy. Its value added 
increased from ID 136.9 million in 1960 to ID 1383.3 million in 1978, an 
annual growth rate of 13.7 percent. In spite of the remarkably high 
growth rate of services, however, its share in GDP has decreased from 
24.2 percent.in 1960 to 21.3 percent in 1978 (Table II). This is 
largely due to an even greater growth of the contribution of the oil 
sector. 
As for the construction sector, the trend continued to be upward 
during the period under study. Its value added increased from ID 23.1 
million in 1960 to ID 317.6 million in 1978, an annual growth rate of 
15.7 percent. Despite technical problems associated with scarcity of 
engineers, shortages in input materials and skilled labor, its share in 
GDP increased from about 4 percent to 5 percent (Tab 1 e I I) • 
The value added in transportation and communication sector 
increased from ID 39.7 million in 1960 to ID 263.5 million in 1978, an 
annual growth rate of 11.1 perce.nt. In spite of this big increase, the 
transport system in Iraq is still inadequate for its ambitious develop-
ment programs. The services provided by this sector are vital for the 
speedy execution of these programs and the proper operation of newly 
es tab 1 i shed projects. 
Gross Domestic Expenditures 
Table VI II cornbi nes the relevant i nfonnat ion on aggregate consump-
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the 1960-1978 period. Aggregate consumption expenditures measured in 
terms of millions of 1975 dinars increased at an annual growth rate of 
7.5 percent, from 656.2 in 1960 to 2434.3 in 1978. Because the growth 
rates of GNP and consumption were almost identical, the proportion of 
consumption expenditures out of GNP remained almost stable at about 50 
percent over the entire period except for 1973 and 1976. The above 
figures also suggest a two-fold increase in aggregate real per capita 
consumption expenditures from 1960 to 1978. Taking the latter as a 
crude yardstick for the standard of living, this indicates a substantial 
improvement in the overall well-being of the population over this 
period. 
The same tab 1 e shows that real domestic investment increased from 
ID 234.7 million in 1960 to ID 1838.7 million in 1978, an increase of 
738 percent. 
1978 period. 
Most of this increase, however, occurred during the 1973-
It grew at an annual rate of 3.1 percent during the 1960-
1972 period, whereas its annual growth rate jumped to 32.6 percent 
during the 1973-1978 period. Political instability and fluctuations in 
foreign exchange receipts due to the strained relations between the 
Iraqi government and foreign oil companies were mainly responsible for 
the relative stagnation of investment in fixed capital formation during 
the 1960-1972 period. 
Unlike aggregate consumption expenditures, there was an increase in 
the share of real domestic investment in GNP, rising from 16.3 percent 
in 1960 to about 36 percent in 1978. This reflects improvement in the 
country's ability to invest. As can be ascertained from Table VIII, 
real domestic investment amounted, on average, to 13.6 percent of real 
GNP during the 1960-1972 period; the ratio increased to 28.6 percent 
23 
during the following six-year period. This ex~ains the high rates of 
economic growth during the 1973-1978 period and the relatively low rates 
of growth during the 1960-1972 period. 
The figures for private and government consumption expenditures are 
given in Table IX. Real private consumption expenditures increased from 
ID 472.9 million in 1960 to ID 1635.5 million in 1978, an annual growth 
rate of 7.1 percent. At the same time, its government counterpart grew 
at an annual growth of 8.5 percent. The difference between these growth 
rates gradually narrowed the gap between government and private consump-
tion expenditures from about 39 percent to around 49 percent over the 
span of 19 years 1960-1978 (Table IX). 
The figures for private and government investment are also given in 
Table IX. Although real private investment expenditures increased in 
both magnitude and rate of change, they were outweighed on both accounts 
by their government counterpart. The former grew at about 4.5 percent 
per year, whereas the latter grew at about 16 percent annually. In 
1960, the ratio of government to private investment expenditures was 
75.9 percent. The same ratio was 111.9 percent in 1972 and by 1978 it 
increased to 524.9 percent in favor of the government (Table IX). The 
government 1 s predominent role in investment expenditures, coupled with 
its increasingly larger share in aggregate consumption expenditures, 
could be interpreted as the prime force behind the rapid growth of the 
1960-1978 period. 
The Structure of Imports 
Table X summarizes the import performance of the foreign trade 













































PRIVATE AND GOVERNMENT CONSUMPTION AND 




Government to Private Private Government 
Consumption Consumption Investment Investment 
Expenditures (Percent) Expenditures Expenditures 
183.3 38.8 133.4 101.3 
203.3 37.2 148.5 114. l 
222.4 38 .9 113. 9 110. 5 
224.3 46.1 99.8 112.0 
266.2 43.4 107 .6 143.8 
295.5 40.0 113.6 137.9 
314.1 42.0 139.3 144.6 
312.4 48.2 120.2 149. 7 
357.9 47.2 12 7. 9 144.4 
383.6 50. l 121.0 168.1 
387 .9 52 .1 144.3 173.6 
408.7 48.8 150.4 176. l 
425.5 48.6 159.9 178.9 
415.9 48.8 103.4 324. 7 
555.2 48. 7 99.7 517.4 
675.4 48.8 181. l 790.0 
645.3 48.8 237.6 1179.4 
744.9 49.0 2 51. 9 1369.9 
798.8 48.3 294.2 1544. 5 



























United Nations, Office of Development Research and Policy Analysts, DRPA Computer Tape 
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imports assumed a dual role in the economy. Imports of capital, inter-
mediate and consumer goods were to provide the essential ingredient for 
industrial development and secure a balance between aggregate demand and 
aggregate supply, thus subduing inflationary pressures. As Table X 
shows, total merchandise imports increased from ID 138.9 million in 1960 
to ID 1244.1 million in 1978, an annual growth rate of about 13 percent. 
This high rate of growth is due to a growing need for capital and inter-
mediate goods, the need to meet shortages in consumer goods, and rising 











THE COMPOSITION OF IMPORTS 




(Percent) (Percent) (Percent) 
26.9 13. 5 59.4 
26.1 16.5 57.3 
21.8 14.9 63.2 
20.6 8.4 70.7 
14.3 9.3 76.6 
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2. United Nations, Yearbook of International 
1970 (New York, 1973). 
3. United Nations, Yearbook of International 
1975 (New York, 1976). 
4. United Nations, Yearbook of In ternati on al 
















The major components of Iraq's imports include consumer goods-food 
and live animals, beverages, crude materials excluding fuels, animal and 
vegetable oil, and fat; intermediate goods-basic manufactures such as 
iron, construction materials, and rubber; capital goods-machines and 
transport equipment; and other goods which includes chemicals and mis-
cellaneous manufactured goods. 
The figures in Table X reflect Iraqi import policy during the 1960-
1978 period. Imports of consumer goods amounted to ID 37.4 million in 
1960, whereas by 1978 they were in excess of ID 177 million. Despite 
this increase, their share in total merchandise imports steadily 
declined from 26.4 percent in 1960 to around 14 percent in 1978. The 
share of other goods in total merchandise imports also declined from 
13.5 percent in 1960 to about 9 percent in 1978. These movements in 
imports of these two categories mirror the policy of protectionism and 
the working of import substitution mechanism. 
The largest component of total merchandise imports, imports of 
capital and intermediate goods, were encouraged to foster the establish-
ment of import substitution industries. The share of these imports in 
total imports rose from 59.4 percent in 1960 to about 77 percent in 1978 
(Table X). Moreover, imports of capital and intermediate goods grew 
faster (almost 15 percent annually) than total imports, increasing from 
ID 82.6 million in 1960 to ID 952.7 million in 1978 (Table X). 
Money and Banking 
The banking system in Iraq comprises three categories: commercial 
banks, specialized banks, and the Central Bank. In 1964 commercial 
banks were amalgamated into one state-owned-the Rafidian Bank. Although 
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the activities of this bank have grown substantially with the planned 
development of the Iraqi economy, it remains essentially an urban insti-
tution. Its facilities are heavily concentrated in Baghdad and, to a 
lesser extent, in two other large cities, Basrah and Mousl; residents of 
smaller cities do not have access to its services. 
The specialized banks are also state-owned, and include the Agri-
cultural Bank (founded in 1936), the Industrial Bank (founded in 1947), 
and the Real State Bank (founded in 1948). These banks specialize in 
financing private investment in agriculture, industry, and housing, 
respectively. Their main source of lending power is their own capital, 
the Central Bank of Iraq, time and demand deposits, and the issue of 
bonds. These banks do not resort to issuing bonds due to the absence of 
an organized capital market in Iraq. The interest rate charged by these 
banks cannot exceed the legally fixed rate of 7 percent per annum.14 
This rate is lower than the rate charged in the unorganized money 
market. 
The Central Bank of Iraq (CBI) was founded in 1947. It consists of 
two departments-the issue department and the banking department-and is 
managed by a nine-member board of directors. While the CBI possesses 
the three traditional tools of monetary control, (1) open market opera-
tions, (2) changes in the reserve requirements, (3) changes in the dis-
count rate, their effectiveness is effectively hampered by the institu-
tional setting on which it was superimposed.15 In particular, commer-
cial banks have a very high liquidity ratio, amounting to 30.7 in 1976. 
Sources of monetary base in Iraq include the CBI's net holdings of 
foreign assets, the CBI 1 s net credit to the banking system, and the 
CB I 1 s net claims on the government. Among these, the last two represent 
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the domestic components of monetary base, over which the monetary 
authorities have direct control. The third source of the monetary base, 
net foreign assets holdings of the CBI, is directly related to the 
external trade balance. Therefore, the CBI has only limited direct 
control of the money supply.16 
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CHAPTER III 
SPECIFICATION OF THE MODEL 
The Iraqi macroeconometric model is formulated in terms of 53 equa-
tions of which 27 are stochastic and the remainder are non-behavioral 
equations or identities. These equations purport to simultaneously 
explain the 53 endogenous variables. The model also includes 36 pre-
determined variables. It is non-linear in variables but linear in 
parameters. 
The equations and identities of the model can be categorized into 
six groups: 
A. Domestic Demand 
B. Imports 
c. Non-Oil Output 
D. Oil Sector 
.- Wages and Employment c.. 
F. Prices 
This particular way of grouping the model's equations singles out the 
more important sectors of the economy and facilitates the task of iden-
tifying the broad directions of causality among different components of 
the model. The model features demand functions for consumption, invest-
ment, and imports. The supply side is ~epresented in the model by a set 
of equations for sectoral value added related to final demand compo-
nents. The dominance of oil export revenues is evident in its strong 
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infiltration throughout the system; it influences aggregate income hence 
aggregate expenditures, which in turn, affect sectoral production and 
employment. The model also emphasizes the role of capital, intermediate 
and consumer goods in the import sector and the role of oil exports in 
the export sector. 
The data used in the estimation process consists of 19 observations 
{1960-1978) and regression coefficients are estimated both by ordinary 
least square {OLS) and two-stage least square (TSLS) methods. As the 
number of the predetermined variables of the present model far exceeds 
the number of observations, there is insufficient degrees of freedom to 
estimate the first-stage reduced-fonn equations of the TSLS. To solve 
this problem, we estimated the reduced form equations using only those 
predetermined variables that are highly related to the endogenous vari-
able in the equation, excluding from each reduced form equation those 
predetermined variables believed to be unimportant.I The estimates 
appearing in the specified model are the OLS estimates, whereas the TSLS 
estimates are given in Appendix A. The difference between OLS and TSLS 
estimates were very small, hence the reason ~r using the OLS estimates 
in the model. 
Equations of the model are selected after many experiments with 
different variables and functional relationships both at (a) the estima-
tion stage, and (b) the dynamic simulation of the overall model. The 
statistical results of the model are subject to those limitations 
imposed by a small sample and a relatively inaccurate data base. 
To facilitate the subsequent discussion of the specification of the 
model, it is necessary to provide a glossary of variables (Table XI) and 
a statement of the model 1 s equations. In all cases, the t-statistic, 
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TABLE XI 
ALPHABETICAL LISTING OF THE VARIABLEsa 
Label Description 
CE Private consumption 
CET Total consumption 
ODA Aggregate domestic demand 
DOAN Aggregate domestic demand, in millions of current dinars 
GDP Gross domestic product 
GOPN Gross domestic product, in millions of current dinars 
GDPNP Non-oil GOP 
GDPNPN Non-oil GDP, in millions of current dinars 
GNPN Gross national product, in mil lions of current dinars 
GVCEN Government consumption, in millions of current dinars 
GVCEN/N Per capita government consumption, in millions of current 
dinars 
*GVRNPTN Government non-oil revenues, in millions of current dinars 
GVRPT$ Government oil revenues, in millions of current dollars 
GVRPTBA$ Goverrnent oil revenues base, in millions of current dollars 
GVRPTN Government oil revenues, in millions of current dinars 
GVRTN Total government revenues, in mil 1 i ans of current dinars 
GVRTN/N Per capita government revenues, in millions of current 
dinars 
*GVRTXINET Indirect taxes net of subsidies 
GXPCRB Crude oil production, in billions of barrels 
*GXPRFB Production of petroleum refined products, in billions of 
barrels 
























TABLX XI (Continued) 
Private investment 
Total investment 
Employment level, in millions 
Net factor payments abroad, in millions of current dinars 
Total population, in millions 
Total imports of oil of OECD countries, in billions of 
barrels 
Consumer price index (1975 = 100) 
Aggregate domestic demand defl ator ( 1975 = 100) 
GDP deflator (1975 = 100) 
Non-oil GDP deflator (1975 = 100) 
Price defl a tor of government cons um pt ion ( 1975 = 100) 
Price deflator of gross investment (1975 = 100) 
Deflator of crude oil mining (1975 = 100) 
Gross disposable non-\'tage income, in millions of current 
dinars 
Export price index for crude petroleum (1975 = 100) 
Crude petroleum export price, $/Bbl. 
Export price index of petroleum refined products 
(1975 = 100) 
Export price of petroleum refined products, $/Bbl. 
Unit value index of imports of SITC 0, 1, 2, and 4 
(1975 = 100) 
Unit value index of imports of SITC 5, 8, and 9 
(1975 = 100) 
Unit value index of imports of SITC 6 (1975 = 100) 





























TABLE XI {Continued) 
Dummy variable 
Dummy variable 
Exchange rate, $/ID 
Government subsidies, in millions of current dinars 
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Trade balance on merchandise, in millions of current dinars 
Total merchandise exports 
Total merchandise exports, in millions of current dinars 
Non-petroleum exports 
Non-petroleum exports, in millions of current dinars 
Exports of services 
Exports of goods and services 
Exports of crude oil, in billions of barrels 
Exports of crude oil, in millions of current dinars 
Exports of petroleum refined products, in billions of 
barrels 
Time trend 
Total merchandise imports 
Total merchandise imports, in millions of current dinars 
Imports of SITC 0, 1, 2, and 4 
Imports of SITC 3 
Imports of SITC 3, in millions of current dinars 
Imports of SITC 5, 8, and 9 
Imports of SITC 6 
Imports of SITC 7 
Imports of services 
Total imports of goods and services 
• 
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TABLE XI (Continued) 
WRN Average wage rate, in current dinars 
WYN Total wage bill, in millions of current dinars 
XAG Value added in agriculture 
XC Value added in construction 
XMM Value added in manufacturing 
XPCR Value added in crude oil mining 
XPRF Value added in petroleum refining 
XS Value added in services 
XTC Value added in transportation and communication 
XUT Value added in utilities 
YPDN Personal disposable income, in millions of current dinars 
aunless otherwise indicated, all variables are measured in millions 
of 1975 Iraqi dinars. Exogenous variables are marked with an asterisk • 
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the adjusted coefficient of determination (R2), DW statistic, and stan-
dard error of estimation (SEE) are provided below each estimated equa-
tion. The following are also listed below the relevant estimated 
equation: first-order autocorrelation coefficient (p) where a serial 
correlation correction is made and the h-statistic where a lagged depen-
dent variable is present among the regressors in an equation. In 
addition, for testing whether or not an estimated coefficient is signif-
icant, a five percent significance level is used throughout the study. 
The Model 
Domestic Demand 
Real Private Consumption 
CE = - 56.8787 + 0.4616 (YPDN * 100) 
(5.48) PDCE 
+ 0.4890 CE(-1) 
(4.15) 
R2 = 0. 965 SEE = 65.28 
Nominal Per Capita Government Consu~ption 
GVCEN/N = 3.0793 + 0.0927 GVRTN/N 
(3.68) 
R2 = 0.973 




h = 0.78 
( 2) 
h = -0.08 
Real Total Consumption 
CET = CE + (GVCEN * 100) 
PDGVCE 
Real Private Investment 
IFP = 52.1612 + 0.0539 (PR(-1) * 100) 
(1.91) PDIFT 
+ 0.1146 IFT(-1) - 45.3124 Q73 
(9.83) (-2.20) 
RZ = o.888 SEE = 18.83 
Nominal Government Investment 
IFGN = - 2.8259 + 0.1856 GVRPTN 
( 12. 32) 
+ 0.1704 GVRPTN(-1) 
(5.14) 
+ 0.1131 GVRPTN(-2) 
(3.18) 
+ 0.1293 GVRPTN(-3) 
( 5 .83) 
h = 0. 65 
RZ = o.999 SEE= 16.11 p = -0. 59 
Real Total Investment 
IFT = IFP + (IFGN * 100) 
PDIFT 
Real Aggregate Domestic Demand 









Real Imports of Consumer Goods (SITC 0, 1, 2, and 4) 
TMCM0.4-3 = 56.6050 + 0.1888 CE - 0.3150 XAG 
(10.44) (-2.44) 
+ 80.1233 Q74 
(4.33) 
R2 = 0.917 SEE= 17.44 ow = 1.89 
Real Imports of Other Goods (SITC 5, 8, and 9) 
TMCM5.8+9 = 26.0247 + 0.0635 CE 
(3.95) 
- 0.2341 XMM + 0.0416 IFT 
(2.12) (2.24) 
T{2 = 0.887 SEE= 7.66 
Real Imports of Intermediate Goods (SITC 6) 
TMCM6 = 300.7712 + 0.5076 TMCM7 
(6.74) 
R2 = 0.889 
- 292.8625 (PTM6(-1) ) 
(-1.63) PDIFT(-1) 
+ 133.9945 Q74 
(4.31) 
SEE = 29. 72 
Real Imports of Capital Goods (SITC 7) 
TMCM7 = 280.6101 + 0.4534 !FT 
(20.82) 
- 348.9075 (PTM7(-l) ) 
(-3.10) PDIFT(-l) 
ow = 1.86 







R2 = 0. 975 SEE = 28.17 ow = 2.35 
Real Imports of Goods 
TMCMT = TMCMO. 4-3 + TMCM5. 8+9 + TMCM6 + TMCM7 + TMCM3 (12) 
Non-Oil Output 
Real Value Added in Agriculture 
XAG = 138.2695 - 0.1158 TMT + 0.1750 CET (13) 
(-3.13) (4.30) 
"[2 = 0.613 SEE = 26.58 ow = 1.99 
Real Value Added in Manufacturing 
XMM = 0.1538 IFT + 0.1028 CET - 0.0648 TMT (14) 
(9.07) (13.33) (-3.71) 
R2 = 0.979 SEE = 13.88 DH = 1.17 
Real Value Added in Construction 
XC = 0.2435 IFT - 0.0781 TMT + 0.0064 TET (15) 
(12.0) (-4.25) (1.52) 
R2 = 0.966 SEE = 16.42 ow = 1. 81 
Real Value Added in Transportation and Communications 
XTC = 19.6115 + 0.0555 CET + 0.0178 IFT (16) 
(6.25) (1.91) 
l{2 = 0.964 SEE= 7.39 mi = 1.83 
Real Value Added in Services 
XS= -67.1068 + 0.4438 CET 
(22.04) 
""R"2 = 0. 964 SEE = 46.04 
Real Value Added in Utilities 
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(17) 
ow = 1.39 
XUT = -9.0024 + 0.0084 CET + 0.0097 IFT + 0.0035 TET (18) 
( 3. 16) ( 7 • 6 7) ( 3 • 04) 




SEE = 0.92 
Crude Oil Exports (Bil 1. Bbl • ) 
ow = 2.17 
TE331B = 0.2450 + 0.0472 OETMB - 0.1048 Q72 
(12.26) (-3.44) 
+ 0.0001 (IFGN + GVCEN - GVRNPTN) 
(5.76) 
R2 = 0.973 SEE = 0.03 
Real Value Added in Crude Oil Mining 
XPCR = 2925.0095 GXPCRB 
(25.85} 
R2 = 0.987 SEE = 72.46 
Gross Output of Crude Oil (Bill. Bbl.) 
GXPCRB = -0.0180 + 1.0943 TE331B 
(54.68) 
OVJ = 2.26 




1(2 = 0. 998 SEE = 0.01 
Real Value Added in Petroleum Refining 
XPRF = 546.7097 GXPRFB 
(37.75) 
R2 = 0.95 SEE = 2.16 
p = 0. 57 
DW = 1.09 
Export Price of Refined Petroleum Products ($/Bbl.) 
PTE332$ = 1.0125 + 0.9574 PTE331$ 
( 6 9. 91) 
1[2 = 0.999 SEE = 0.15 
Government Oil Revenues (Mil 1. US $) 
GVRPT$ = -234.159 + 0.9547 GVRPTBA$ 
(75.31) 
R2 = 0.997 SEE = 204.64 
Government Oil Revenues (Mil. Dinars) 
GVRPTN = GVRPT$ I REX 
p = 0 .57 
ow = 2.46 
Government Oil Revenues Base (Mill. US $) 
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ow = 1.96 
(22) 
(23) 
ow = 1.52 
(24) 
(25) 
GVRPTBA$ = (GXPCRB * PTE331$ + GXPRFB * PTE332$) * 1000 (26) 
Wages and Employment 
Average Wage Rate 
WRN = -265.9077 + 1.6720 PDCE(-1) + 0.6223 (GDPNP/NEMP) (27) 
(2.89) (4.36) 
~ = 0.947 SEE = 25.02 DW = 1.22 
Employment (millions) 
NEMP = 1.5774 + 0.0001 GDPNP + 0.0586 TIME 
(2.33) (13.08) 
R2 = 0.998 SEE = 0. 02 
Prices 
Consumer Price Index 
PDCE = 33.3540 + 0.0266 ODA 
(16.51) 
ow = 1.37 
- 161.8185 ( SUBN ) 
(-2.17) IFGN + GVCEN - SUBN 
~ = 0.957 SEE = 5.46 
Deflator of Government Consumption 
POGVCE = 32.5355 + 0.2383 WRN 
(20.54) 
~ = 0.959 SEE = 5.36 
Deflator of Gross Investment 
p = -0 .46 




ow = 2.16 
(30) 
PDIFT = 21.6385 + 0.7345 (PTM6 * TMCM6 + PTM7 * TMCM7)/100 * 100 
(15.43) TMCM6 + TMCM7 
(31) 
R2 = 0.98 SEE = 2. 91 p = 0.57 ow = 1.69 
Deflator of Aggregate Domestic Demand 
PDOA = (DOAN I ODA) * 100 (32) 
Non-Oil GDP Deflator 
PDGDPNP = 10.4457 + 0.9133 PDDA 
(19.65) 
R2 = 0.955 SEE = 4.40 
Deflator of Crude Oil Mining 
PDXPCR = 7.2247 + 0.9394 PTE331 
(32.06) 
R2 = 0.983 SEE = 4.89 
GDP Defl ator 
PDGDP = (GDPN I GDP) * 100 
Other Definitions and Identities 
Real Non-Oil GDP 
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(33) 
ow = 1.98 
(34) 
DW = 1.87 
(35) 
GDPNP = XAG + XMM + XTC + XC + XS + XUT + GVRTXINET (36) 
Real GDP 
GDP = GOPNP + XPCR + XPRF 
Nominal GDP 
GOPN = (GDPNP * PDGDPNP + XPRF * PDGDPNP + XPCR 
* PDXPCR) I 100 
Nominal Gross National Product 





Nominal Personal Disposable Income 
YPDN = GNPN - GVRTN (40) 
Nominal Aggregate Domestic Demand 
DOAN = GVCEN + IFGN + (CE * PDCE + IFP * PDIFT) I 100 (41) 
Total Wage Bil 1 
WYN = WRN * NEMP 
Gross Disposable Non-Wage Income 
PR = GDPN - GVRTN - WYN 
Total Government Revenues 
GVRTN = GVRPTN + GVRNPTN 
Nominal Government Consumption 
GVCEN = GVCEN/N * NP 
Crude Oil Exports (Mill. Dinars) 
TE331N = (TE331B * PTE331$)* 1000 
REX 
Petroleum Refined Products Exports (Mill. Dinars) 
TE332N = (TE333B * PTE332$) * 1000 
REX 
Nominal Merchandise Exports 






( 4 7) 
(48) 
Real Merchandise Exports 
TECMT = (TE331N + TE332N) * 100 + TECMNP 
PTE331 PTE332 
Real Exports of Goods and Services 
TET = TECMTN + TESR 
Real Imports of Goods and Services 
TMT = TMCMT + TMSR 





TMCMTN = TMCM3N + (TMCM0.4-3 * PTM0.4-3 + TMCM5.8+9 (52) 
* PTM5.8+9 + TMCM6 * PTM6 + TMCM7 
* PTM7) I 100 
Trade Balance on Merchandise 
TBMN = TECMTN - TMCMTN (53) 
Discussion of the Model 
Domestic Demand 
Real Private Consumption. A number of studies recognize the appli-
cability of Friedman's permanent income hypothesis2 in studying the 
behavior of consumption expenditures in developing countries.3 The 
permanent income hypothesis maintains that consumption expenditures do 
not depend on the current level of income which might include positive 
or negative transitory elements but rather on the consumer's perception 
of his or her permanent income purged of all transitory elements. 
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Empirically, Friedman approximates permanent income by a weighted aver-
age of present and past incomes, with geometrically declining weights 
over time. 
In equation (1) real private consumption expenditures are specified 
to be a function of real disposable income and private consumption 
expenditures in the previous year. Lagged private consumption expendi-
tures enters as a transformed expression for the distributed lag in 
income since consumption expenditures depend on current and past levels 
of income. This form of consumption function allows both the short-run 
and the long-run marginal propensity to consume (mpc) to be estimated.4 
The estimated consumption function indicates a relatively low mpc (0.46) 
which is in large part due to the fact that per capita income in the oil 
producing countries is relatively high and thus the share of consumption 
in income is low. The marginal propensities to consume for Kuwait5 and 
Saudi Arabia6 were estimated at 0~42 and 0.25 respectively. The low mpc 
is al so partly due to the increasing role that the government plays in 
providing free social services such as education, medical care, and 
other services. 
The long-run mpc is estimated at 0.9033 which implies a long-run 
marginal propensity to save of 0.0977. If personal disposable income 
were to increase by ID 1.0 million, private consumption expenditures 
would increase by ID 460,000 in the same year. Eventually, consumers 
would adjust their consumption behavior to their higher income level, so 
that in the long-run consumption would increase by ID 903,300. 
Nominal Government Consumption. In macroeconometric studies, 
government consumption expenditures, are either (a) taken as autono-
mous,7 or (b} disaggregated according to the types of factors 
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purchased,8 or (c} taken as a simple function of taxes-collected.9 Due 
to lack of data on the components of government consumption expenditures 
and the importance of government oil revenues in public expenditures, 
government consumption expenditures are specified in equation (2} to be 
a function of total government revenues, population, and government con-
sumption in the previous year. The population variable is used to 
reflect the need for government services and is accounted for by esti-
mating government consumption equation in per capita tenns. The under-
lying theoretical justification for including government consumption in 
the previous year is the idea that its current level is subject to a 
previously established level of expenditures. One important distinction 
between government and private consumption equations is that the fonner 
is estimated in nominal tenns. Government spending is usually planned 
and budgeted in nominal tenns. In identity {3} real government consump-
tion is calculated using government consumption deflater. The regres-
sion results of estimating equation (2) indicates that all the variables 
are significant and have the expected sign with R2 = 0.97. 
Real Private Investment. The entrepreneur's decision on how much 
to invest may depend on a number of variables such as profit expecta-
tions, rate of interest, existing stock of capital, excess capacity, and 
the level of income. Theoretically, Keynes proposed that investment 
takes place so long as the marginal efficiency of investment is greater 
than the market rate of interest. This implies that, given the inves-
tor's expectations regarding the future, inves~nent has an inverse rela-
tionship with the rate of interest. 
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It is doubtful, however, that investment theories designed for 
developed economies have much relevance for developing economies such as 
Iraq. In the words of Klein: 
Factors making investment behavior different from that sug-
gested (for developed economies) are the lack of an organized 
Western-type capital market and the presence of large govern-
ment supported investment ••• We might argue that there are 
so many worthwhile ventures, al 1 economically sound, that 
close calculation by systematic pattern is unnecessary.lo 
Thus, the rate of interest appears to be a less important factor in 
explaining investment behavior in geve1oping economies. This is par-
ticularly true in the case of Iraq in view of the absence of a freely 
determined interest rate that reflects the real scarcity of loanable 
funds. 
In Iraq, private investment expenditures are largely financed 
through retained earnings. This is so because of the family orientation 
of business and the virtual nonexistence of a well-developed money and 
capital market. Thus, in equation (4), real private investment depends 
on gross disposable non-wage income, a dummy variable to account for 
political instability, and total investment in the previous year. This 
specification emphasizes the role of private profits as a source of 
financing. Lagged total investment is used as a proxy. variable for 
changes in absorptive capacity. It measures the extent of new invest-
ment opportunities created by previous private and public investment. 
A number of attempts were made to include a financial variable in the 
private investment function to reflect the credit conditions provided 
by the commercial and specialized banks, but those attempts proved to be 
unsuccessful. All regression coefficients are significant at the five 
percent level, except for non-wage income, which is significant at the 
ten percent level. The estimated coefficient of the dummy variable 
indicates that the uncertainties created by political instability in 
1973 caused real private investment expenditures to decline by ID 45.3 
million in the same year. 
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Nominal Government Investment. Due to lack of data it was not 
possible to disaggregate government investment, which consists of 
government expenditures on social overhead capital investment and dis-
bursements through the Development Board, by sector. This is one of the 
many cases where the structure of the model has to be designed to con-
form to available data. It would have been useful to adopt such a 
breakdown to analyze the effects of different policies in allocating 
government investment expenditures into different sectors of the 
economy. 
The task of estimating government investment proved to be much 
easier than estimating private investment. Government decisions to 
invest are not subject to the same type of behavioral considerations as 
private investment decisions. More specifically, the basic determinants 
of government investment expenditures are the product of a special mix 
of social, political, and economic factors. 
As discussed in the last chapter, the primary source of government 
investment is the oil revenues. Therefore, in equation (5) government 
investment is specified to depend on the current and lagged government 
oil revenues. In this specification we did not impose geometrically 
declining weights on the coefficients of past oil revenues. It is 
likely that current government investment expenditures depend more on 
past years' revenues rather than on current revenues because of the lag 
involved in planning and allocating such expenditures; the argument can 
be made that, based on this year's revenues, the government plans next 
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year's expenditures. Of course, projections for next year's revenues 
will also enter the picture, but it is not clear, a priori, whether the 
contemporaneous revenues' effect should be larger or smaller than the 
effect of lagged revenues. Therefore it was felt that it would be a 
more proper procedure to estimate government investment as a function of 
past and present oil revenues and let the regression results detennine 
the pattern of weights of the distributed lag. All the coefficients of 
equation (5) are highly significant and the distribution of weights of 
the impact of lagged values of oil revenues is quite different than the 
pattern that we would have obtained by imposing geometrically declining 
weights. 
Imports 
Ordinarily import demand functions include some measure of income 
and import price relative to domestic prices.11 In the model, merchan-
dise imports are disaggregated into (a) consumer goods (SITC 0, 1, 2, 
and 4), (b) intermediate goods (SITC 6), (c) capital goods (SITC 7), (d) 
imports of mineral fuels (SITC 3), and (e) all other imports (SITC 5, 8, 
and 9). 
Imports of mineral fuels, mostly petroleum products, are small 
enough relative to total imports to be treated as an exogenous variable. 
The remaining four categories of imports are behavioral variables and 
estimated in real terms. Import prices are assumed to be detennined 
only by conditions abroad, and hence, they are treated as exogenous 
variables. 
Imports of consumer goods, mostly food and live animals, are 
considered to be a function of private consumption, value added in 
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agriculture, and a dummy variable to account for the sudden jump in the 
value of imports of this category in 1974 (equation 8). In the absence 
of disaggregated data on private consumption, total private consumption 
should serve as a reasonably good indicator of demand of consumer goods. 
Value added in agriculture is taken to serve as an import substitution 
variable. The estimated regression coefficients of all variables are 
statistically significant and have the expected sign. The negative 
coefficient of value added in agriculture indicates the import substi-
tution effect of agricultural production on the imports of consumer· 
goods. The estimated coefficients also implies an elasticity of demand 
of consumer goods imports of 1.2 with respect to private consumption and 
-0.7 with respect to value added in agriculture. 
Relevant relative prices of foreign to domestic goods were tried 
for this category of imports. Their estimated coefficients were not 
significantly different from zero and were omitted. This result is 
expected given that a large proportion of imports of consumer goods are 
foodstuffs financed mainly by the government. 
All other imports category constitutes mostly chemicals, miscel-
laneous manufactured goods, and fixed investment related items. In 
equation (9) it is considered to depend on two demand factors, private 
consumption and total investment, and an import substitution variable, 
the level of value added in manufacturing. The coefficient of all 
variables are statistically significant and have the expected sign. The 
negative coefficient of the value added in manufacturing indicates the 
import substitution effect of manufacturing on imports of this category. 
Imports of capital goods constitute mostly of machines and trans-
portation equipment. The demand for capital goods imports, therefore, 
is considered to depend on both a demand factor, total investment, and 
relative prices, the ratio of import price index of capital goods to 
the investment expenditures deflator (equation 11). Needless to say, 
imports of capital goods hardly have any domestically produced equiva-
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1 ent to be subject to import substitution effects. The coefficients of 
both variables are highly significant and have the expected sign, imply-
ing an elasticity of demand of capital goods imports of 1.13 with 
respect to investment and -1.54 with respect to relative prices. 
The largest items of imports of intermediate goods are heavy indus-
trial intermediate goods. Thus, imports of this category go hand in 
hand with imports of capital goods. Since Iraq does not have any sig-
nificant domestic production of either category, importing one would not 
be very meaningful without importing the other. Therefore in equation 
(10) the demand for intermediate goods imports are considered to be a 
function of a demand factor, imports of capital goods, relative prices 
(the ratio of import price index of intermediate goods to the investment 
expenditures deflater) and a dummy variable to account for the liberal 
import policy the government adopted in 1974. The coefficient of all 
three variables are of the correct signs but only two are statistically 
significant. Though the t-ratio of the relative prices term is not 
highly significant it points in the expected direction. 
Real total imports of goods and services are determined in the 
model through identity (51) as the sum of real merchandise imports and 
services. Imports of services, mostly travel and expenditures of 
embassies and military missions, are taken to be exogenous. 
Non-Oil Output 
In equations (13) to (18) value added in each sector appears to 
be expressed as a function of aggregate final demand components; the 
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explanatory variables are the expenditure side components of GNP. These 
equations can be interpreted as transformations of input-output rela-
tionships. Let us write the relationship which is the cornerstone of 
the input-output analysis. 
g 
(I-A)X =F (V.1) 
where A is the matrix of technological coefficients, x9 is a vector of 
gross output and F is a vector of final demand. We can invert this 
expression to obtain 
x9 = (I - A)-1 F (V.2) 
The value added is defined as the value of gross output minus all the 
material cost. Therefore, we can assume that value added in each sector 
is proportional to gross output of the corresponding sector. Thus 
x· = k· x·g 1 1 1 i = 1, ••. , n (V.3) 
and we can write 
X = K (I - A)-1 F (V.4) 
where K is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are k; (i = 1, ••. , 
n) and the off diagonals are zeros. We can rewrite (V.4) as: 
X = OF ( v. 5) 
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where D = K(l-A)-1. System (V.5) expresses each sector 1 s value added as 
a linear function of final demand components. 
In the model we distinguished among six non-oil productive sectors: 
agriculture, manufacturing, services, transportation and communication, 
construction, and utilities. The choice of these sectors was primarily 
based on the availability of the data. Thus X, according to the model, 
has six elements. On the final demand side the present model incor-
porates four components: total consumption, total investment, total 
exports, and total imports, hence, F has four elements. We can, there-
fore, write our six value added equations as: 
XAG du d12 du d14 
XMM d21 d22 d23 d24 GET 
XTC d31 d32 d33 d34 IFT 
(V.6) 
xc = d41 d42 d43 d44 x TET 
XS ds1 d52 ds3 ds4 TMT 
XUT d61 d62 d63 d64 
which implies, 
XAG = dll CET + d12 !FT + d13 TET + d14 TMT (V. 7) 
XMM = d21 GET + d22 IFT + d23 TET + d24 TMT (V. 8) 
XTG = d31 GET + d32 IFT + d33 TET + d34 TMT (V.9) 
c = d41 CET + d42 IFT + d43 TET + d44 TMT (V.10} 
XS = d51 GET + d52 IFT + d53 TET + ds4 TMT {V.11) 
XUT = d61 CET + ds2 IFT + d63 TET + ds4 TMT (V.12) 
The coefficients in each row of system (V.6) represent the response of 
the sector 1 s value added to changes in the various final demand 
components. The coefficients in each column represent the relative 
impact (share) of changes in a specific final demand component on sec-
toral value added. 
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For Iraq, however, there is no input-output table, and hence, the 
coefficients (dij) of equations V.7 - 7.12 had to be estimated by 
regression method; in this case they had to be treated as stochastic 
rather than deterministic equations. In our search for good fit, we had 
to allow for a constant term in some of the equations and to delete some 
of the final demand components from some of the equations. 
The use of this approach in specifying and estimating sectoral 
value added equations is not new, especially in models of developing 
countries, similar techniques have been used in studies of Brazil ,12 
Mexico,13 and Sudan.14 
Equations (13) to (18) in the model shows the regression results of 
estimating value added equations V.7 - V.12. In these equations imports 
tend to have a negative coefficient. This is to confonn to the national 
accounts identity GNP= C +I + X - M. This also, in a sense, is the 
reverse of import substitution effect: the more that is imported the 
less that has to be produced domestically to satisfy demand. As 
expected, the coefficient of total exports in each equation where it is 
included is close to zero reflecting the fact that most of the exports 
are from the oil sector. Total consumption is a prime determinant of 
value added in services (equation 17). Value added in construction and 
value added in manufacturing are highly responsive to investment (equa-
tions 15 and 14 respectively). In equation (13), it appears that total 
consumption is influential in determining value added in agriculture. 
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In terms of explanatory power, all of the estimation results of 
sectoral value added equations indicate that K2 ranges between 0.96 to 
0.99 except for the equation (13) whose R2 is 0.61. All of the explan-
atory variables carry the expected signs, and all coefficients are sig-
nificant at the five percent level, except for the total exports in 
equation (15) and the total investment in equation (16), which are sig-
nificant at the 20 and 10 percent levels respectively. 
Oil Sector 
Crude oil exports is the most crucial variable in the model in 
general and in the oil sector in particular. As mentioned in the last 
chapter, crude oil exports have a far reaching effect on the economy as 
a whole. In macroeconometric studies of oil producing countries, oil 
exports are either (a) treated as an exogenous variable,15 or (b) taken 
as a simple function of a supply variable,16 or (c) explained by a demand 
variable.17 It is realized here that treatment of oil exports as purely 
exogenous variables introduces not only too much arbitrariness in the 
model, but is al so inappropriate for an oil based-economy like Iraq. It 
is also realized that oil exports have elements of and are influenced by, 
both demand-related and supply-related factors; more specifically, they 
can be viewed as the crude oil exports of the exporting country (the 
supply dimension) or, as part of the crude oil imports of the importing 
countries (the demand dimension). 
The factors influencing these two dimensions of oil exports are 
different; if viewed as a demand function oil exports can be specified 
by international variables (industrial production index in OECD coun-
tries, imports of oil of OECD countries, and export price of crude 
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relative to OECD's average prices) which are exogenous to the Iraqi 
economy. Viewed as an export function, oil exports can be explained by 
revenue-need related factors. Thus, it would be unrealistic to specify 
a strictly supply or a strictly demand oriented equation. We should 
view oil exports as the market equilibrium quantities which are deter-
mined both by supply and demand conditions. 
In view of the above, oil exports (in billions of barrels) are 
specified to be a function of total imports of oil of OECD countries, 
excess of government expenditures over non-oil government revenues, and 
a dummy variable to represent the impact of nationalization of foreign 
oil companies operating in Iraq (equation 19). The regression results 
of estimating this equation indicates that all variables are significant 
and have the expected sign. Export price of crude oil is taken as an 
exogenous (policy) variable since it is determined by OPEC organization 
of which Iraq is a major member. 
The remaining equations of this sector are straightforward, so only 
a short note about each will be mentioned. Real value added in crude 
oil mining (equation 20) is made a function of volume of gross output 
of oil. This equation is estimated without a constant term, and as 
expected the coefficient of volume of oil output is very close to the 
price of a billion barrels of Iraqi oil in the base year of 1975. 
In equation (21) volume of gross output of crude oil is specified 
to be a direct function of exports of oil. This specification assumes 
that Iraq produces what it can and/or is willing to export. This 
is a reasonable assumption given the fact that Iraq has been holding 
production below capacity and thought to have enormous undiscovered oil 
reserves.18 This equation is estimated in billions of barrels terms 
wi th R2 = 0. 998. 
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In petroleum refining, real value added is made a function of the 
volume of gross output of refined products (equation 22). This equation 
is estimated without a constant term with satisfactory results. Due to 
lack of adequate data on such variables as investment in petroleum 
refining and refining capacity, we were not able to estimate a reason-
able equation for gross output of refined products, and hence, it was 
decided to take it as exogenous, at least for now, in the hope that when 
future refinements are made, further investigation will be made of this 
variable. In the petroleum refining sector, exports of petroleum pro-
ducts have been playing a minor role, and hence, it is treated as an 
exogenous variable. 
In equation (23) export price of a barrel of petroleum refined 
products is specified to be a direct function of the export price of a 
barrel of crude oil. This equation is estimated in dollar terms with 
R2 = 0.999. 
In equation (24) government oil revenues is specified to be a 
function of government oil revenues base which is computed as the sum 
of the values of crude and refined petroleum produced (identity 26). 
This equation is estimated in dollar terms withR2 = 0.997. 
Wages and Employment 
The standard model of wage determination is based on the Phillips 
curve, which says that the tighter the labor markets, the more rapidly 
wages rise.19 Recent studies have elaborated upon this formulation by 
allowing for, among other things, the impact of consumer prices, and 
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productivity.20 In the model nominal average wage rate is considered to 
have a compensatory reaction to consumer prices and to average produc-
tivity in the non-oil sector (non-oil GDP divided by the level of 
employment). The oil-sector, in spite of its high share in GDP, is 
extremely capital intensive and employs a small proportion of the total 
labor force. We would thus get a misleading measure of average produc-
tivity if we measure it using total GDP (oil and non-oil). 
Equation (27) shows the regression results of estimating the aver-
age wage rate equation. The coefficients of both variables are statis-
tically significant, reflecting the dependence of the wage rate on both 
cost of living and productivity. 
As far as employment is concerned, the present model includes only 
one simple employment 1 evel equation. Due to lack of data on foreign 
and local workers employed in different sectors, we were not able to 
develop a detailed employment sub-model. In equation (28) employment is 
assumed to depend on real non-oil GDP and time trend. The coefficients 
of both variables are statistically significant with~ = 0.998. 
Prices 
The aggregate demand and supply functions examined thus far have 
been formulated largely in real terms. To obtain a complete picture of 
national income determination it is necessary to provide an endogenous 
explanation of the price level. In the model prices are explained by 
six equations; four behavioral and two identities. 
In equation (29) the consumer price index is expressed as a func-
tion of real aggregate domestic demand (the sum of total consumption 
and total investment), and the ratio of government subsidies to total 
government expenditures (government consumption excluding subsidies, 
plus government investment expenditures}. Aggregate domestic demand 
measures the extent of domestic demand pressures on consumer prices. 
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The ratio of government subsidies to total government expenditures 
emphasizes the importance of subsidies as a policy tool at government's 
disposal to alleviate the inflationary pressures which result from the 
increasing government expenditures. 
In equation (30} the government consumption deflater is specified 
as a direct function of the nominal average wage rate; government con-
sumption expenditures are mostly wages and salaries of government 
employees. 
Since most of the material cost incurred in fixed investment is 
imported, the investment deflator is expressed as a direct function of a 
weighted average of the defl a tors of imports of capital and intermediate 
goods (equation 31}. 
Identity (32} expresses the aggregate domestic demand deflator as a 
weighted average of the deflators of private consumption, government 
consumption, and total investment. In the solution of the model, the 
aggregate domestic demand deflater will be influenced by the explanatory 
variables in equations 29-31, and hence, will have elements of demand-
pull, cost-push and "imported" inflation. 
In equation (33) the non-oil GDP deflater is expressed as a direct 
function of the aggregate domestic demand deflater. 
In equation (34) the deflater of the value added in crude oil min-
ing is specified to be a direct function of the crude oil price index. 
Identity (35) expresses the GOP deflater as a weighted average of 
the deflators of oil and non-oil GDP.21 
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In terms of explanatory power, all of the estimation results of 
price equations indicate that R2 ranges between 0.95 to 0.98. All of 
the explanatory variables carry the expected sign, and all coefficients 
are highly significant at the five percent level. 
Other Definitions and Identities 
These relationships require little explanation, since most of them 
simply redefine some given variable in a very straightforward manner. 
A few of the relationships, however, should be mentioned. Identity 
(36) defines non-oil GDP as the sum of value added in each sector. 
This variable is a more meaningful indicator of the state of the domes-
tic economy han GDP, since the latter, which includes value-added in 
the petroleum sector, is highly and directly dependent on fluctuations 
in international oil markets, and thus gives a rather distorted picture 
of domestic economic activity. 
In identity (37) real GDP is determined from the supply side (as 
the sum of oil and non-oil GDP) rather than from the expenditures 
(demand) side. It was realized that in Iraq economic activity is gen-
erally supply constrained and, therefore, GDP should be determined from 
the supply side. In an important paper on this subject Klein22 con-
cluded that ·t1hile substantial parts of the models used for mature econo-
mies might be carried over, more emphasis should be given to the supply 
side in the models for developing economies. In developed economies, 
the productive capacity is fairly large, the emphasis is on the expendi-
ture side of the national accounts, the problem being to create the 
necessary effective demand. In developing economies such as Iraq it is 
not effective demand that is lacking, but rather aggregate supply. 
Furthermore, the supply-side GDP identity readily lends itself to dis-
aggregating GDP into its oil and non-oil components. 
Identity (42) defines wage income as the product of the wage rate 
and the level of employment. Identity (43) defines gross disposable 
non-wage income by substracting wage income and total government 
revenues from GDP. 
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CHAPTER IV 
MODEL SIMULATION ANALYSIS 
In the previous chapter, the Iraqi macroeconometric model was spe-
cified and estimated. In this chapter, the model is evaluated using 
simulation analysis. Particular attention is given to the extent to 
which the model is able to replicate the actual data, the dynamic pro-
perties of the model, and finally the model 1 s forecast of the Iraqi 
economy for the years 1979 to 1985. 
Validation of the Model 
The purpose of econometric model validation is 11 to increase one's 
confidence in the ability of the model to provide useful inforrnation. 11 1 
A multiple-equation model cannot be evaluated by examining the statis-
tical fit criteria of its individual equations only. It must also be 
evaluated in terms of its ability to reproduce the historical data. In 
a multiple-equation model, the individual relations may have a very good 
statistical fit, but the complete model may do a very bad job when it is 
simul ated.2 
Simulation analysis consists of solution of the model with actual 
historical or assumed values of the exogenous variables.3 In the case 
of an econometric model which is linear in variables, solution is easily 
achieved by finding the reduced form of the model. This approach can 
not be used if the system is nonlinear in variables as in the case of 
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·the model presented in this study.4 Therefore the model was solved 
through the method of successive iterations (the Gauss Seidel method). 
To explain this procedure, we consider a model which consists of only 
two equations, two endogenous variables (the y 1 s), and one exogenous 
variable (x). 
(1) 
Y2t = bl + b2 Ylt + b3 Y2,t-1 {2) 
To start the iterative process in period t, a starting value for 
"( 0) 
Ylt' say Ylt , has to be supplied (we shall denote the solution of Yit 
t t h h . t t . b " ( r) Th . ( 2 ) a e rt i era ion y Yit • en, us111g , compute: 
(3) 
Using (3) solve for Ylt in (1): 
(4) 
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It is worth mentioning that Y2,t-1 and Xt are fixed and known for each 
time period, and do not change from iteration to iteration. The second 
. "(1) "(O) 








The process iterates in this fashion until the values of Ylt and Y2t do 
not change significantly from iteration to iteration. A convergence 
criterion commonly used is to stop iterating when the values do not 
change by more than 0.1 percent, i.e., 
if 
A(r) A(r-1) A(r-1) 
(Ylt - Ylt )/ Ylt i 0.001 (7) 
and if 
A(r) A(r-1) A(r-1) 
(Y2t - Y2t )/ Y2t i 0.001 (8) 
stop iterating. Convergence in this algorithm is affected by the 
normalization procedure, i.e., the choice of the variable in each 
equation to be written on the left hand side with unit coefficient, and 
by the order in which the Yit are evaluated within each iteration.5 
For the solution of the model presented in this study, the average 
number of iteration necessary for convergence has been eleven for each 
period. 
Using this method, the present model is dynamically simulated 
within the sample period. This kind of simulation is a stringent test 
of the model because simulated values of endogenous variables in one 
period are used as input into the equation to predict the values of the 
endogenous variables in the following periods, and hence, problems of 
error accumulation may arise.6 A dynamic simulation is a ''test that a 
model must pass before we ~'IOuld be \'lilling to use it for forecasting 
purposes."? "Of course, no model is expected to fit the data exactly: 
the question is whether the residual errors are sufficiently small to 
be tolerable and sufficiently unsystematic to be treated as random. 118 
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There are many statistics which can be used to examine how closely 
each endogenous variable tracks its corresponding data series. The fol-
lowing statistics are often used:9 mean absolute error (MAE), mean 
absolute percentage error (MAPE), root mean squared error (RMSE), and 
root mean squared percentage error (RMSPE). These measures are defined 
below. 
1. The Mean Absolute Error (MAE): The MAE measures the absolute 
s 
value of deviation of the simulated variable (Yt> from its actual time 
a 
time path (Yt). It is defined as: 
N 
MAE= 1 E IYs - Yal 
N n=l t t 
(9) 
where N = the number of periods simulated. The MAE is not subject to 
the downward bias associated with the mean 
N 
error - ME= 1 E (Yts - yat). 
N n=l 
2. The Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE): The MAPE expresses 
MAE in percentage terms, and hence, it can be defined as: 
N 
MAPE = 1 z:: 
N n=l 
(10) 
3. The Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE): The RMSE is a measure of 
the deviation of the simulated variable from its historical time path. 
The magnitude of this error must be evaluated relative to the mean value 
of the variable in question. This measure weights large errors more 
than the MAE. It can be defined as: 
RMSE ( 11) 
4. The Root Mean Squared Percentage Error (RMSPE): This measure 
is the same as RMSE, but in percentage terms. It is defined as: 
RMS PE (12) 
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Another important criterion for evaluating a model is how well 
actual turning points are simulated during the historical period. For a 
model to be superior to a simple time trend, it must simulate turning 
points. 
The simulation error measures are presented in Table XII. In addi-
tion, the detailed results of dynamic simulation of the model are given 
in Appendix B. Before deriving some conclusions from the results of 
model simulation, the following analysis based on Table XII is in order. 
A glance at the estimated and actual figures in Appendix B shows 
that aggregate domestic demand (ODA} and its components, total invest-
ment (IFT} and total consumption (CET} track their respective paths 
reasonably well. The RMSE for DOA is 3.35 which is approximately 2.42 
percent of its value over the simulation period. A close analysis of 
the error statistics of the two components of DOA, i.e., CET and !FT, 
reveals that their errors tend to offset each other: while the sum of 
the RMSEs for CET and IFT is 72.34, the RMSE of their sum DOA is only 
51.83. 
The RMSE for private consumption (CE} is 33.02. This is approxi-
mately 3.3 percent of its mean value over the simulation period and is 
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quite small. Its simulated series, however, missed two turning points 
out of four. Error measures relating to government consumption (GVCEN) 
are also satisfactory with RMSPE of 4.06 percent. In 1971 GVCEN under-
estimated its actual value by almost 12 percent, resulting in an overall 
MAPE of 2.36 percent. 
Table XII indicates that the MAPEs for private investment (IFP) and 
government investment (IFGN) are only 4.22 and 3.71 percent respec-
tively. The simulated series of IFP, however, missed two turning points 
out of four. 
A glance at the estimated and actual figures in Appendix B shows 
that import components of consumer goods (TMCM0.4-3), intennediate goods 
(TMCM6), capital goods (TMCM7), and imports of other goods (TMCM5.8+9) 
do not track their respective paths very well, and hence, their error 
measures are generally higher than those for other variables in the 
model. This is mainly due to the errors associated with the construc-
tion and estimation of import price deflators which were used in deflat-
ing the nominal values of import components. In addition, a close anal-
ysis of the error statistics of the four components of total merchandise 
imports (TMCMT) reveals that their errors tend to cancel out; while the 
sum of RMSEs of TMCM0.4-3, TMCM5.8+9, TMCM6, and TMCM7 is 38.94, the 
RMSE of their sum TMCMT is only 21.6. The simulated series of TMCMT 
missed one turning point out of four. 
As regards oil exports (TE331B) and oil revenues (GVRPTN), the 
results appear encouraging in that RMSPEs, are 4.55 percent for TE331B 
and 5.06 percent for GVRPTN. Their simulated series predicts the turn-
ing point of 1972 very wel 1. 
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TABLE XII 




Variable MAE MAPE RMSE Mean Value RMS PE 
(Percent) (Percent) (Percent) 
CE 24.39 3.07 33.02 3.30 4.48 
CET 36.64 2.95 45.47 3.07 3.98 
DOA 38 .06 2.35 51.83 2 .42 3.35 
DOAN 36 .60 2 .06 48 .65 2 .48 2.64 
GOP 130.00 3.91 150 .12 4.5 4.43 
GOPN 84.11 2.75 135.24 5.41 3.23 
GOP NP 23.32 1.65 29 .11 2. 06 2 .02 
GNPN 84.11 3.01 135.24 5.75 3. 51 
GVCEN 8.44 2.36 13.50 3. 02 4.06 
GVRPT$ 102 .19 4.41 153.37 4. 53 5.06 
GVRPTBA$ 150.93 4.18 244.41 5.70 4.91 
GVRPTN 31.15 4.41 45.54 4.47 5.06 
GVRTN 31.15 3.14 45. 54 3.90 3. 50 
GXPCRB 0.03 4.42 0.03 4. 54 5.19 
IFGN 6. 32 3. 71 8.42 1.86 6.06 
IFP 5. 70 4.22 7.12 4.44 5.49 
IFT 19.73 3.37 26.87 4.06 4.06 
NEMP o. 02 1.06 0.03 1.23 1.12 
POCE 3.22 3.96 4.04 4.69 5.23 
PDDA 2.17 2. 91 2.41 2. 96 3.45 
PDGDP 2.88 4.29 4 .18 6.23 5.49 
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TABLE XII (Continued} 
PDGDPNP 2.67 2.98 3.83 4.46 4.01 
PDGVCE 4.26 4.81 5.46 6.49 5.67 
PDIFT 1. 94 2.64 2.46 3.43 3.23 
PDXPCR 3.43 5.68 5.34 10.09 7.38 
PR 96.67 10.63 149.55 19.34 15.51 
PTE332$ 0 .16 3.88 0.19 3.27 4.52 
TBMN 38.22 5.39 61.83 9.21 6.44 
TECMT 69.36 3.41 82.00 3.84 4.15 
TECMTN 37.21 3.08 58.54 4.88 3.70 
TET 69.36 3.47 82.00 3.81 4.25 
TE331B 0.02 3. 71 0.02 3.2 4.55 
TE331N 37.25 3.71 58.57 5.18 4.55 
TMCMT 17.65 3.99 21.60 3.24 5.45 
TMCMTN 9.42 3.97 10.81 2.04 5.35 
TMCM0.4-3 8.34 7 .13 10.44 6.94 9.79 
TMCM5.8+9 3. 98 5.68 4.88 6. 77 7.01 
TMCM6 11.40 8.07 14.67 7.89 11.63 
TMCM7 7.60 5.36 8.95 3.51 7.68 
TMT 17.65 3.61 21.60 2.41 4.96 
WRN 8.37 4.41 10.63 4.86 5.62 
WYN 25.24 5.46 31.40 5.60 6.65 
XAG 9.05 3.18 11.32 3.85 4.05 
xc 3.89 5.87 4.93 4. 71 8.78 
XMM 6.61 4.35 7.98 4.11 5.66 


































The RMSPEs for the sectoral value added are all far below 10 per-
cent, except for the value added in petroleum refining which is 10.38 
percent. Fortunately, value added in petroleum refining constitute a 
very small fraction of Iraq's GDP {0.01 percent in 1978), and the error 
associated with this equation should not affect the outcome of the 
model • 
The RMSE for non-oil GDP is 29.11 which is 2.06 percent of its 
mean value over the simulation period and is quite small. Its simulated 
series captures the turning point of 1973 which is the only one in its 
data series. Therefore, the simulated values of GDP are off by only 
3.91 percent from the actual (historical) values. It is interesting to 
observe that it predicts the turning point of 1972 very well. 
The error statistics of price deflators are more or less on par 
with those of the other variables discussed earlier. In terms of RMSPE, 
aggregate domestic demand deflator (PDDA), and investment defl ator 
(PDIFT) standout. It is 0.45 percent for PDDA and 3.23 percent for 
PDIFT. As regards employment level (NEMP) and wage rate (WRN), the 
results also appear encouraging in that RMSPEs are 1.12 for NEMP and 
5. 62 for WRN. 
The simulated values of gross disposable non-wage incane (PR), 
which is an identity (non-behavioral) variable, are off by 10.93 per-
cent from the actual values. PR is defined as GDP minus the sum of 
total government revenues and total wage bill, and hence, it is rela-
tively small. Therefore, the MAPE and RMSPE would appear relatively 
1 arge. 
The above analysis supports the following general conclusions 
regarding simulation of the model: 
1. The model replicates the time paths of most endogenous vari-
ables reasonably well and its overall performance in the sample period 
seems acceptable. 
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2. There is a tendency of errors to offset among canponents of 
some of the aggregates. This feature is common in econometric studies, 
including econometric models of U.S. economy.10 
3. Finally, it should be pointed out that our statanent in this 
section regarding the error statistics being "large", "small", or 
"acceptable" are mostly subjective and are based on the present state of 
the art in econometric modeling of developing countries. An infonnal 
comparison of the performance of the present model with that of some 
other models of developing countries might shed light on this subject. 
This is undertaken in Table XIII which exhibits the RMSPEs of some 
strategic variables of the present and three other models. Only the 
RMSPE is reported since this is more relevant, if any, for such a com-
parison. Apart from columns 1 through 4 which give the RMSPEs in per-
cent, a ranking of the results is provided in column 5. The results, 
though quite encouraging for the present model, are not fully conclu-
sive. The present model ranks first in 2 out of 5 cases. It ranks 
second in GDP and IFT and third in PDCE. These results, which should 
be interpreted cautiously, are intended to give only rough measures of 
some of the available range of errors in models of developing countries, 
and hence the relative performance of the present model. 
Multiplier Analysis 
The examination of a macroeconometric model is not complete until 







TABLE XII I 
ROOT MEAN SQUARE PERCENTAGE ERRORS (RMSPE) 
OF THE HISTORICAL SIMULATION OF SELECTED 
VARIABLES OF THE IRAQI MODEL, THE 
GREEK MODEL, THE LIBYAN MODEL, 
AND THE IRANIAN MODEL 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 
Iraq Greece Libya Iran 
(1960-78) (1950-66) (1962-75) (1958-72) 
% % % % 
4.43 0.9 5.24 n.a. 
4.48 n.a. 9.15 4.91 
4.06 1.81 4.98 11. 79 
5.23 1.04 8.59 2.81 











Sources: Col. 2: Nikos Vernardakis, Econometric Models for the Devel-
oping Economies: A Case Study of Greece (New York, 
1978). 
Col. 3: Sal em M. Moustafa, 11 An Econometric Model of the 
Libyan Economy, 1962-1975 11 (unpub. Ph.D. disserta-
tion, Southern Methodist University, 1979). 
Col. 4: Ali M. Parhizgari, 11 Mathematical and Econometric 
Models of Development Planning: The Case of Iran 11 
(unpub. Ph.D. dissertation, University of Maryland, 
1976). 
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is to examine the path that the system follows, when it is subjected to 
an exogenous shock, and see whether it corresponds to a priori informa-
tion derived from economic theory.12 Dynamic multipliers provide meas-
ures of both the magnitude and time response pattern of endogenous vari-
ables to changes in an exogenous variable. Dynamic multiplier analysis 
also provides a check on the stability of the model. The system is 
considered stable if the dynamic multipliers become smaller and smaller 
in absolute value and converge to zero over time, i.e., the sum of 
dynamic multipliers is finite.13 
Multiplier simulations have been made for the following exogenous 
shocks: 
One-period shock in the volume of oil exports 
One~period shock in the price of oil 
One-period shock in the total imports of crude oil by OECD 
countries 
The impact of adopting the policy of denominating the price 
of a barrel of oil in terms of SOR (Special Drawing Rights) 
rather than in terms of dollar on the economy. 
Each of the above changes in the exogenous variables is considered 
separately. 
Since the exports of oil variable is endogenous in the system, we 
first exogenize it and then solve the model under this condition. This 
solution is considered to be the original solution. Then we assume an 
increase in the volume of oil exports in 1965 by 20 percent and solved 
the model to obtain the control solution. The choice of the year 1965 
is arbitrary and has no significance. The increase in the volume of 
oil exports causes nearly every variable in the system to increase 
(Table XIV). The 20 percent increase in oil exports resulted in about 
14 percent increase in GDP in the first year. In the second year, the 
percentage increase in GDP declined sharply to about 0.7 percent and 
continued in this direction in the years after. These results are due 
to the fact that the 20 percent increase in the volume of oil exports 
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in 1965 is a non-sustained one; it caused oil GDP to increase by about 
22 percent in the same year and zero percent in the subsequent years. 
Consequently, the 14 percent increase in total GDP in the first year 
came mainly from the 22 percent increase in oil GDP; the smal 1 percent-
age increases in total GDP in the subsequent years came solely from 
non-oil GDP. The response of non-oil GDP to the increase in oil exports 
is very small; it increased by only 2.6 percent in the first year and by 
the third year the increase was only 1.16. Imports and prices increased 
because of the increase in domestic demand. These results indicate that 
the oil sector in general and oil exports in particular have little 
effect on domestic non-oil economic activities and the major part of the 
gain from these exports comes through their effect on domestic demand. 
The implication of this simulation experiment is that in order for Iraq 
to benefit from a sharp stimulus and enter an era of sustained growth, 
it must launch an attack on the limits that restrict its absorptive 
capacity and use its oil revenues more efficiently. 
An increase of 20 percent in the price of oil in 1965 caused a 
minor decline in private consumption in the same year due to the fact 
that the resulting increase in the consumer price index outweighs the 
increase in personal disposable income (Table XV). Nevertheless, the 
increase in the export price of oil has an expansionary effect on the 




















PERCENTAGE CHANGES IN SELECTED VARIABLES FOR AN 
INCREASE IN THE VOLUME OF OIL EXPORTS BY 
20 PERCENT 
Year 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
3.81 2.63 1.85 1.32 .99 .76 .61 .33 
2.24 1.70 1.33 1.02 • 78 .6 .45 .35 
12 .85 9.05 6.47 6.45 a.a a.a o.o 0.0 
o.o 3.84 1.94 1.19 1.21 .24 .15 .12 
13.97 .69 • 52 .22 .17 .13 .11 .07 
19.68 1.87 1.39 1.01 .62 .47 .34 .28 
22.05 0.0 o.o o.o o.o o.a o.o o.o 
2.6 1.68 1.16 .89 • 53 .42 .33 .25 
7.75 2.92 2.03 1.61 .97 .75 .62 .44 
4.39 4.33 2.99 2.81 .86 .35 .24 .19 
3. 77 1.17 .87 .65 .4 .3 .2 .2 
1.31 1.06 • 77 • 59 .36 .26 .2 .15 
1.67 1.47 .99 .85 .36 .26 .2 .15 
2.47 2 .38 1.75 1.27 .86 .66 .26 .2 
1.55 1.25 .91 .70 .42 .30 .23 .18 
5.75 4.69 3.39 2.39 1.58 i.a2 .76 .58 
.12 .a8 .a5 .a4 .03 .02 .02 .01 
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PERCENTAGE CHANGES IN SELECTED VARIABLES FOR AN 
INCREASE IN THE PRICE OF OIL BY 20 PERCENT 
Year 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
-0 .14 .17 .28 .31 .32 .32 .31 .26 
2.14 1.66 1.29 1.0 • 77 .59 .45 .35 
12.69 9.24 6.32 6.42 .15 .a9 .05 .a3 
a.a 1.24 1.4 .96 1.08 .17 .11 .a9 
.41 .37 .28 .27 .12 .11 .09 .08 
4.93 • 78 .64 .6a .32 .28 .23 .2a 
a.23 a.19 a.13 a.13 a.03 0.02 0.02 a.01 
.66 .62 .49 .47 .26 .24 .21 .17 
• 56 1.16 .91 .9a .50 .44 .4 .30 
2.80 2.80 2.18 2.31 .60 .18 .13 .11 
4.5 .41 .35 .33 .20 .16 .13 .11 
.39 .43 .37 .34 .19 .15 .13 .10 
.79 • 78 .59 .6 .2 .15 .13 .11 
.69 .95 .80 .70 .49 .32 .27 .22 
.46 • 51 .43 .39 .23 .17 .15 .12 
1.47 1. 90 1.56 1.32 .91 • 58 .48 .39 





















Comparing the effects of the 20 percent increase in the price of 
oil with the 20 percent increase in the volume of oil exports, we can 
say that both have expansionary and inflationary effects on the economy, 
but the effects are larger in the case of the increase in the volume of 
oil exports; even though the increases in both government consumption 
and government investment expenditures resulting from both shocks (the 
increase in oil exports and the increase in oil prices} are almost of 
the same magnitude, the increase in GDP which resulted from the former 
shock is much larger than that resulted from the latter shock. The 
reason is that oil exports affect GDP in two ways: first, through its 
effect on the oil revenues, which directly affect both government con-
sumption and government investment; second, more exports of oil means 
more production of oil, which al so means higher value added in the oil 
sector, and hence, higher GDP. 
A 20 percent decrease in total imports of oil in 1965 by OECD 
countries causes nearly every variable in the system to decrease (Table 
XVI}. It results in about seven percent decrease in oil exports in the 
first year. This leads to about eight percent decrease in oil GDP, and 
hence, almost five percent decrease in total GDP. This result supports 
our a priori conviction that economic activities in Iraq are extremely 
vulnerable to fluctuations in international oil markets. 
These simulation experiments indicate that oil variables are a 
major source of fluctuation in GDP and other economic indicators. These 
findings have important implications for development planning policies 
which should emphasize the efforts to decrease the economy's dependence 
on the oil sector by diversifying investment and increasing production 





















PERCENTAGE CHANGES IN SELECTED VARIABLES FOR A 
TWENTY PERCENT DECREASE IN THE TOTAL IMPORTS 
OF OIL BY OECD COUNTRIES 
Year 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
-1.27 -.91 -.62 -.45 -.33 -.25 -.21 -.15 
-0. 73 - • 56 -.44 -.34 -.26 -.20 -.15 -.12 
-4.31 -3.13 -2.15 -2.18 -.05 -.03 -.02 o.o 
0.0 -1.2 5 -.65 -.39 -.41 -.09 -.06 -.04 
-4. 71 -0 .28 -.19 -.15 -.08 -.06 -.05 -.04 
-3.22 -0.66 -.46 -.36 -.21 -.16 -.12 -.10 
-7.62 -0.07 -0.05 -0.04 -0.04 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 
-0.86 -0.57 -.39 -.30 -.18 -.14 - .11 -.08 
-2. 56 -1.01 -.67 -.55 -.33 -.25 -.21 -.15 
-6.86 -0.06 -0.04 -0.04 -0.01 -0.01 -0. 01 -0.01 
-1.45 -1.46 -1.01 -0.95 -.31 -.13 -.10 -.07 
-1. 56 -0.39 -.27 0.21 -.13 -.10 -.07 -.06 
-0.44 -0.37 -.26 -.20 - .12 -.09 -.07 -.05 
-1.28 -0.91 - • 62 -.45 -.33 - .25 -.21 -.15 
-0.91 -0.80 - • 58 -.43 -.29 -.19 -.14 -.11 
-0. 52 -0. 44 -.31 -.24 -.14 -.10 -.08 - • 06 
-1. 92 -1.60 -1.13 -.81 - • 54 -.34 -.26 -.20 






-.05 - • 02 




- .11 -.08 
o.o o.o 






-.16 - .11 
o.o o.o 
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To examine the impact of adopting the policy of denominating the 
price of a barrel of crude oil in terms of SOR, rather than in tenns of 
dollar, the model is run intact up to 1971. Then the dollar prices of 
oil for the period 1972-1978 are adjusted using the dollar-SOR exchange 
rate. The choice of the year 1972 is dictated by the fact that prior 
to 1972 the dollar-SOR exchange rate is one.14 Table XVII indicates 
that if OPEC and hence Iraq had adopted SOR pricing of oil rather than 
dollar pricing of oil to safeguard the purchasing power of its oil 
revenues against inflation and dollar depreciation against other major 
currencies, oil revenues accruing to Iraq would have gone up substan-
tially and the growth of economic activities in Iraq would have been 
faster. This result explains the reason behind of some OPEC countries• 
demand for linking oil prices to currencies other than the US dollar, 
e.g. to DMs or SDRs. 
Forecast for 1979-1985 
The complete system is dynamically simulated to forecast the Iraqi 
economy for the years 1979 to 1985. This forecast is predicated on the 
assumption that all the exogenous variables, other than oil variables, 
will continue to grow at their historical rates. It is further assumed 
that 1960-1978 estimates of the structural parameters will continue to 
be valid during the forecast period 1979-1985 which is a reasonable 
assumption since the forecast period is not long. 
Before the war, oil production and exports in Iraq (like in Saudi 
Arabia, Kuwait, and the United Arab Emirates) were constrained by policy 
measures rather than resource considerations. Currently, however, oil 




















PERCENTAGE CHANGES IN SELECTED VARIABLES FOR 
ADOPTING THE POLICY OF DENOMINATING THE 
PRICE OF A BARREL OF OIL IN TERMS 
OF SOR 
Year 
2 3 4 5 6 
.12 .}9 1.2 .8 1.2 
3. 59 10.91 13.11 14.12 16.69 
13.13 22.83 22.13 21. 56 23.97 
2 .54 4.25 11.09 12.37 13.85 
.79 3.08 3.94 4.37 5.66 
7.88 17 .85 15.19 14. 71 18.99 
1.38 5.16 5.4 5.39 6.82 
0.44 1.88 2.93 3. 58 4.79 
2.62 9.02 9.44 9.87 11.5 
6.30 11. 5 16.68 18 .14 20.01 
7.03 14.33 10.83 9.91 12 .62 
1.2 3.53 4.12 4.09 4.23 
2.36 7 .62 7.97 9.33 9.93 
1.62 5.90 7.68 7.33 8.93 
1.39 4.03 4.61 4. 53 4.64 
2.84 10.47 11. 79 10.17 12 .07 




















constraints, but rather by the war damage to oil facilities (the war 
between Iraq and Iran started in September 1980). Therefore, we had 
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to exogenize the oil sector and simulate the model through 1985 using 
the Wharton Middle East Economic Service projections for the Iraqi oil 
variables (shown in Table XVIII) as our assumptions for these variables 
during the forecast period. 
Wharton projections for the Iraqi oil variables are based on the 
following assumptions:l5 (a) Renovation, and in some cases reconstruc-
tion, of the damaged oil facilities is expected to progress slowly, 
given the continued hostility from Iran; {b) Iraq's re-capturing of its 
pre-war market share will be a slow process. Iran is expected to start 
increasing its output at the same time as Iraq, and the current oil glut 
is not expected to disappear very fast. All these are expected to make 
it difficult for Iraq to have a quick recovery in its oil sector. 
As far as oil prices are concerned, Iraq is expected to adopt a 
rather moderate stand in the short run, in order to re-capture its 
pre-war market. 
Results of the forecast are shown in Table XIX. Some of the 
implications of this forecast might be summarized as follows: 
1. Government oil revenues are estimated at $11.7 billion in 1981. 
This represents a drastic decline compared with the revenues accrued to 
the government in 1980. This is mainly a consequence of the 60 percent 
drop in oil production. Based on our oil production and price assump-
tions described earlier, however, a very rapid recovery in oil revenues 
is projected over the forecast horizon. 
2. Real non-oil GDP is projected to register a decline of around 








TABLE XVI II 
VALUES OF OIL PRODUCTION, EXPORTS, 
AND PRICES USED DURING THE 
FORECAST PERIOD, 1979-85 
Oil Production 




























Source: Wharton Middle East Economic Service, Gulf Economic Outlook, 
(October, 1981), p. 159. 
*Figures for these two years are actual, source: National 
Foreign Assessment Center, International Energy Statistical 
Review (August 25, 1981). 
Variable 1979 
CE 1784.3 
% Change 9.1 
GVCEN 1456.9 
% Change 22.8 
IFGN 1978. 6 
% Change 20.5 
IFP 324.2 
% Change 10.2 
IFT 1972.7 
% Change 7.3 
GDP 6436.3 
% Change 22.4 
GDPNP 2535.0 
% Change 10.3 
XAG 340.7 
% Change 6.8 
xc 415. 6 
% Change 19.9 
XTC 192. 0 
3 Change 9.3 
XMM 458.0 
% Change 11.2 
TABLE XIX 
FORECAST RESULTS FOR MAJOR 
ECONOMIC INDICATORS, 
1979-85 
1980 1981 1982 1983 
1905.6 1816 .1 1914.1 2059.6 
6.8 -4. 7 5.4 7.8 
1851. 9 2440.2 3057.5 3730.4 
27.1 31.7 25.2 22.0 
2299. 5 2 531. 0 2870.1 3401.1 
16.2 10.0 13.4 18.5 
347.7 351.4 354.0 365.7 
7.2 1.1 0.7 3.2 
2051.5 2018. 0 2047.3 2180.2 
4.0 -1.8 1.5 6.5 
5516.5 3845.1 4853. 7 5608 .1 
-14.3 -30.3 26.2 15.5 
2682 .o 2657.1 2776.6 2956.3 
5.8 -0.9 4.5 6.5 
355.0 361.4 369.7 386.7 
4.2 1.8 2.3 4.6 
463.4 469.2 473.9 487.1 
11.4 1.3 1.0 2.8 
201.0 206.8 215. 9 228.3 
4.7 2.9 4.4 5.8 
480.5 460.9 466.6 492 .7 







4129.9 52 73.0 
21.4 27 .6 
389.2 430.6 
6.4 10.6 
2382 .1 2729.0 
9.3 14.6 






511. 0 574.9 
4.9 12.5 
247.7 273.3 




TABLE XIX (Continued) 
XS 988. 7 1043.3 1022. 5 1108 .8 1213.2 1318. 5 1415.6 
3 Change 7.2 5.5 -1. 9 8.4 9.4 8.7 7.4 
XUT 40.1 38.8 36.3 41.6 48.4 55.0 60.7 
% Change 20.2 -3.2 -6.6 14.9 16.1 13.7 10.4 
XPCR 3864.9 2897 .1 1174. 3 2063.5 2636.7 3586 .8 3681.8 
% Change 32 .4 -27 .4 -58.2 75.7 27 .8 36.0 2.7 
GVRPT$ 20000.5 24000.3 11000. 7 21000.5 29000.4 45000.6 54000.7 
% Change 101.4 18. 5 -51.9 83.7 38.4 55.4 20.0 
TECMTN 6576.2 7422.2 2765.1 6040.8 8546 .1 13754.8 18406.5 
% Change 102.3 12.9 -62. 7 118. 5 41. 5 60.9 19.3 
TMCMTN 1686.4 272 7. 7 3664.5 4855.2 6108.9 7986.3 10514.9 
% Change 35.6 61. 7 34.3 32.5 25.8 30.7 31. 7 
TBMN 4889.7 4694.4 -899.4 1185. 6 2437.3 5768. 5 5981.6 
PDGDP 156. 6 212.9 217 .o 246.4 269.0 308.4 345.4 
% Change 22.5 36.0 2.0 13.5 9.2 14.7 12.0 
PDGDPNP 141.1 154. 7 170.6 186. 9 202.5 218 .1 233.5 
% Change 3.1 9.6 10.3 9.6 8.3 7.7 7.1 
PDDA 142.5 157.5 174.9 192.9 210.0 227.1 244.1 
3 Change 9.2 10. 5 11.1 10.3 8.9 8.2 7.5 
PDCE 157.9 171.0 186. 7 202.6 217.2 230.9 243.3 
% Change 6.1 8.3 9.2 8.5 7.2 6.3 5.4 
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the oil sector (resulting from the war damage to the oil facilities), 
this will lead to a total real GDP decline of over 30 percent in 1981. 
A slow but steady recovery is projected in the non-oil GOP for the next 
four years, with a much more rapid growth in the oil sector. 
The most seriously affected sectors in the non-oil economy are 
expected to be manufacturing and services sectors. The former, which 
accounted for 17 percent of non-oil GDP in 1980, is projected to decline 
by over four percent in 1981, followed by a weak upturn of 1.3 percent 
in 1982. Services (including public utilities), which accounted for 40 
percent of non-oil GDP in 1980, is projected to register a decline of 
around two percent in 1981. 
The productive sectors, particularly agriculture, construction, and 
transportation and communication, while showing a significant slowdown, 
are not projected to undergo negative growth. It should perhaps be 
noted that despite the fact that the Gulf War did not start until mid-
September of 1980, an overall deceleration is apparent in the 1980 
annual average estimates. So that the trends of 1981 are the contin-
uation of trends which started late 1980. 
The fastest recovery is projected to occur in the services sector, 
with a significant upturn in utilities and other services to occur as 
early as 1982. This forecast is based on the assumption that the 
government, in its effort to minimize the effects of the war on the 
Iraqi people, will give top priority to basic public services. This 
trend will continue during 1983 and 1984, when an overall recovery is 
projected to be well underway. 
3. Real private consumption expenditures and real fixed capital 
fonnation are projected to suffer a small negative growth rate in 1981. 
The decline in the latter is partly due to the reluctance of foreign 
business in Iraq to undertake, or participate in, new investments, 
despite the government's assurances that there is no economic crisis 
resulting from the war and that Iraq has enough reserves to meet all 
foreign commitments in the long run. Fast recovery is projected for 
both of these variables, particularly for private consumption expendi-
tures. 
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Unlike private consumption expenditures and capital formation, and 
mainly due to the new spending needs imposed by the war, government 
consumption expenditures were projected to increase significantly during 
1979 and 1980. In fact our projection indicates that there was a marked 
acceleration in the growth rate of government consumption expenditures 
both in 1980 and in 1981. Compared with around 23 percent growth in 
1979, nominal public consumption expenditures are projected to have 
grown by more than 27 percent in 1980, and by close to 32 percent in 
1982. Although a steady deceleration is projected over the next three 
years, it is slow and gradual, and growth in nominal public consumption 
expenditures is projected to stabilize around the 20 percent per annum 
range toward the end of the forecast horizon. 
4. Domestic inflation rates (excluding the effects of the oil 
sector) are not expected to be influenced significantly by the war. 
Most inflation rates are projected to be growing by eight to nine per-
cent per year. This type of performance is partly due to the govern-
ment's policies of controlling prices through subsidies. 
5. Nominal merchandise imports are projected to grow by over 34 
percent in 1981. Combined with the close to 63 percent decline in the 
export earnings, this will lead to Iraq's first negative merchandise 
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trade balance. After a more than ID 4600 million merchandise trade 
surplus in 1980, Iraq is projected to show a deficit of almost ID 900 
million in 1981. As with other economic indicators, a rather quick 
improvement in merchandise trade balance is projected. Based on our 
oil production and price assumptions, a surplus of around ID 1180 
million is projected for 1982 and this should grow very rapidly to more 
than ID 5890 million by 1985. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Summary 
In the preceding chapters a macroeconometric model of Iraq was 
developed and evaluated. The model is based on annual data covering the 
period 1960-78. The basic behavioral and institutional characteristics 
of the economy, as well as the restrictions imposed by data were, in 
general, important considerations while designing and specifying the 
model. Availability of data have conditioned the level of disaggrega-
tion; behavioral and institutional characteristics of economic agents in 
Iraq have conditioned the specification of individual equations. 
The model is a non-linear simultaneous equation system of fifty-
three equations of which twenty-seven are stochastic and the remainder 
are non-behavioral or identities. It contains a private consumption 
function, a government consumption function, a private investment func-
tion, a government investment function, four import functions, an export 
function, eight value added functions, an output function, six price 
functions, a wage rate function, an employment level function, and a 
government income equation. It also contains some identities to close 
the system. The primary emphasis in this model was given to the inves-
tigation of the effects of the oil sector on the structure and recent 
perfonnance of the Iraqi economy. 
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The model is examined with regard to its ability in reproducing the 
historical data. The results of the dynamic simulation indicates that 
the model replicates the time paths of most endogenous variables reason-
ably well and its overall performance in the sample period seems accept-
able. 
Dynamic multiplier analysis of the model showed the following: 
1. The model is stable and exhibits damped oscillations in 
response to exogenous shocks. 
2. The model's dynamic response to changes in exogenous variables 
are consistent with a priori information derived from economic theory. 
3. An increase in oil exports is more expansionary and inflation-
ary than a similar increase in the export price of oil. 
4. Oil export earnings, and hence, economic activities in Iraq are 
extremely vulnerable to fluctuations in both international oil markets 
and developments in the international monetary system. 
The model is also examined with regard to its ability of rendering 
reasonable ex ante forecasts of its endogenous variables. Considering 
our oil production and price assumptions during the forecast period 
(1979-85), the model seems capable of rendering a reasonable and mean-
ingful short-run forecast of Iraqi economy. 
Limitations and Suggestions for 
Further Research 
The macroeconometric model developed, tested, and applied in this 
study is subject to some limitations and shortcomings. First, the model 
is incapable of evaluating different policies in allocating govern-
ment investment expenditures into different sectors of the economy. 
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Considering the large size and importance of government investment pro-
jects in Iraq, this shortcoming is a serious one. Second, it does not 
include a detailed agricultural sector which reflects the structural 
characteristics of this section of the economy. Third, the model lacks 
a detailed manpower sector. These aforementioned channels for further 
improvement and expansion of the model are not explored here mainly 
because of data limitations. Hence, it would be fair to regard the 
present model as a prototype exercise, one that can be expanded and 
refined as more institutional infonnation, more detailed and qualitita-
tively better, longer time-series data, and more funds become available. 
Conclusions 
This study shows that data deficiencies while serious enough to 
prevent us from doing everything we would ideally want to do, are not 
serious enough to render meaningful and useful econometric modelling of 
Iraqi economy an impossibility. The model, in general, appears to be 
well specified considering the behavioral and institutional character-
istics of the economy. Nevertheless, the fact that the present model 
deals with a dynamic economy, one which is experiencing a fairly rapid 
structural change, will limit the range of a meaningful forecast horizon 
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APPENDIX A 
TSLS ESTIMATES OF THE BEHAVIORAL EQUATIONS 
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CE= - 57.7799 + 0.4684 (YPDN * 100) 
(5.05) PDGE 
+ 0.4805 CE(-1) 
(3.76) 
R2 = 0.965 SEE = 65.30 
GVCEN/N = 3.6549 + 0.0913 GVRTN/N 
(4.56) 
R2 = 0.975 
+ 0.7765 GVCEN/N(-1) 
(7 .17) 
SEE = 3.80 
IFP = 58.1702 + 0.0462 (PR(-1) * 100) 
(1.52) PDIFT 
+ 0.1158 IFT(-1) - 43.4304 Q73 
(9.80) (-2.08) 
1{2 = 0.888 SEE = 18.88 
IFGN = - 2.8259 + 0.1856 GVRPTN 
(12.32) 
+ 0.1704 GVRPTN(-1) 
(5.14) 
+ 0.1131 GVRPTN(-2) 
(3.18) 
+ 0.1293 GVRPTN(-3) 
(5.83) 
h = 0.83 
h = -0.45 
h = 0.55 






DW = 2.43 
TMCM0.4-3 = 98.4963 + 0.2039 CE - 0.5121 XAG 
(7.17) (-1.74) 
+ 80.4827 Q74 
(3.90) 
'R"2 = 0.900 SEE = 19.41 
TMCM5.8+9 = 27.7542 + 0.0646 CE 
(2.24) 
- 0.2690 XMM + 0.0477 IFT 
(-1.83) (1.84) 
"R"2 = 0.879 SEE = 7.87 
TMCM6 = 320.7549 + 0.5205 TMCM7 
( 6.57) 
R2 = 0.889 
- 319.4102 (PTM6(-1) ) 
(-1.71) PDIFT(-1) 
+ 134.6452 Q74 
(4.32) 
SEE = 29.75 
TMCM7 = 294.7812 + 0.4590 IFT 
(20.89) 
'R"2 = 0.975 
- 368.2734 (PTM7(-1) ) 
(-3.26) POIFT(-1) 
SEE = 28.23 
ow = 1.67 
ow = 1.84 
ow = 1. 77 






XAG = 153.2066 - 0.0971 TMT + 0.1534 GET 
(-2.16) (3.01) 
R2 = 0.522 SEE= 27.03 ow = 2.01 
XMM = 0.1525 IFT + 0.1047 CET - 0.0666 TMT 
(8.18) (12.88) (-3.45) 
'R"2 = 0.978 SEE = 14.29 ow = 1.18 
XG = 0.2563 IFT - 0.0902 TMT + 0.0075 TET 
(11.35 (-4.35) (1.65) 
T[2 = 0.964 SEE= 17.19 
XTC = 19.3015 + 0.0564 CET + 0.0167 IFT 
(5.07) (l.49) 
R2 = 0.962 SEE= 7.58 
XS = -68.4866 + 0.4458 GET 
(20.56) 
T[2 = o. 961 SEE= 47.15 
ow = 2.08 
ow = 1.86 








XUT = -9.1838 + 0.0060 CET + 0.0096 IFT + 0.0048 TET (18.1) 
(2.19) (9.14) (4.27) 
-0.0032 TMT 
(-2.13) 
R2 = 0.989 SEE = 0.91 p = -0. 55 
TE331B = 0.2490 + 0.0468 OETMB - 0.1053 Q72 
(11.13) (-3.38) 
+ 0.0001 (IFGN + GVCEN - GVRNPTN) 
(5.48) 
'p:2 = 0.970 SEE = 0.03 
XPCR = 2932.6245 GXPCRB 
(25.30) 
R2 = o. 986 SEE = 74.65 
GXPCRB = -0.0240 + 1.1024 TE331B 
(53.28) 
~ = 0.998 SEE = 0.01 
XPRF = 546.7097 GXPRFB 
(37.75) 
'p:2 = 0. 95 SEE = 2.16 
DW = 2.32 
DW = 1.35 
p = 0.51 
DW = 1.09 
ow = 2 .17 
(19.1) 
(20.1) 
( 21. l) 
DW = 1.92 
(22.1) 
PTE332$ = 1.0125 + 0.9574 PTE331$ 
( 69. 91) 
1(2 = 0.999 SEE = 0.15 
GVRPT$ = -230.1660+ 0.9444 GVRPTBA$ 
(74.30) 
R2 = 0.997 SEE = 208.71 
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(23.1) 
p = 0. 57 ow = 1.52 
(24.1) 
ow = 2.45 
WRN = -279.3418 + 1.1904 PDCE(-1) + 0.7130 (GDPNP/NEMP) (27.1) 
(2.17) (4.15) 
K2 = 0.947 SEE = 25.09 ow = 1.33 
NEMP = 1.5477 + 0.0001 GDPNP + 0.0587 TIME 
(2.86) {14.64) 
K2 = 0.998 SEE = 0.02 DW = 1.57 
PDCE = 33.0621 + 0.0267 ODA 
(15.76) 
- 162.9375 ( SUBN ) 
(-2.10) IFGN + GVCEN - SUBN 
R2 = 0.955 SEE = 5.66 p = -0.45 
(28.1) 
(29.1) 
DW = 2.17 
POGVCE = 31.6904 + 0.2416 WRN 
(20.00) 
R2 = o. 959 SEE = 5.43 
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(30.1) 
ow = 2.33 
POIFT = 22.1139 + 0.7305 (PTM6 * TMCM6 + PTM7 * TMCM7}/100 * 100 
( 14.87) TMCM6 + TMCM7 
R2 = 0.979 SEE = 3.0 
PDGDPNP = 10.3358 + 0.9214 PDDA 
(18.77) 
R2 = 0. 954 SEE = 4.51 
POXPCR = 7.2247 + 0.9394 PTE331 
(32.06) 
1<2 = 0.983 SEE = 4.89 
(31.1) 
= o. 57 DW = 1.69 
(33.1) 
ow = 2.01 
(34.1) 
ow = 1.87 
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MINIMUM 0F P~fDICTEDS 




























16. 72 't 
H4.65'1 
7.922 
























12 31. l !i!.>r. 
1182. ~2::!i 
MILLol975 OJNARSTRANSFORMATIOM 
~RAPH R~NGF ~F VALUrs: 11112. r.22 l" 4 "72 ,934 
···················••··•·············•·······•················ ... 









+ • ... ..............•..............•...•................•........... 
THEIL STATISTICS IBASEO ON LOG•RELATIYE·CHAN~ES>: 
MfA~ SGUARF ERROR 
FIRST INEQUALITY COEFFICIENT 
SECOND INEQUALITY COCFFJCIENT 
MEAN Of ACTUALS 
MEA~ OF PREDICTfOS 




STA~OARO DEVIATION Of PREOICTEOS 












I UP. I 
UJnl 
I A I 
CB) 
Ill.) 
11. n ''If. 
t>.2q1p 




I!• tlPfl l 
~.q;i~~ 
~.•.1?52 
Q, 1 '8 I 











CULU~N: ZERn SECTnP 
SOLU~N! OY~~MIC 
V~P.IllPU GR~PHEO !(l[)D~IJ AGGREG,TE OOMfSTIC DEHAHO 
DHE ACTUAL PP.Ell!CTEU 
( . ) 
'965.'1 7;)5 .6'J9 
.t'H.(,: l. 8P.7o19'1 
J. 9f,7,) l 812.lH'J 
\96B11 8"7U.6fl!] 
. ')f;'J > 1 934 .fp~·~ 
- Q7•.1 '1 l'.1 32.599 
. "''.' l • l 1136. 7'19 
'97?. ,, 1173o•l')Q 
'':!'1:1 •. 1 12l"/.9'n 
'974 ol 1'158.999 
,.9751l 3·!31,~'19 
'91(: ·1 37(.4.2'1° 
«J77 I~ ".'l~l ,55 l 
'.97(!.') 5573.4% 
SUMH&RY STATISTICS: 
HEbN ABSOLUT[ ERR0R 
MEAN ABSOLUTE % f RROR 
ROOT Mf~N SQU~REO ERROR 
POOT MEAN SQUARED i [RROR 
MEAN OF ACTUALS 
MEAN OF PREDICTEDS 
MAllMUM ARSOLUT( RESJDUAL 
HA~IHUM OF ACTUALS 
MAXIMUM OF PRED!CTEOS 
MINIMUM OF llCTUALS 
1TNl~UH OF PRE~lCTEns 











-' l '~I', ,5!H.1 
~677.710 
4:!i3'i.51l6 
!; .. ?4 .. 1~7 
Ul FFERENCE 




8. ~>l 1 
t 6. l 'i'l 
f,(•.486 
~.6,374 
... ,.6. i'l42 









_.,, ') 79 
Oo96il 
t. 729 

















54 711. ~469 
·135 .6992 
72!J,<;215 
MlU .< URR. 0 Jll~RSTR ftlJSf"ORM .IT IOtJ 













•• ... ....••....•........•.•.•.........•........••............•....• 
THEIL STATISTICS <BA5ED DN LOG-RELATIVE-CHANGfSJ: 
MEAN SQUARE ERPnp 
FIRST INEQUALITY COfFFICifNT 
SECONO INEQUALITY COEFFICIENT 
MEAN OF -CTUALS 
MEAN OF P~£DICTEDS 




STANDARD DEVIATIOM OF PREDIClEDS 




















I)• 1 "5 A 
O.J.,51 
11,1442 














CULUMN: ZERO SECTOR 
COLUMN: OYNll~TC 
vr.RI11r.LE t,Rl\PfiED : · IQGDP r.ROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT 
Or.TE ACTUAL rRF.ll I c rm 
c . ) 
9(;5 Ill ?.239.54.; 
: 9r,f 'I 23511.J;e I 
%7 •l 2~12.~;-,7 
19Gll'•1 :<'576.52~ 
CJb'.l•] t 26 58 .&!O:l 
· 97n 'i1 273J.9f.j 
l ')7] I l 28'.l7o~\C 
·q7211 211r.9,n( 1 
")7~··1 332'1ol'l7 
'"lH·ll 3431.177 
: 97ti I 1 4122.1CJ4 
9'H 11 4 71i4 .176 
. q77·•1 4?54.20' 
'J1& '1 52">7.875 
SUMMARY STATISTICS: 
HF•N A~SOLUTf ERROR 
1[A~ AOSOLUTf X [RROR 
fiOOT MEAN snUARED ERROR 
ROOT MEAN SQU~RED X lRROR 
11EllN OF ACTUALS 
H(A~ or PPEOICTEDS 
MAMJMUM AUSOLUTE RESIDUAL 
MA~IMIJM •lF ACTUALS 
HAXIMUM OF PREDICTEOS 
MINIMUM "F ACTUALS 
~lMIMUM O~ PPEOICTEDS 
( + ) 







?958 ,6 39 
~ii t'l o 75'4 
\626 .429 




























.. 5 .. 325 


















GRAPH RANGE OF VALUES: 2166 .f.29 TO 'P57 .!!75 .••.•...•.•.••..•.....••...••..•.••......•.•.•...•.......•.... 
,+• 









• .. .. 
····················································-········· 
THEIL STATISTICS IBASEll ON LOG•P.ELATIVE•OIANGESI: 
MEAN SQUARf ERROR 
FIRST INEQUALITY COEFFICIENT 
SECOND INEQU•LITY crrFFICl[NT 
HEAN OF ACTUALS 
MEA~ OF PREOICTEDS 




STAttOARO OEVlATJ~tt OF PAEDICTEDS 






















'! .. "727 '·I. ~i :_-': ~ l 
n .1l, 1 f, . 




I). 8 "'4~ 
o.n~5., 







COLUMN: ZERO SECTO~ 
COLU~~: DY~AMIC 
V~RIADLE ~R~PHED : JQGOPU GRIJSS DOMESTIC FfHJOllCT AT MARKrT PRICES MJLL,CURR.O!NaRSUN DRPA NAT• Afl 
DATE ACTUAL PP E!J I CTEO 
' * ) I 965"1 8 !!5 • 9'Hl 
t 961"1.l 9F>l.5'Jg 
l9f.7•1 t 969,6'1'.I 
'96~ 11 1l0,.6Q'I 
"Jl:,O•') 115r..3'JU 
97U.•l 1251.191.' 
. '171 •ll. 1"33.1~8 
''172 ,11 l'14'J.B'J'l 
'9B-'1 1626.J'?q 
'974 l\ 3377.997 
''175• l 4'J22.195 




l!f Ml All SOLUTE ERROR 
~ElN ABSOLUfF X fRROP 
R!•llT MfUJ SOU~RED ERROR 
R~Ol MEAN SQUARED X [RROR 
MEAN Llf ACTUALS 
MEAN 0F PREDICTED~ 
~ftXIMUM ARSOLUT[ RESIUUAL 
MAXIMUM OF ACTUALS 
MAXIMUM OF PR(OlCT[DS 
Ml~JMUM nr ~CTUALS 
MINIMUM OF P~EOICTEOS 
' + J 898.832 
9bH.~25 




























X fl l ff[ ROJCF. 
1. 4 4'J 





5, 1 :rn 
-2.311 






























• * .. 
···················•••·····•·•············••·•················ 
TH£1L SHTISTICS CBASfO ON LOG-RELATIVE•CltAIJG[S>: 
M[AN SQUARE EPRrF 
~IRST INEQUALITY cnrFFICIENT 
SECOND INEQUALITY COEFFICJ[NT 
HEAN Of ACTU•LS 
MEAN OF PREDlCTEOS 
STANDARD DEVIATION Of ACTUALS 
en> 
CUJ 
HI t l 
STANDARD DEVIATI~N aF PREDICTEOS 






I NTf RClf'T 
SLOPc ESTIMATE 
SLOP( ESTIMATE WITP~UT INTERC[PT 







I I'll l 













IJ • 1·1 ~6 
1. ""'::.i:J 3 






COLUM~: ZERO SECTOH 
COLUMN: DYHl~IC 
V~P.IAUU: CRAPllEU 1'lGi:'P'JP N•lN OIL GJ)f" 
llHt ACTUAL PR[OlCH.0 
c • I 
,9f,511). '122..an 
1 'Jf>b 1 1 'Jh'1.5'l'J 
91J7i'1 98~.612 
'96fl •1 lf'71.5l1 
'9()') 1 1 113U.l97 
!<rf P •) 115'.l.flU 




1. 11 75 Jl 172•:.265 
l 'JU,.11 217~.!5~ 
• 9 77 •1 2154 .4<J2 
97811 2:!9'1.:\13 
SUMMARY STATI~TICS: 
MfAN AbSOLUTf ERROR 
MEAN ABSOLUTE X ERROR 
ROOT MfAN SQUARED ERROR 
R~OT MEAN SQUARED X fRR~R 
MEAN UF ACTUALS 
MEAN OF PREDICTEDS 
MAXIMUM ABSOLUTE RESIDUAL 
MA~IMUM OF ACTUALS 
MAXIMUM OF PREOICTEOS 
MllllMllM OF Pr.TUALS 
"!MJ~UH OF PRfOICT(OS 
















!Tlf = XI 















•: ·" 34 
-t .• 5~i'\ 
~C.8'18 
2. J!i2 
4. l 'J 1 



















'il P. .87'10 
M!LL.tq7~ OIHARSTRANSFDRM•TIOM 
GRAPH RANGE nf VALUES: 9l8.P74 T'l ~~13.798 











>+ • ................•............•...•...........•................ 
THEIL ST~TISTICS <BASED nN LOG-RtLAllVE·CHANGES>: 
MEAN SQUARE ERROR 
FIRST INEQUALITY CDEFFICJENT 
SECONO INEGUALITY COfFFICilNT 
ME~N OF ACTUALS 
HEAN Qf PREDICTEOS 




STANDARO DEVIATION nr PREOICTEOS 
















c fl' I 
0. (I "03 
n.11>5A 




f'! •fl"',~ 'I 
{l ,q~.911 













COLUMN: zrp~ SFCTOR 
COLUMN: OTNANIC 
V~klAUlf GRAP~ED : IO~NPN GROSS N~TIONAL PRODUCT 
OHL ACTUAL Plff[1 IC TEO 
( * I 
c;ii;r.:·.1 75b.597 
! 96b '] 822.199 
967 •1 0q1.·?99 
968 '11 943 .f;')':I 
. 'l(,'J·!l 995 .69'l 
. 9 7;, 11 l '185.1?8 
1 9711i1 12 l'.J.8'l8 
·972 11 13 '''I. 398 
.973 •1 154'1 .39'? 
-19H:J!. '11 35 o9'.'7 
1. 975 11 3'H7ol"5 




llF:A"I l\BSOl.UTF rRf<!"IR 
~EAN ABSOLUTE X ERROR 
ROOT MEAN SQUARED ERPnR 
HOOT MEAN SQUARC:D X FRRUI< 
ttrAN OF ACTUALS 
HEAM OF PREDTCTEOS 
MAXIMUM ABSOLUTE RESIDUAL 
i'lAXIMlJ~1 OF ACTUAIS 
MAXIMUM OF PR[DICTEOS 
MINIMUM Of ACTUAL~ 
MINIMUM OF PRfDICTEOS 

























































M Ill., fllRf< .O HIAP. STRANSFOR M f TI 0" 













+ .. ..•.••.......•..•.••........•....••.•.....•••..........•.....• 
THEIL STATISTICS IBASED ON LOG•RELATlVE•CHA~GfS>: 
MEAN SQUARE ERROR 
FIRST lNE~UALITY COEFFICIENT 
SECOND INEQUALITY COEFFICIENT 
MEAN Of ACTUALS 
MEAN OF PREnJCTEOS 




STANDARD DEVIATION OF PRFDJCTEOS 

















!I. n r 2? 







II• r, l 5 ;> 
(•. ".t522 
('.q327 









l'H[n IC Tl.n 
COLU~N: l~RO SECTOR 
COLUMN: DYHAMIC 
V~RIABLE G~P.PllEO: 11.lGVCErl l~VERNMENT CCNSUMP~JON E~PL"DITUPFS HILL.CURR.Dl~ARSUN ORPA "AT. ACT 
DATE l\CTUU PREDICTED 
( * ) 
'16" •l \7<lof.': 
1 'lbf, .-1 lP.i .1 :."• 
l'lL7'1 2 ~!-l. A;. I 
: 968 'l 22q,lj•l•~ 
'169 11 ?.42.5f;J 
:o,p·1 26!.\o'l'J'J 
'97 \!"! t 3f.3o?•: 
q72 •l 313.5•1>) 
·973:·1 3flt. 7 •'. :i 
,1 '174"1 'If 7 ,1399 
, 'J7"i 1;_ 67G.qryc. 
. 97<, '11 79'1 oO.':J 
, 977 •1. 8fl5 .5 •'" 
197!: 'l 1186.2•1'1 
SUMMARY STATI~TICS: 
Ml~N ABSOLUTE ERfOR 
~[AN ABSOLUTE X ERROR 
~~OT MEAN SQUARED ERPOP 
~UUT MEAN SQUARED X fRROR 
MF~N Of ACTUALS 
~EAN 0F FREDICTfDS 
MAXIMUM l\BSOLUTt RESIDUAL 
MAXIMUM Of ACTUALS 
MAXIMUM nF PRtOlCTlOS 
MINJMUM OF ACTUALS 
MINIMUM Of PRfOICTEOS 
( + ) 
l7A .~'I 3 
t•J 'o92R 
~"~~.243 
2l 7 o3?J 
<!32 o'l 3!> 
24P. ofl'l3 
271 .::; :13 
3H.319 
3 .15 .a -12 
46 •l. :>ill 
612.'162 
7'J9. 7 29 
086.675 
1163 •. t ':8 
[IJfFERt:NCE 
<Tir : Xl 
0. 3'i 7 
-1.ftl'I< 
-1. 44 3 
3. IJil9 
1. fl. "65 
21).''56 
l7. ~96 
3 .IA l 






X r IFFERE:NC[ 
·l.2 u "! 
••!J.'H-7 























GRAPH RANGE or VALUFS: 178.~43 TP 1JA6.2ii0 










)( . . . ...•........•..•.•.............•.•...•........................ 
THEIL STATISTICS fBASED ON LOG-RfLAllVE-CHANGESl: 
HfAN SQUARf ERROR 
FIRST INEQUALITY COEFFICIENT 
SECOND INEQUALITY COFFFIClfNT 
MEAN OF ACTUALS 
MEAN OF PRFOICTEOS 
STANDARD orvtATION Of ACTUALS 
(0) 
I II l 
(ljl) 
STAUOARO OEV!ATinll OF PREOICTEDS 

















0. t1 i'l,(, 
n.;?1•4,_ 






n. O • 12 
n.'1213 
11.'l77f. 
". 1) :· n 1 
1.:. "'lll 7 
0.1111 (l 
~.'H67 





f' R fO I CTF.O 
COLUMN: ZERn S[CTOH 
COLUMI~: OYIJAMIC 
VARIABLE SRAP~lD : IQGVRPTS GOVERNMENT OIL ~rv~NUES 
DATf. AC TU-.L J'REfllf.lf i) 
' • ) 1 965 .) l '167.·J2: 
'166'!1 3 'J4. 2 4 
. 967 !} ~b4 .3L 
. 96t«ll I\ I! 7. 'l ~ ., 
1 IJ69 il 479.04'; 
'17~H 512.64: 
'971 · 1 .q4 ;·•.fl '" 
:<112••1 57;;,;: t.r· 
!'H3H l'l43. "'· .j 
.:<i74c1 57f".l•'.i' 
I '175'•.l 75 ~11.;: !j 
• 976l•1 fl5 l·tl, r, 
t<J770l 'J6:3lo'i !; 
: '178 •1 t(12p·1.1J :~ 
SUMMARY ST,TlSTICS: 
MEAN ABSOLUTC FRRJR 
~EAN ABSULUTF ¥ ERROR 
ROOT HEAN SQUARED ERROR 
RUOT HEAN SQUARED i fRROR 
HfAN OF ArtUALS 
~[~~ ilf PREOICTEDS 
MAXIMUM ~BSOLUTE RESIDUAL 
MAXIMUM PF ACTUALS 
MAXI~UM ur PRfDICTEOS 
~INl"UM OF ACTUALS 
MlNI~UH or PRLOICTLDS 
I + ) 
S5~ ,q43 
3q5.773 








7~1lll. ! 'll 
8167.4"2 
'135'1.328 
t 2R~ 066'1 
D1FFrREi;Cf 
cnr = n 
15.'177 












































.x . )( ... 






•+ • ...............•......•....•.....•............................ 
THEIL STATISTICS IB~SEO ON LOG-RELATIVE•CHAN&rs1: 
HEAN SQUARf. ERROR 
FIR~T INEQUALITY COEFFICIENT 
SECOND INfQUALITY COEFFICIFNT 
MEAN OF ACTUALS 
HEAN Of PREOICTEOS 




STANDARD DEVIATION OF PREOICTEOS 





























ll .9'11 ;:> 
. 0.{'!7~1 
1. '1') 1 q 




• ClU ~L 
PR[D I CTEf• 
COLUMN: Z[R1 SECTOR 
COLUMll: OY!,~MlC 
V~PIABLE GR~PHFD : IOGVRPT$B~ G~VERNMFNT ~IL R[VFNUES EASt 
01,TE ACTUAL PRE.OICTfll . , 
965 '!l 737.6"7 
J 'll.6 ••1 7e5.5Gtl 
1967,J1 685.~'i~ 
1'168 ''1 645.117'1 
>'l69JI IJ52 0':1£6 
• 'J7C·.'J. 8 7lf. ,igr, 
''l7l '1 ,,lA3o2":j 
''J7? Jl 1H,6.H6 
'l73·ll 2 ') :'6 .') :1'i 
'9 74 11 7~17.8•19 
.«n'5 H 9535 .54 7 
· 9/(, •I! 11149n.6~'J 
·977•·1 J1Q'f6.4'l6 
~978 1 11 1253~.5'H 
SUMM\k~ STATISTIC3: 
MEAN ABSOLUTE ERR0R 
MEAN ABSPLUTL l fRROR 
ROOT HfAN SQUARED ERRCR 
KOOT MEAN SQU~RED ~ ERROR 
MfAN OF ACTUALS 
M[~N OF PREUICTED~ 
~~~IMUM ABSOLUTE RESIDUAL 
MAXIllUM OF ACTUALS 
MAXIMUM OF ~R[OICTEOS 
HTHlMUM OF ~CTUALS 
MINIMUM or PRFCICTEDS 

































(i. t'i f~~ 
.. 1r.n95 
.. • 111 
··2.316 




















HILL .CURR• 0 PIARSTRANSFORMAT IO~! 
GRAPH RANG[ Of VALUFS: 6!l5.f'52 Tfl 1?533.59'1 ...•••...••....••.........••.•.•.•.•.•...•..........•......•.. . )( 
.x 
.x . )( 
.~ 
• "+ 






+• • ••..........••••••••......•..•.•••••.....••.•.....••...••••... 
THfIL STATISTICS CBASEO ON lOG•RfLATJVE-CHANGESJ: 
MEAN SQUARE ERROR 
FIRST INEQUALITY COEFFICIENT 
SECOND INEQUALITY COEFFICIENT 
MEAN OF ACTUALS 
HEAN Of PREDlClEDS 




STA~D•RO DEVIATJPH OF PR[OICTEOS 
















I B • > 








11. ni 3:> 
o.n, s:, 
l'.'io:i1r; 










COLUMN: ZERO S[Cl~R 
COLUMN: UYh~MIC 
VAR IA llLf. GR A rf-1£.0 Ji.if.VllflM GOVCRNM~NT OIL REVENUES 
DAH" ACTUAL PREO IC TEP 
( * ) ,nc,5.1t 13l.40a 
''1661.! 14".llC"l 
. '167 .11 131) .132 
. ?t;A •l 111t .. 2.r.1 
. 96?:tl 171. .!'86 
I 'l 7r•>l 11;.~. q86 
: '.' 71 11 2'16.76'5 
.197"H 191.410 
•.<i73H 557.4 % 
'l 74 '1 1683.21!8 
97'\ni 2214.8!.l:S 
9U 11 251 ~. H 7 
977°! ;»J 1H • 1" 6 
978 'll 3)12·2 .1• 
SUMMARY STATISTICS: 
MEIN ABSnLUTE ERROR 
MEAN ~8SOLUT[ X ERROR 
ROOT HEAN SQU~RED ERROR 
~OOT MEAN SQUARED X ERROR 
HEAN Of ACTUALS 
MEAN OF PREOJCTEOS 
MAXIMUM ABS'ILUTE RESIDUAL 
MAXIMUM Of ACTUALS 
HA~IMUM OF PR[OICTEDS 
MINIMUM OF ACTUALS 
~INI~UM OF PttEDICrEDS 
















CT Ir = K) 
507116 
"S. 0 24 
-12 .53 7 
H.l:H 
-7.1.4" 









































.•+ . x 






• . ... .•.•.....•.....•.....•.....•••...............................• 
THEIL STATISTICS CBASEO ON LOG•RELATIVE-CHANRfS>: 
MEAN SQUARf ERROR 
FIRST INEQUALITY COfFFJCIENT 
SECO~ll INEQUALITY CDEFFIClf.NT 
~EAN OF ACTUALS 
MEAN Of PREOICTfDS 




ST~NDARD Of.VJATJON Of PREDICTEDS 

















0 ·" ''7f· 










l'. ~,, 17 
!l.9~f2 
"·:; l 7R 
l."'~1£1 






COLUMN: ZERO SlCTOQ 
Clll.U~1N: OYt'AMIC 
V~RIAPL[ GRAPHED lfit;Vl'1N TOTAL GnV~RNrFNT REVENUES 
U ~TF: ACTUAL PREDlC.TEO 
I . > 
"165 •.t !. ";;!. t+ '. ·' 
t'H·!;·'l 21;!. ;1 J j 
9(.7•;\ 2.17.632 
''l (,!; '1 26'5.457 
'169nl 27'1o'IBG 
97f"ll .H;\.7Ut> 
'9 71 '1 l 42'1,116~ 
'972•11 .52•'.el~ 
''173" l 69'+.7'5 
'97'1"1 lll15o9f.f, 
'.975·:1 2383.45.S 
'9 7l ll 21l !2 .H•6 
! 97111 31;'1).766 
; 07p,:,11 327'\ob'i"S 
~UMM4RY STATISTICS: 
tlOt! Af;SOLUTf f.RROR 
110!< ABSULUlT % ERROil 
ROOT MfAN SQUARED ERRrR 
KODT HEAN SQU~REO X ERROR 
~[A~ JF ACTUALS 
Mf AN OF PRfUICTEOS 
~AXl~UM ABSOLUTE RESIOU•L 
HA•l~UM nF ACTUALS 
MAXIMUM OF PRfOICT[OS 
PJNI~UM or ACTUALS 
MINIMUM OF PREOJCTEOS 






31!\ .1 ·1(1 
4• 14 •. 15~ 
33~1.%5 
69~.789 
: 'l ! iJ • 6 n 4 




f' IF f ER UI Cf. 



















-2.G I 1 
-o\.414.2 






2 • .;11 













GR~PH R~NG[ Of VALUF~: 166 .f<;i4 HI '52'19 .')69 . ....••........•...•.........................•.............•.. 
.~ 






• • .. ... 
···•··············••········•································· 
THEIL STATISTICS CBASEO Ott LOG-R[LATIVE-CHANru·s1: 
MEAN SQUARE ERROR 
FIRST INEOUALilY COfFFICIENT 
SECOND l~EQUALJTY COEFFICIENT 
MEAN OF ACTUALS 
MEAN OF PREOJCTEOS 




STANO~RO OEVIATION OF PREOJCTEOS 






































COLUMN: ZrRn SECTOR 
COLUMN: DYNAMIC 
'IARl~flLE &RAPHED IQGXPCRB CRUDE OIL PRCDUCTION 
DATE ACTUAL PREDICTfD 
c * ) 
1.96!'i>J1 n.n·J 
1 96£-H n.511P, 
.l967"l ·J. '1'18 
1%8·11 ~.549 
•. 969 •1 r1. 555 
197\> 1 1 r.565 
'· 971.Jl Jo6l8 
~972;.•J il.53'i 
1.'JBJl r. 737 
9 7'111 Uo71'J 
975"1 1.•.825 




MEAN ftPSOLUT[ ERROR 
MEAN AOSOLUTl X r.~ROR 
ROOT MEAN SOUAREO E~ROR 
ROOT HEAN SQUARED X [RRnR 
MEA~ uF ACTUALS 
NEAN OF PREDJCTEOS 
MAXIMUM ABSOLUTE RESIDUAL 
MA~J~UM Of ACTUALS 
MAXIMUM OF PREDICTEOS 
MINIMUM Of ACTUALS 
MJ~IMUM OF P~EDICTEOS 
( + I 
0 .'15 0 
t•.'IH 
,., .'196 
r .5 3 r, 
•: .566 
C' .6 ~3 
•l .6 52 
0 .556 







<TIE = XI 
fJ.t,:_19 
a. ~:>111 
-o. ( 41 





o. r ~" 
-0.1!35 


























., • \l3~1 
~.9',41\ 
fl. 4'l ~3 
r.11son 
fl ILL. BARRfLS TRAN SF OR MAT IO ti 
GRAPH RANGE Of VALUfS: O.H'l Tl'l G .935 
········································~····················· •• * 
+ 









• * • 
+ •• ....•.....•...••...•......................................•... 
TllEIL STATISTICS <BASED ON LOG ·RELATJVE•Cf!ANGCSI: 
MEAN SQUARE ERROR 
FIRST INEQUALITY COEFFICIENT 
SECOND l~EOUALJTY COffflCIENT 
MEAN OF ACTUALS 
"E4N OF PREOICTEOS 




STANDARD DEVIATION Of PREOICTEDS 






































COLUMN: zrRn SFCTOR 
COLU11N: [lYN/IMlC 
VARIAf'LE GRAP11EU : IUIFGN TOTAL GROSS FIXED PUBLIC l~VESTMfUT HILLoCURRoDINllRSIRAQ AAS 
OATF ACTUAL f'RfnIClE'J 
( • ) 
''165 r1 I 11.2 
.' 'J(,(, "J 76o2 '· 
'967);. 7l.7 '· 
.196R : l ·15 .a···· 
.1 9(,'l'.'l 'l I• 4 i :: 
:97r"t l '.'lo l '' I 
J<J71 :1 1 fl5 • 0 t~ :, 
;9n ·1 114.f.'l' 
1 97:'1'1 2113.9 1> 
q 71\ '1 4 46. ii'' n 
·_975·•1 7 9\l. ~ !j ,'. 
i'Hl>il! 1112 • 4U .; 
1977 !l 1392o'J53 
; 97A -•I 16'L'oll ~. 
SUMM•RY STATISTICS! 
MEAN ABSOLUTE ERROR 
MEAN ABSOLUT£ % fRRDR 
ROOT ME~N SQUARED fRRDR 
ROOT MEAN S~UARED 1 ERROR 
1FAN OF ACTUALS 
MEA~ Of PREOICTEDS 
MAXIMUM ABSOLUTE CESIOUAL 
MAXIMUH OF ACTUALS 
ttAXlMUM Of PREDICTEOS 
~INIHUM Of 3CTUAL~ 
HlNl~U~ OF PPrOICTEOS 
( • ) 
6'i•Ot~5 
n .sr12 




1 '1(,. 'Jb4 
124.f.~7 
;>l4 .662 






CTir o: XI 
u.115 







































GRAPH R /ll~GE CF VALU£ '): 60oi.il'5 TO J<,'16 .1172 
·······•····················•···•·······•················•···· • x 











THEIL STATISTICS CBASEO ON LOG•RfLATlVE-CHAM~ES»: 
M~AN SQUARE ERROR 
FIRST INEQUALITY COEFFICIENT 
SECONn !~EQUALITY COEFFICIENT 
f'lrAN OF ACTUALS 
f'l[AM OF PREDIClfDS , 




SUNDARO OtVIATJOl.I OF PRrDlCTEOS 







SL Orr [ STIH/T[ 


















a. n!;11 ~ 
I). 'l2 t.3 
n. t'' 3 ~ 
Q.9726 
{I. 11 J A 7 






PREOI C TEO 
COLUMN: ZlRO SELTOR 
COLUMN: OY IAMJC 
\IARUllLE GRAPffED lfllFP GROSS FIXED PRIVATE INVESTMENT MILL.CURR.OIN~RSTRANSFORMATIDN 
O~TE ACTUAL PREDICTED 
( . ) 




'169'1 t 21. •n ,: 
197pry' J.114 ·285 





) '176"11 237.605 
1917 .. 1 251.927 
1978'•1 294.162 
SUMMARY STATISTICS: 
MEAN ABSOLUTE ERROR 
~~AN ABSOLUTE X ERROR 
ROOT MEAN SQUARED fRROR 
ROOT MEAN sguAREO x ERROR 
MEAN Of ACTUALS 
~~~N OF PhEOICTEOS 
MAXIMUM ABSOLUTE RESIDUAL 
MA~IMUM OF ACTUALS 
MAXIMUM or PREO!CTEOS 
MINIMUM ar ACTUALS 
~INIMUM OF PREOICTEUS 
( + ) 
12?. .378 
l2b.lf'l0 













cTIE :: ><> 
-0.111; 9 











































• + .. . 
• • 
* .. 





+ •• .•....•......•...........•.......•...........................• 
THtIL STATISTICS !BASED CN LOG·RFLATIVE·CHANGES>: 
MEAN SOUARr ERROR 
FIRST INEQUALITY COEFFICIENT 
SECO~O INEQUALITY COEFFICIENT 
MEAN OF ACTUALS 
MEAN OF PRECICTEOS 




3TANOARO DEVIATION OF PREOICTEOS 






































coumN: ZF:PO SECTOR 
COLUMt~: OYrJAt<IC 
VARIA~LE ~RAPHfll : JQJFT IMPLlr.l T DffLAT•lfl nr GROSS nxro IN\IFSTMrNT M1LL,lq7~ OJNAR~TRANSFORH•TION 
OAT[ ACTUAL f'REUICl[D 
( • , 
'J6S 111 251..556 
q6611 283.97(, 
q(,7·lt 26~ .995 
968 .;i ?.H.J6'l 
96'.l ., l 2b9.123 
;_9 7~ ., 1 317.•.14;'. 
., 'l7.t ·• 1 32f.o457 
'97;> •1 33q.7•J& 
973 ·11 4 211. fl'l't 
. q7~ :1 617.•'92 
97'1"1 971.lfll 
97& .1 l 1417.10 
977 J! 16:?l.ll29 
9711 ll ld3!lo67~ 
SUMMARY STATI5TICS: 
HEAN A~SOLUTE ERROR 
MEAN ABSDLUTr X ERROR 
~OOT MEAN SQUARED ERROR 
ROOT ~EAN SQUARED X ERROR 
"l[Arl l>f ACTUALS 
MEAN or PPEOICTEDS 
MAXIMUM ABSOLUTE RESIDUAL 
H~XIMUM OF ACTUALS 
MAXIMUM OF FRf OICT[DS 
MINIMUM OF ~CTUALS 
~IN!MUM ~F PHrOICTEOE 















f)lfFlRt:l\CE X DIFFERf!JC:E 
Ill[= X) 
16.26£, 6.466 
14 .123 4.913 







l'J. 8 ,~ rf 
-9 .137 


























CRAPH RANGE OF VALUES: :"'35.::>~1 ~ l" lRM .6 7A 
···•••·•·•·······•·····•··•······•········•······•··•····••··· .x . )( 









+ . . . .........•...•.•...•..•..................•...•................ 
THrIL STATISTICS IBASEO ON LOG-RELATIVE·CHA~~rs>: 
MEA~ SQUARE ERROR 
FIRST INEQUALITY cnrFFICIEMT 
SECOND INEQUALITY COEFFICIENT 
MEAN Of ACTUALS 
MEA~ OF PREOJCTEOS 




STANDARD DEVIATION or PREOICTEDS 






INTER Cf PT 
SLOP!' ESTIMATE 






























COLUMN: ZEKO SECTOR 
COLUMN: DYNAMIC 
VAR I ABLE GR AP HEU lQNfMP E~PLOYMFNT LEVEL 
DATE ACTUAL PREUICTf.O 
( . , 
'9(,5.ll t.982 
•.966H 2. i14 .: 
19b7'll 2,!''H 
~ 968•.'l 2·161 
'%911 2 .;225 
. 97<:·.Jl 2.2p.'1 
! 97111 2. 3!:>5 
, 972 -,1 2. 4 2.2 
l973'J. 2 .q 91 
;97q 11 :> .616 
PH5 ·~ l ?.692 
97bJl ?. • 7 7 ,, 
•977',j 2.85?. 
J 97!' ll 2 .937 
SUMMARY STATISTICS: 
MEAN ABSOLUTE ERROR 
MEAN AB~OLUTE X ERROR 
ROOT MEAN SAUARfO ERROR 
ROOT MEAN SQUARED X ENROR 
M[A~ OF ACTUALS 
MEAN OF PREDICTED~ 
MAXIMUM AESOLUTE RESJOUAL 
"AMJ~UM OF ACTUALS 
MAKJ:1UM nf l'l>EOJCTEDS 
HINIMUM OF ACTUALS 
MINIMUM OF PREOICTlOS 













2 .A 36 
2 ·'ll2 
DIFFERENCE 
CTIE = X> 
-J.115 







-o. "2 'I 
o.n2e 
(). f•l 9 
'). •i 1_16 
o. nt i; 
o.~2;; 




















2. 4 ~51 



















THEIL STATISTICS (BASED ON LOG-RELATIVE-CHANRfS): 
MEAN SQUARE ERROR 
FIRST INEQUALITY COEFFICIENT 
SECOND INEQUALITY COEFFICIENT 
MEAN OF ACTUALS 
MEAN OF PREOICTEOS 




STANDARD DEVIATION OF PREOICTEOS 
















rn • > 




11. P29 ~ 
1). ~' 5'1 
n. "' 3;1 














COLUllN: Z!RO Sf.CTOft 
COLUMN: !lY'l~Mlf 
VARIABLE GPAP~EU : IQPJC1 f'.'.i'llSUtlFR PRICf IrJDFX 
OtH: 1.CTUAL rR~OIClffl 
I * I 
')(,~, 11 57eAl'i 
l ?66 .11 62e£q'j 
; 9(,7''1. 7;>. :i4'1 
196~.;l 6 7 eA B :l 
969 1 6'l.8~~ 
~?70'11 77. 71? 
J'l7H1 75.541 
J972~1 73.465 
!973 11 n.11~1 
l9 74l'i B'l.tr4 
·1915,q 1 r :1.1111" 
'976 •J l?.3 .371J 
·q7711 lJ 9oli82 
'978 11 l 'HJ .a?!> 
SUMMARY STATISTICS: 
M(4N 4BSOLUT£ ERROR 
M[AN ABSDLUTf X fRROR 
ROOT HEAN SQUARED fRROR 
ROOT ~fAN SQUARED X fRROR 
MFAN nf ACTUALS 
MEAN nf PREDICTE!lS 
MAXIMUM A[SULUTE RESIDUAL 
MA~IHUM Of ~CTUALS 
~AXIMUM nf PR[DICTEOS 
MlNlMU~ OF ACTUALS 
Ml~IMUM 0F PRFOICTEOS 






7 J. 7'12 









ITlf : 0 
·6 .B7'1 




































! H .'l659 
57.9146 
64 o6AB4 
Hl'EX: l'J75=1 cO TRANSFORIHTIOt: 













+ •• ..•...••..•...•.........•.......••.....•...................... 
THEIL STATISTICS CBAS[[l ON lOG-RELA11VE•CliAN6F"S>: 
MEAN SQUARE ERROR 
FIRST TNfOUALJTY COEFFJCifNT 
SECOND INFGU~LITY cnEFFIClFNT 
MEA" OF ACTUALS 
HEAN OF PREOICTFOS 




STANDARD DEVIATION OF PREDICTEDS 






































COLUMil: Zf.RO Slf TOR 
COLUM"l: DY ;iA MIC 
VARIARLf GRAPll[O : IQPDOA IMPLICIT OEFLATOR OF AGGREGATE DOMESTIC OEMAND rrmo:: t97!i=tCO TRANSFORMATION 
DATE ACTU~L PREUlClEfl . > 
'965.1 57 .21'' 
''Jf',6,,1 6 :·~ • !} n f': 
J%P1 6(,. ·121 
) 9613 ,. 1 63.2 115 
l'l6'L'! £,If .9~ ,, 
, ·:n f '!l 7t.2tll 
i 971 l l 72 .2!>1 
!972'1 71, 5 7!:i 
.!9"7~"1 71.7JJ 
"J7~ n 04.7r13 
197~·11 11:1.t1 ~t·' 
).976 '1 lU.lH 
1977 •l 111.91.t 
I 91R 01, 13·1.437 
SUMMARY STATISTICS: 
MFAN ABSOLUTE ERROR 
~EAN ABSDLUTf X ERROR 
RUOT MFA~ SQUARED ERROR 
ROOT M[~N SQU~RlD x [nRoR 
M[AN 1F ACTUALS 
MfAN OF PkEDICTEOS 
MAXIMUM ABSOLUTE R[SIUUAL 
~~XI~UM OF ACTUALS 
MaXJ~UM or PRFDICTfOS 
MlNIMUM OF ACTUALS 
Mlill111J,.. OF PRr!JICTEOS 
c + > 
6?: .6:n 




r,, .. ,; t~3 
f,'J .1126 

















,., • 4~ 2 
•l.57!:i 
-2. 396 










































+ •• .....•...•..•......•..•.......................•........•...... 
THEIL STATISTICS <BASED ON LOG•RfLATIVE·CHANGES>: 
HE~N SQUARE ERROR 
FIRST INEQUALITY COFFFICIFNT 
SECOND INCOUALITY COEFFICIENT 
MEAN OF ACTUALS 
MEAN OF PRfOICTfOS 




STANDARD OFVIATION OF PREDICTEDS 






































COLU"N: ZCRD SECTnH 
COLUMN: OYN"~1C 
'nP I AEiLE CR ~Fll(D : IQ F [Jl> DI' IMPLICIT DEFLAT~R or GOP 
[I' 1 E ACTUAL PH£ ulCTELI 
c • ) 
.965.,1 3'1.5&1 
j 96(, ··: 4 ~ .'1l.9 
96 7 '•I 43ol\2K 
. 968 il. "~ .12' 
969•'1 43.27~ 
l 97P ''l 45.!.11~ 
97 J '' l lf?.487 
9 7? '•l !51.295 
:9B ·1 ltn .921o 
•.97~ r i 'Ji'!o45" 
15 75 . !. l~«lo·l~J 
1 9 f61Jl 'J4o767 
. <177 !1 1 u2.•)r1J 
'971!':), 125 o'l66 
SUMMARY STATISTICS: 
MEAN ABSOLUTE ERROR 
MEAN ABSOLUTE % ERROR 
ROOT M[~N SQUARED ERROR 
ROOT MfAN SQUARED % [RROR 
MEAN Of ACTUALS 
MEAN OF PPEDitTEDS 
M~XIMUM ABSOLUTE RESIDUAL 
MAXIMUM 0F ACJUALS 
MAXIMUM OF PRfOICTEOS 
MINIMUM OF ftCTUALS 
~INJMUM PF PREOICTEDS 
















lTIF.: = X) 
·1.9:'4 
-1.1;!.}5 






































11,0E:X: «975=1.' 0 TRAtlSFOR~iiTIOM 













+ *• •••••.•.........••.•.•...........••..••...•.....•.•.....•..... 
THEIL STATISTICS fBASED ON LDG-RELATIVE·CHANGESI: 
MEA~ SQUARE ERROR 
FIRST INEQUALITY COEFFICIENT 
SECOND INEQUALITY COEFFICIENT 
MEAN OF 4CTUALS 
HEAN Of PREOICTEOS 
ST~NDARO DEVIATION Of ACTUALS 
CO> 
<Ul (U•, 
STANDARD DEVIATION PF PREOJCTEDS 







































COLUMN: zrRn SErTOR 
COLUH•: DY~AMIC 
VARIA~LE 6RAP~f0 : IQPDGOPNP IMPLICIT OEFLATUR OF ND•·Oll GOP TNO[X: l975:1C0 TPANSFORHITION 
DATE HT UAL f'Rfll I Cl[[l 
( . ' . ':16~ ,r 1 64 • . , ,,,, 
''l66 '1 (,7 .5'l't 
l'l(,7ill 7!!.3')4 
'')f,f,' l 7"·6 .,,, 
'- 9 Ci''; '~ 11.2~·1 
~'l7'~ 11 75.6P.6 
•,')71 '1 76.69' 
19 '" '!l 77.(,47 
•qn i.t c t."S4(l 
.97411 92 of)96 
, r;J7'j; ::. l l1 'I • r; C ~' 
~,q7~ ;J 9q.tif3 
!q17'•j 12tlo7•:ll 
l'J71l '1 13:?.67·: 
SUMMARY STATISTIC~: 
MEAN ABSOLUlf ERROR 
MEAN ABSOLUTE X ERROR 
ROOT MEAN SQU~REO ERROR 
ROOT MEA~ SQUARED X ERROR 
MEA~ OF ACTUALS 
M~~N OF PREDICTED$ 
MArIMUM APSOLUT~ RESIDUAL 
MUIMUM llF ACTUALS 
MAXIMUM OF PREOJCTtns 
M LH ·~vi~ <lf AC TUA LS 
MINIMUM OF PREOICTEDS 




7 J • 3 21> 
12.5% 


















2. J 3'1 
·l.608 
•4 o '18 0 








































+ • ... ...••.•..•..................•....••..........••.....•......... 
THEIL ST~llSTICS •B•sr.o ON LOG-REL,llVE•CHANGESJ: 
MEA~ SQUARE ERROR 
FIRST !NfQUALITY COEFFICIENT 
SECOND INEQUALITY C"fFFICJENT 
MEAN OF ACTUALS 
MEAN OF PREOICTfOS 
STANOARP DEVIATION 11F ~CTUALS 
«01 
CUI cu•, 
STANDARD OEVJATJON OF PPEO!CTEDS 






































COLUllil: ZfRf'I SfCTllR 
coLurrn: ov•1M;1c 
VPRIAHLf GRAFl'fD : JQPnGVC[ IMPLILJT DEFLATDR OF GOVERNMENT CONSUHPTION EXrENDITU~ES JNDH: 1975:::1fl• TRANSFORfl~TIOli 
nnri.: ACTU~L PREDI C ff fl 
I . , 
~ 9 6~ 'J ! 6;•-'1'+7 
:! 9ftb:· 1 f, \' .19>l 
'!l 7 •1 Ii'+ ob9:i 
9f.I< .: l t>l .5 rq 
'1(,9 'l 61.222 
: ~I 7f. j 1 6'.1.3(lq 
'171 l 75.577 
9n •1 73. 6 B 1 
''l73' 1 73.2'16 
1•nq 11 A'I • 2 711 
19'15"1 1 n -·, • 1 ~~ ! 
I') 11; ·> t 123.158 
l''J77 ;1 l1Boll6' 
~9 7fJ •1 l'IR .5'1 ~ 
SUMM~RY STATISTICS: 
MEAN ~BSOLUTE lRROR 
MEP~ ABSnLUTE % ERROR 
ROOT MEAN SQUARED fRRCR 
ROOT ME~N SQUARED X ERROR 
~EAN OF ACTU•LS 
ME•N OF PREOICTEDS 
MAXIMUM A8SOLUTF RfSIDUAL 
MA~IHUM OF ACTUALS 
MAXl"IUH OF PREDICTEDS 
'lINI"IUM l•F ~CTUALS 
MINIMUM or P~[DICTEDS 
( • ) 




6 7 .5'1?. 
61J • 7!;R 
71: .t.5~ 
77.522 







HI"'. = XI 
-l.ti~6 
.... 773 




















































+ .. .........•........••..........•..•...........•..••.•.•...•.... 
THEIL STATISTICS IBASED ON LOG•RELATIVE·CHANGES>: 
MEAN SQUARE ERROR 
FIRST INEOUALITY COfFFTClfNT 
SECOND INEQUALITY COEFFICIENT 
HEAN OF 'CTUALS 
MEAN OF PREPICTEOS 




STANDARD Df.VI~TION OF PRfDICTEDS 

















Clo ll 1'7 n 
11.73'11 
n.925~ 




'lo 4 :!II' 
n, l)nAJ 
f'.~ 01 53 
rs. 78£.6 











COLUMN: ZERO SfCTOF 
COLU~~: DYNAMIC 
VAR I ft8 Lf r;RAPHEO IQPOI FT IMPLICIT OEFLATDR OF GROSS FIXFD JNVESl~rNT JNDFX: 1975=Jl~ TRANSFOR~ATIO~ 
OHL ACTUAL PR[{) I CTEO 
( * J 
1. 965 :Jl 51.599 
• 9(,(, 1• 1 52.6111 
1967 :11 53.223 
'9 6i\.l l 5?.5"?. 
;_ 96'Vi 1 54.371 
1_~7;~·01 5'1.218 
J 9 71 '•t 5'J.6'1i• 
J.'l72 H 6'1oli5•i 
1q73111 67e'IJ5 
: 974 Jl 86.19'5 
1975:11 1 n~. fH"< 
1976 Jl 'l4,316 
1'l77·l1 11•1.617 
1 'l71Hl ltG.234 
SUMMAKY ST~TISTJCS! 
~fAN ABSOLUTE ERROR 
;1EAtl ABSOLUff X ERRGR 
ROOT MEAN SOUAPED ERRUR 
ROOT MEAN SQUARED X FRROR 
MfAN UF ACTUALS 
MfAN OF PRFOICTEOS 
MAXl~UM ABSOLUTE RESIDUAL 
MAXIMUM OF ACTUALS 
MAXl~U~ OF PREDICTEDS 
MINIMUM OF ACTUALS 
MJN!,UM OF P~EDICTEOS 
















CTIE :: l<I 
-t.f.15 
-o. 738 
-t .16 7 
•J .18 1 




11, ]fl 7 
0.2,;u 
-1.1199 









































+ • ..... ~ ..•...••.....••...•....•.....•...............•.•........ 
THEIL STATISTICS tBASED ON LOG•RELATIVE•CHANGfSJ: 
MEAN SQUARE ERROR 
FIRST INEQUALITY COEFFICIENT 
SECOND IN[QUALJTY COEFFICIENT 
HEAN OF ACTUALS 
MEAN OF PREOICTFDS 




STANDARD DfVJAllON OF PREDICTEDS 






IN JERC EPT 
SLOPf E'HJMATf 

















n. n r·111 
ll.lfl77 
0. fl l :?:' 
r..3221 
n .(. 7 El" 
ii. •11 n f. 








COLUM~: ZERO SECTOR 
COLUMU: lJYfiAMIC 
VARIARLf GPAPllEO IQ!'Old'CR IMPLICIT OEFL~TOR OF VALUE AODEO 1" CPUDE PfTPDL[UH Il'.UEX: '975=1 q, TRANSFORMnTION 
DATE ACTUAL PREDICTED 
( .. ) 
'96~ 1) 21.532 
!.966 111 21.9.1(, 
- 967:1 21.A7~ 
"9&8·11 22.3'J7 
9(,9 ~1 22+1511 
)'J7r11 23.268 
•o 7J l I 3 i. ~~'! 
1 9 ·7;i ) l 27.226 
1973~1 27.91'l 
;974'11 ll'3.272 
~97~"'1 1 I) U • !) ;ll 
'976"1 q1.2r:i 
.1'177 11 1 f'6 .9i;11 
19711 •l 12•1+'122 
SUMM-RY STATISTICS: 
MEAN ADSULUTE ERRO~ 
ME~N ABSOLUTF ~ ERROR 
ROUT MEAU SQUARED ERRCR 
ROOT MEAN SOUAREO * ER~OR 
MEAN OF ACTU~LS 
Mr:M< flf PFUlICTEOS 
MAXIMUM AOSOLUT[ RESIDUAL 
.MAXIMUM UF ACTUALS 
MAXl~UM or PREDICTEDS 
M14l,UM OF ACTUALS 
rINt~U~ OF rREOfCTEOS 
( + ) 
22.29l 
n.3'i6 












0 l FFER E lllCE: 
ITt[ :-: X> 

















-1. u 7':l 



















l l'I .B?> 34 
21.532"• 
22.1115 








• • ... 
+ .. . .. 
·····················•·······••·•·············•···········•··· 
THEIL STATISTICS IBASEO ON LOG-RELATIVE•CHANGfS>: 
MEAN SQUARE f RROR 
FIRST INEGUALITY CO[FFICIFNT 
SECOND lNEGUALITY cnrFFICllNT 
M[AN OF ACTUALS 
MEAN OF PREDICTEDS 




STANDARD DEVIATION or PRfDICTEOS 

























~ • n ,,. ,. 
0.3H5(. 
!l.611~ 
I)• 2"i Ill! 
r>.7376 
·fl.l'16"1 







~li[f\ IC TED 
COLUrN! ZfR0 SECTOR 
CULUHM! DYNAMIC 
UARIIDLE GRAPHED ! !QPR PRIVATE NON-~AGE INCUM[ <INCLUDING OEPREI MILL.CURRaDINARSTRANSFnRHATllON 
DATE ACTUAL PRErl!CH:O 
( • I 
\ '165 .1 .1. 459.097 
'')(,(, '1 41J7.3Y'J 
.l 96 7 •1 491.266 
''168'•1 51, 1. •l ~ ~ 
'H>'l •l 555 •. 3 I:• 
. 'l7~ 'l 6 ·'5 .412 
l97l'l 646 .23,, 
1972 '1 7n.~R1 
·.97~ :1 ljC!l.1'11 
'() 74 1 81)7 .1 il<J 
') 75. 1 1·1·1.n4 2 
J 976"'· 7hlf .5 q 
'977'.l nn.2F 
.: 97~ :1 21133.!'73 
SUMMARY STATISTICS: 
ME~N ABSOLUTf FRRUR 
M[A" ADSOLUTt X ERROR 
ROOT MfAN SQUARED ERROR 
ROOT MEAN SQUARED ~ ERROR 
Mf AN 'lF ACTUALS 
M[~N OF PREDICTEDS 
MAXIMUM ABSOLUTE RESIDUAL 
MAXIMUM OF ACTUALS 
M~XIMUM OF PREDlCTfDS 
HINI~UM OF ACTUALS 
~l4l~UM Uf PREOICTEDS 












a:> 3. rn9 
!?.'~ '1.91'5 
1678.17(, 
rlJFHRENCt: X Dlff£RLNCE ~RAPH R~NGr OF VALUfs: '159 •"'17 TO 2~33. nn 
CTI£ = XJ 
-10. !' 19 
.••....•...........•....•...................................... 
9 .e;; l 
-4. ns 
.H .11!3 











2 • ~ · B 
-•J.8J6 
'.i• 7E. 3 
4.5.3<! 
'l.~'l ~ 
l 1 o l ll5 


















••• . )( 












THEIL STATISTICS !BASED ON LOG•RfLATIVE-CllAt.JGESI! 
MfAN SGUARf ERROR 
FIRST INEQUALITY COEFFICIENT 
SECOND JNEOU~LlTY CDffFlClENT 
MEAN OF ACTUALS 
MEAN Of PREOJCTEDS 




STANDARD OfVIATJnN OF PPEOICT[DS 






































CULUH~: ZtRO SECTOR 
COLUM!'-1: OYNll.M(C 
vr.Rl~!1L£ r.R~l'HEO lllPTE 332$ REFINED PtTRClfUM PRODUCTS EXPORT PRICf us !/(lfll TllANSFORMf, TI ON 
DA H: ACTUH PRElllrTEO 
I . ) 
'%5••1 ?. .291 
! 9 (,6 .] 2. 313 
l '16 7 1 1 2.29\ 
1 96P 'l 2.257 
1%9''1 2 .2 •, l 
J 97!"•!. 2.2 '11 
l 971.· l 2.615 
1972·:1 2.78~ 
1_ 97?i ('• l ~.'+31 
! 97~' l 9.q~3 
197!:>"1 11.17!'.> 




MEA~ ABSOLUTF FRRO~ 
M[AU ABSOLUTE X ERROR 
ROOT Mfft~ SQUARED ERRaR 
RUOT ~EAN SQUARED X tRRCR 
HfAN UF ACTUALS 
~~tN OF PREUICTEDS 
MAXIMUM AESDLUTE RESIDUAL 
MAXIMUM Uf ACTUALS 
~A~INUM UF PREOICTEDS 
MI If l'lUM t>f ~C TUA LS 
MlNl~UM or PREOitT[OS 
















CTI[ : )() 
"o• (·99 
• 1. 'A'+ 
-n. 98ti 
-ti. 14 lJ 
·!). l'l 2 
··ll.1116 
-0 • 11 A 
0.113,, 














t. ll 77 
··2. 394 
















GRAPH RANGE Of YALU~S: t' .2 ''1 TO 13.119 
····························································~· ••• ... 








+ • ... .•..•.••.....•...•...•.•..•...........•....•.................. 
THEIL STATISTICS CSASEO ON LOG•RFLATIVE•C"ANGES): 
MEAN ~QUAR£ fRROR 
FIRST INEQUALITY COfFFIC!ENT 
f.ECO~O INEQUALITY COEFf ICIENT 
MEAN OF AcrUALS 
MEAN DF PREOJCTFOS 
STANDARD OEVI•TICN Of ACTUALS 
IOI 
ClJ) 
( 11 • ) 
STANDARD DEVIATION DF PREOICTEDS 


























n. r• J 71' 
0 .''1')65 
I). {'31 7 
(1.'!1425 
l!,nr·"~ 
~. qfj 31 







roLUMN: Z!"RO SErTOH 
roLUMH: OYH•MIC 
~~f'IM:L( 1;RAll-'ED : lllHlM!I TRAilE BALANl.E U'! GOlJUS 
D~TC ACTUAL PR [[l l CTr fl 
• ) 
,yi:,5 11 152.3'1• 
~ t) 6£ "\ ! 157.ll2t• 
'9G 7: 1 lltf. o lf»J 
'.161< '1 227.!iS' 
'169 'l 2 l'l .95 11 
"7"'1 211 .15'.' 
'.'7Fl 2!i2ol6 1 
q7? .l l 136.631; 
9 7~ '~. 31707"' 
197'1·•1 1249.84·· 
'975>.•l 12115." I/:• 
.qn ·1 1581.ou. 
977 nl 1526.>!'I 7 
• '178 •1 2'-~b.81·1'. 
SUMMhhY STATISTICS: 
~ra" ABSOLUTE ERROR 
lff Ml ABSOLUTr. % ERROR 
ROOT MEAN S~UAPED ERROR 
P.OCT ME~N SGUARlO % ER~OR 
!If.AN l)f ACTUALS 
1;i;:r.r1 11F PkEOICTEDS 
~AJIMUM ADS~LUTE RESIDUAL 
11AXl'.~UM OF ACTUALS 
llAXl'1UM or rREOICTEOS 
~l~l,UM OF •CTUALS 
MINIMUM OF PR(DJCTEDS 















<Tir ::: XI 
-G.38 1 











-135 o'J'l 2 
-P.131 
X OIFFERf.r!CE 





-2. t 3.:, 
-lf. 3?3 

































THflL STATISTICS 18-SE.ll ON LOG-RELATlVE-CtlANr;fS>: 
MEAN SQUARf ERROR 
FIRST TNEDUALJTY COEFFICIENT 
SECOND INEQUALITY CDFFFJCIENT 
MEAN OF ACTUALS 
MEAN OF PREOICTfOS 




STANDARD DEVJATI~N OF PPEDICTEOS 














I A I 
lfl I 
18 1 1 
0. 0 11 1· 
0.2iJ6'l 
r.22117 
Q .}911 ~ 
n.icia1 
O.ll~1(, 
'' .4q1; n 














C Ol lfM,j: l [flil S[l;T GR 
COLUMtl: ur1AMIC 
V Afd Afll( GR APHLO IQTf.C.,T TUT~L MERCHANDISE FXPORTS 
OATC llCTUAL rn r n I or.o 
( • I 
•965"'1 l657.6q5 
%f 11 1Hfl.52c· 
1 96 7 'l. 15£, 3.61'1 
1q.;I' 1 19.)';1.'lll~ 
'9 6'J ·) \ 19 te.64f, 
''l71'll ;>(1(15.211 
J 'l 7l ·11 21AU.'Hi 
19721' 1 17%o52fi 
197:'1'•1 232•1 +'l'J J 
1974 ·1 22 t'l o'l '+H 
l 'l 75 ,. 1 2'l5a.tlll.J 
•_q76 il 267'.•.Hil 
:'177 '1 25H .217 
'.97B •l 283(;,r.2H 
~urMAFY STATISTICS: 
ME•N ABSOLUTE fRROR 
HE~N ABSnLUT[ ~ ERROR 
HOOT MfAM SQUARED ERROR 
ROOT HEAN SQUARE~ X ENROR 
MON vF ACTIJALS 
MEAN OF PRfryJClEDS 
MAXIMUM ~e~uLUTE RESIDUAL 
MAXIMUM OF AClUALS 
MAXIMUM Of PREDICTLOS 
MINIP!IJM OF ~ClU4LS 
Mlttl~UM UF rPEDICTED~ 































lt D JFF t:I< UJC f. 
5.4•15 
5.713 





-11. 1 92 
2.~37 
-'l.ti9n 
11 • .ll 3 
4.2(1 










2H37. !) 11 
151>3.6'•13 
'· 5(, 7. 3938 
MTLL.197~ OTNARSUN YITS 
GRAPH RANGE Of V~LUES: 1%3o6~1 TO 21137.111 
···•········•••··•••·••···•··•···••··••·•········•···••··•·••• .. 
+ 













THEIL STATISTICS IBASFD ON LOG·RfLAlTVE-CH~~~rs>: 
MEAN SQUARE ERROR 
FIRST INEQUALITY COEFFICIENT 
SECDNO INEQU~LITY cnFFFICTfNT 
HEAN Of ACTUALS 
HFAN OF PREDlC~EDS 




ST At!OARO OE\IIATIQN 'lF PREDICTrD~ 

















O. Ji r 4!1 




I"!. 1 J f,'} 
n.~87C' 
r. P. ~' ~ 














COL~Htt: ZERn SECTOR 
COLUMIJ: 0Y"A'11C 
VARIAGLf GRAPt'lO llHf.C MT'I T0TAL MERCHANDISE EXPO~TS 
OHE ACTUAL PRCliICTEC 
( . ) 
.965.l 314.9~ l 
l'J66nl .}33.~l' 
')(, 7 '1 2q7.41]; 
"l<>l' l 371. 72~ 
'').;? 'l 312.12 ·. 
'')1 (' ,, l 392 .a r1 'J 
. 971";1 5r.,1.o.3 '. 
972 'l 3 71.3 h 
. 973 11 58fl.1 ;i., 
• ')74 "1 l'H'l.'13° 
I ')75 •J 245'J.20J 
'17(, 11 2737.'Jr' 
977.l 285'~.pri . .i 
1.97 8•11 325r,.';1n 1 
SUHMllRY STATISTICS: 
ME'N ABSOLUTE ERRDR 
MEAN ABSOLUTE X ERROP 
ROOT ~EAN SQUARED ERRCR 
ROOT ME~N SQUARED I ERR0R 
MEAtl OF HTIJALS 
:'>!Ei\11 OF PRE OICTEOS 
MAXIMUM ABSJLUTE RESIDUAL 
MAYl'1UM OF ACTUALS 
~API'1UM UF PREOJCTros 
MINIMUM or ACTUALS 
HINIMUM or PREOICTEDS 
I + ) 












<'974 .B · 4 
3251.577 
OlFFERfNC[ 
<TIE :: XI 
14.%5 
















·7. J 'Jfl 
2.B~5 
-tl.8f,9 
-2. ~ :'\ 7 

















2'17. 3 H'J 
3 ~'.1 .4854 
M1LL.CURR.Ol~ARSUM YITS 
GRAPH RANGE er VALUFS: 297 .If~!• T!l ~,·,1.577 .............•....•..............•............................ 
·' .~








• ... ...••.....•••............•.....•..........••.......•.....•.... 
THEIL STATJSTJCS CBASED OH LOG-RELATIVE•CHANGESI: 
MEAH SQUARE ERROR 
FIRST IHEOUALJTY COEFFTCIENT 
SECOND INE!JUALJTY CDEFFICl[NT 
MEAN OF ACTUALS 
HEAN OF PREOICTEDS 
STA~OARD DEVJATJrN OF ACTUALS 
(I)' 
I II I 
(Ut) 
STANOARn orvlATION or PREOJCTEDS 








SLQP' ESTll'ATE ~lTHOUT lNTfRCEPT 
(UI' I 
<US I 
I UC I 
WP) 
IUl'l l 























COLUl'oN: ZEP.O SECTOR 
CULUt·:N: flYtlAMIC 
VARJAPll GRAPHFD : JQTfT EXPORTS OF GOODS ANO SERVICES 
CJ/\H. ACTUAL rHElilCTf.0 
( • I 
1 Y6~1~'l l597o9'lS 
.1 'lf,6.,1 169').174 
'· 96 'l '1 15,3.5UI 
1%1.1.'l 1869.ill•7 
1 9(,9 °1 1911.6~~ 
1 97"~1 :?113f1.565 
• 971 ''· 223t.~c,c 
·, 972''1 1':146.091 
;rt3 :1 25b1~ eb6U 
• 1 q74» l 22 43 .6 ,,,, 
i~7':i "1 23211.'l'!g 
"Ht;: 1 22 A\I. fl A'i 
~ 9 77 'l 21.!53.929 
:970.'J 29 85. 74'1 
SUMH•RY STATISTICS: 
MEAN ABSOLUTE ERROR 
MCAH ABS0LUTE % ERROR 
ROOT MfAN SQUARED ERRnR 
ROOT MEAN SQUARED ~ FRR~R 
Mf:411 nr ACTUALS 
MCAN OF FREOlCTEDS 
MAXIMUM AASULUTL RESl~UAL 
MAXIMUM UF ACTUALS 
MAXIMUM Jf PRCOICTEOS 
MINIMUM OF ACTUALS 
MINIMUM OF P~EDICTEO~ 














c.''.IH~ .• 827 
DIFfTRlUCE 














-1. i 8J 
:: OIFFlRENCL 
5.6'18 























MILL.1975 DJNARSU~ ORPA NAT. ACT 












. . ... 
·····································~························ 
THEIL STATISTICS IBASED ON LOG-RELATIVE-CHANGES>: 
MEAN SGUARf ERAor 
FIRST INEGU~LITY COEFFICIENT 
SECONP IN[GUALITY COfFFJCJENT 
MEAN OF ACTUALS 
MEAN OF PREOICTEDS 




STANDARD DEVIATION OF PREOICTEOS 






















I) .1 ;'tl5 
IJ.1193 
n.BS(!G 
o. n "" ~ 












COLUMN: ZERO SEClOR 
COLUMN: DY4AMIC 
VARIH1U GHAPlffD : IQTl331B EXPORTS OF CRUDf PElROLFUM 
DATE ACTUAL PREDICTED 
( • I 
'.Jf.1!1 • l t .lt !} l 
"966 l l ~ .lfa;? 
I fl("> 1 11 i.4;:>11 
)91'8'1 ,, .~~2 
'9f.'Hl '.l .52 9 
'9 7 fl ~ 1 1 n.5t+6 
19·1i:i1 1.591 
'. 972 .'1 o.5?q 
'9 73 I) J. 7,., ~ 
l91'1•'1 'i. 61~ 
1 97511 f!. 7~ 1 
'9 7(, ·1 1 ~i •. Blh 
1977 Jl u. 79) 
'.':'71\·'l. ,; • 8 71l 
SUMMP~Y STATISTICS: 
MEAN ABSOLUT[ ERROR 
MEAQ ABSOLUTE ¥ ERROR 
~DOT MEAN SUU4REO ERROR 
RCnT MEAN SQUARED X ERROR 
t1EAll fJF ACTUALS 
MEA~I OF Pr:EIJICTEDS 
MAXIMUM APSOLUTE RESIDUAL 
MAXIMUM DF ACTUALS 
MAXI~UM ~f rPEDICT[DS 
t'HHMUM 0r ~CTUALS 
'1JllIMUM or l'REOICTEOS 
( • I 











'' • 7113 
tl .a ~1 
,, .1171 
OlFFERl:NCL 
<TIE = XI 
0. ,, 2 8 
o. '.H. 
··"!. '4-2 
n. •2 •l _,,. •:;· (, 
··O • i!:? 2 
-Q e Ir 3 
.. o. ! 1 \' l 
0. (l 1 7 
.. o. \!~ J 
IJ. 1!3 l 




6. l 4 J 
6.'155 
-9.fl\2 
'I. g .lfl 
-1.145 
·3·" 5 3 
.. 0.5"12 
-i. l ·'!l 
2.4 ~· 11 
.. ,. .55<J 















R Ill• fl~RRFLS TRANSFnRMATJOtt 
GRAPH RANGE OF VALurs: 0.4?11 111 (1 ol!71 . .....................................•...........•........... 
•• 
• • + 
• 
•+ . .. 
x 
•+ 
• • . .. 
• 
+ 
+ ... ....•••.••.••••.••••••••...•••...••....•..•..........•........ 
THEIL STATISTICS IBASED ON LOG-RELATlVE-CHANGlSI: 
Mr~N SQUARF ERROR 
FIRST TNEOUALITY COEFFICIENT 
SECOND INEQUALITY C"EFFICIFNT 
MEAN OF •CTUALS 
MEAN OF PRFOlCTFOS 




STANDARD DEVIATICN OF PREOICTEOS 






























f' •I'' 9 f' 
1. 0 747 





COLUMN: ZERO SlClDR 
coLuti;i: oy;ianc 
vr.RJA[JLE GRAf'HEO IuTU3 1 N OPORTS OF rPll:JF PCTROL''UM 
U ,\TL ACTUAL PRE"OI ClU' 
( . ) 
: 91;5 ,; l 235.714 
l'l66 .11 2~9.2HG 
t".!f.7 ·1 211 .eh·1 
1116R 'l 269.6 11.I 
. 969 :1 271.71!6 
.,9 7r- it 21Jil.C'~J 
1971 ·' l 37!3.l'Jf. 
. ':172 ., l 3H.l'54 
·973·11 555.2f.I! 
':17'; ·' 1 1':121.n!L 
·. 'l 7'i "1 241'1. 7a I 
''l 7f;. l 2'..<lt.4B~ 
1977'!1 :28~7.541 
.19 7fl 'l1 3211''1044'1 
!iUMMARY STATISTICS: 
MEAN AOSOLUTL £RROR 
~[AN ABSOLUTE ~ ERROR 
ROOT HEAN SQUARED ERROR 
ROOT HE~N SQUAREO X [RR~R 
ME All OF ACTIJA LS 
MEAN OF PREOICTEOS 
~~XJMUM ABSOLUTE ~ESJOUAL 
MAXl~UM OF ACTUALS 
MAXIMUM OF PREOICTEOS 
MINIMUM OF ACTUALS 
MINI~UM OF PREDlCTEDS 




259. t .:6 
274 .898 
2'71 • 1)(,8 
377.229 
311.5711 
54 1 . • %'\ 
~'J'ltl .592 


















•125 o l'29 
·1.283 
X OIFFERf.!ICt 


























GRAPH R~NGE OF VALUf.S: 2!7,IJ57 Tn 3:>n5. n2 .......•........•..•..•........•.............................• 
,)l 
.x 
.x ... . )( . )( 





• + ... .......•...•......•..........••..••..........................• 
Tltc:IL STATISTICS IBASf.O ON lOG-Rf.LAllVE·CHANGrs1: 
HEAN SQUARE ERROR 
FIRST JNf.QIJALITY CO[FF'JCJENT 
SECOND INEQUALITY COEFFICIENT 
MEAN OF ACTUALS 
MEAN OF PREOICT£DS 




STANDARD DEVIATION OF FREOICTEOS 
CORRELATICl-i BfTW£EN ACTUALS AND PREDICTEOS 















I).,,; '5 ~ 
O,JA2'1 
IJ. 2 I !12 


















COLUM~: ZFR1 SECfnR 
COLUIHJ:· !lY~!Alllr. 
VARI~~LE GRAPHED : IOTMCMT TUTAL MlRCHANDISE IMrORTS 
OATL ACTUAL PJH:r>JCTf.O 
c • , 
!965 il 39~.5'1~ 
. 9(,f,:•J. 'l2l o2fl.5 
9(,"f ';. ' 3!>9.t~H') 
9GA 1 361.271 
IJ(.C) '1 347.951 
9 71' l1 311i; .a Jl! 
971 ·1 5.17.f>H 
q72,11 q 113.11:11 
9n: l 'll:!.847 
C? 7"4 "·l 8 9'i .592 
'J75 '1 12'1'!.759 
'17(, 'll 1154.B'it 
977 11 1226.621! 
97e •l 1"84.6'13. 
SUMMARY STATISTICS! 
MF•N ABSOLUTE ERROR 
MEAN ABSOLUTE X ERROR 
fiaVT "EAN SQUARED ERROR 
ROOT ~E~N SQUARED X FRROfi 
l'.[,N Of AtTUALS 
MEAN OF PP.EDICTEDS 
~iAXIHUM AASOLUTC J\ESUJUAL 
~AXIMUM OF ACTUALS 
MAXIMUM Cf PREOICTEOS 
MINIMUM Of ACTUALS 
~INIMUM Of PRlOICTE03 





3'l t .25il 








J 0811 ,(136 
lllfHRENCE. 








"·16. ~5 7 
'l o!\ll 
"· 111111 
10. l '!'l 
•15o'f5(f 












o.:j ') .l 













34 7. 95111 
3!i2 ,<J'i~4 
MTLL.J97!i OIMARSTRA~SfOR~ATION 















THEIL STATISTICS CBASEO ON LOG•RfLATIVE·CHAM~FSJ: 
ME~N SQUARf ERROR 
FIRST INEQUALITY COfffICIENT 
SECCHO I~EGUALITY COEFFICIENT 
ME4N OF ACTUALS 
HEAN ot PREOICTEDS 
STANDARD Df~IATION Of ACTUALS 
c I)) 
CIJI 
CIJ 1 I 
STAHD,RO orvI•TION OF rRfDICTEDS 
rnRRr.LATION BETWEEN ACTUALS ~ND PRF.OICTEDS 





































r:OLIJt"f/: zrn~ SlCHlk 
COLUMN: llY'l~MJC 
V~Rl~[:lf GRAPHf.O: JQP1CMPI TClAL MERCHANDISE IMPORTS 
DATE ACTUAL rRUJJCTffl 
c . • 
·9&5d l6lo6l1 
t966 11· 176 .110:; 
!C)f.7'•1 l~t.24,1 
1961\ 'l 14'1 .16' 
~ ?691•1 151.11. 
197r 1:1 1Hlo6!'.:'' 
lQ71 il 247 ,117 ' 
'.97?.;t 2Jlf ,£>n .• 
1.973··1 27~ .3~· _/ '9 74 11. 7 o:.t. n13 I 
.\975 ·l 1244.7(,,' 
'q7f, i 1 115 ·; .9:: i 
'"177 11 1323,153 
. 1 'l 7R . 1 124'1.l~" 
SUMMAkY STATISTICS: 
MEAN ABSOLUTE ERROR 
~[/Ill ABSOLUTE X £RR11R 
HOOT ME~N SGUAREO ERROR 
ROUT MEAN SDUARED X ERROR 
M[AN OF ACTUllLS 
MEAN OF PREDICTEOS 
MAXl~UM ABSOLUTE ~ESIOUAL 
MA~IMUM DF ACTUALS 
MAXIMUM OF PRfDICTEDS 
MINIMUM OF ACTUALS 
MINIMUM OF PREDICTEDS 
















tTTr = ~> 
14.8114 
15.i:n 





-8. 6 75 
3. r.q 7 
2. 3B l' 
10.!(;6 
-16.616 











1. l 2 7 













1312o' 1 146 
l~'t.H.0<1 
14 7. 7657 
MILL,[UAR.DJ~ARSUN YITS 
GRAPH R~NGE f.F VALUES: 144 .1£>0 Tn lJ2~.153 













THEIL STATISTICS CBASEO ~N LOG•RELATIVE•CHA~GESt: 
MEllN SQUARE ERROR 
FIRST INEQUALITY CnfFFICif.NT 
SECOND INEQUALITY COFFFICIFNT 
MFAN OF ACTUALS 
M[AN OF PRErTCTlDS 




STANDARD OCVIATI~N nr PPEOICTEOS 






































COLUM~: ZEMG ~fCTOP 
COLUMN: DYNAMIC 
VARIA!JLf GRAPHED ·: IOTMf.M·•.4-~ I~PORTS OF SllC ~1 11 21 AMO 'I MJLL.1975 OJNARSTRANSFORHATION 
DATE ACTUAL PR[l)If.Tl"O 
( . ) 
1965\'l l<:0,5VI 
• 9r,(, •1 1r1.s3:: 
'96 7» l 97 .2 :;7 
'.'lf,~ "l 113.9~7 
'969 •1 88.'i94 
t 97P!•l 97. 3!1'i 
1971 •l H5.2fl5 
!.97~•11 1r.111.1~:! 
~'l73'll 125.:~~ l 
;•J71j ,) 256o'J1o 
, q 75 ; \ 2si; .a».J 
!'Ht:.·~ ?.12 .'I£,~ 
~977 '1 211.312 
< 'l 71l "l 168.!:.H 
SUMM~RY STATISTICS: 
:1r r.rl ABSOLUTF: F.Rf<"R 
MEAN AA~OLUTf l ERROR 
ROOT KEA~ SRUAREO ERRnR 
ROOT MEAN SQUARED X EHRnR 
MfAN uF ACTUALS 
M[~N OF P~EOICTEOS 
MAXlMJM ABSOLUTE RESIDUAL 
MAXIMUM OF ACTUALS 
MAXIMUM Of PRfOICTEDS 
MINIMUM Of ACTUALS 
MINIMUM OF PREDICTEOS 









13 2. 2 '18 
261.874 
2b·~.CJ29 
































t .2 52 
'1-1~6 











GRArH RANGE OF V-LUE$: 88 .~9.tJ TO 261.87'1 
··········•········•··························•··············· + 
•• 









• + • .... 
..........•......................•...•••......•..............• 
I 
THEIL STATISTICS (BASFD ON LOG•RELATJVE•CltANRFSJ: 
HEAN SQUARf fRPOR 
FIRSf INEQUALITY COEfFIClfNT 
SCCONO JNEGU~LJTY COEFFICIENT 
Hf.AN OF ACTUALS 
MEAN OF PREDICTf.DS 
STANDARD DfVJATI~N Of ACTUALS 
(0) 
IU> (IJ•, 
STAHOARO DEVIATION OF PREDICTEDS 





































PR£.ll I CHO 
COLUMN: ZrRD s~rl~~ 
COLUttN: DYNAKIC 
VARir.13LE GRAPHED ltlTMC~!;+~ o.., IMPORTS OF SITC 5181ANO 1 
OHE ACTUAL PRrnicrr:n 
( • > 
'965· l 59o14 ' 
:Q(,6·11 6~ o91t•J 
'9b7111 51. 06 7l 
l.%H 't 56o4"2 
t 969 •l 55.%7 
•.•nr .. 1 5'Jo91.5 
I. 971 •~1 75.r1 7~ 
197;> .') 53.421 
197:! 11 45.512 
'974•11 71.1 •11 
1 '!75 :1 114. 3.~ l 
.'Hf..'1 'i!lo716 
~·H7'•l 11"+67'1 
·.•na 11 102.932 
SUMM~RY STATISTICS: 
MEAN ABSOLUTE ERROR 
MEAN ABSOLUTC l FRROR 
ROOT Mf:A!J SQUARE 0 ERr<•JR 
ROOT MEAN SQUARED X ERROR 
MEAN OF ACTUALS 
M~AU OF PREOICTEDS 
MAYIMUM A~S~LUTE RESIDUAL 
HA~JMUM Uf ~CTUALS 
MAXIMUM or PREDlCTCOS 
MINIMUM OF ACTUALS 
MINIMUM OF P~fDJCTEOS 
( + > 
52o2l'I 





7f ·" 58 












































1 'i +!:>333 
J.l '.I +6 7'43 
.1.l'i olf5111 
'15.5123 
46. (, 731 
~TLL.1975 OINARSTPANSFORMATION 
GR~PH R~NGE CF VALUFS: '15 +51:> TO 11•J.6H ..............••......•.......•..............•...........•.... 
+ • 
• 











THEIL STATISTICS CBASED ON LOG•RfLAlIVE•CHANr.fS>: 
MEAN SQUARF ERROR CD> llol'!l7F1 
Flf<ST INfQU•LJTY COEFFICIENT fUI 0.3'137 
SFCOND tNEOUALJlY COfFFICl[~T (IJ.' o.tin12 
HE All OF ACTUALS no 114:>6 
HtAN OF PREDICTED~ "ol;5'46 
STANDARD [l[VlATJON QF ACTUALS "·2171 
'STAllOARO DfVIATJDN OF PREOICTEOS 'J .194 7 
CORRfLATJON AETW[[N ACTUALS AND PREDICTEDS 9.'1!79 
BIAS PROPORTIO~! CUIO IJ+ •' lAll 
VARIANCf PROPORTIOll CU~ I ll.(1(,61 
COVARIANCE PROPORTION !UCI ll.9151 
~EGPESSION rROPORTION CURI no~··27 
DISTURBANCE PROPORTION !llO I ll.'17114 
JNTtP.CEPT (A) ·ll· \ll 3:1 
SLOPr F:STl~HF Cll > 1.n234 






COLUtlN: zr:'o SECTOR 
COLUi·W: OHIAMJC 
VAR1A£1L<: uRAPll[[J IIJTMCf'.6 IMPORTS OF STTC 6 
DATE ACTU~L l'kEDICTl:r• 
I . ) 
:•n!>''' 1~3.6.~3 
'.9(,6 :\1 137.95~ 
1_f"J(17j 1_ 112.13'1 
l.96& il 1U.34~i 
. 969 'l Hl .! 74 
: 97~ l l 122 ·22G 
: CJ71 : \ 144.1155 
-972" 1 12'l.46J 
c'l73 11 lB.722 
«=nq 11 3::3.069 
197(, ; l 3~9.59:1 
-'· q7~ 1 l 3!\~.7P5 
1977'.d 266. v·~ 
l'J78 11 2~9.·7~~) 
SUMMARY STAT[STtCS: 
MlAN ABSOLUTE ERR0R 
MEA" ABSOLUTr X ERROR 
kUOT ~EAN SQUARED CRRGR 
ROOT MEAN SQUARED X ERROR 
MEAN OF ~CTUHS 
MEAN OF PR[OJCTEDS 
P~Xl,UM ABSOLUTE RESIDUAL 
MAXIMUM OF ACTUALS 
MAXIMUM OF PRCDICTEDS 
MINIMUM or ACTUALS 
MJNJMUM Of PREDICTEDS 

































17 .~I. 5 
1.1.9~i6 




















1 lll. t 7 36 
1 ni; .653"i 
MILL.1975 OINARSTRANSFORMATION 
GRAPH RANf,f OF VALUrs: 1•1lol7'1 T!J 369 .590 . •.............•..•.............•............•...•..•......... ... 
• 
• + . + .. + 
x 








THEIL STATISTICS CBASED GN LOG-RELATIVE-CHANGES): 
MEAN SQUARF FRR6R 
FIRST INEQUALITY COEFFICJ[NT 
SfCO~O INEQUALITY COEFFlClfNT 
MEAN OF ACTUALS 
MEAN or PREOICTEOS 




STA~OARO DrVIATIDN OF fR[OICTFDS 






































COLUrN: ZLR1 SECTOR 
COLUMN! DYNAMIC 
VllRIAlllE GRAPH[O IQTMCM7 J~PORTS OF SITC 1 
DA Tf ACTIJ,l\L PR[lllfT[O 
I . ) 
'J{,5: 1 1••n.21 ! 
91>(, 11 !ll.387 
·9n··1 97.9')1 
. <;!bf' 11 79.573 
96~~'.·l J '•2. '1 ''" 
9 71' ''l 1'.6.'f92 
t 971 l't t lj!J .55'3 
i 'l 72 '1 15l.4l'l 
. 973 •J 165.21l'l 
9711 ! 1 262.2'51 
·. '175 "1 51 •.51' 
,97f;·•l 536.41:> 
">77~! 62'1,265 
197(1 'l ~5..:.6~13 
SUMMAKY STATISTICS! 
HEAN ABSOLUTf ER~UR 
'MEAN ABSOLUTE X ERROR 
ROOT MEAN SQUARED ERR~R 
NO~T MEAN SQUAR[D X [~ROR 
'1[Atl OF ACTUALS 
MEAIJ ·lF Pl!EDICTEOS 
MAXIMUM ABSOLUTE RESIDUAL 
,AXIMUM OF 'CTUALS 
HAKIMUM OF PRfDICTEOR 
MINIMUM Of ACTUALS 
~JHIHUM OF PREOICTEDS 
I + ) 
'13 ,9q 3 














CTIE = XI 
12.328 
6. 19 7 





·A. 't2 L.t 
-~.539 
-2. 52 8 














-~ .... ,.,. 
1.21.l 
-J.'75 
fl .e:.fl 7 
-1.'f65 
7. '1'l78 











GRAPH RANGr nr VALUFS: 79 •'H 3 TO l=.:'q .?.f)5 .....•..•.......................................•............. 
• +• 












THfIL ST~TISTICS CBASEO ON LOG·RFLATIVf-CH~NG[S): 
MEAN SQUAPf ERROR 
FIRST INECUALITY COfFFTCIENT 
S[COND INEQUALITY COEFflCILNT 
HEAN OF ACTUALS 
~EAN OF PREDIClEOS 




STA~DARO OEVIATID" or PREOICTFDS 




































Pr..t:D IC HO 
COLUMN: ZfRO S[CTOH 
COLUMH: DYNAMIC 
VARlMJLf' GP.APffO lf;TMT TUTAL IMPORTS OF GOODS ANU SERVICES HJLL.Jq75 OJNAPSUN ORPA NAT, ACT 
DATL ACTUAL PREDICTED 
I * I 
.965•1 4 2c • • If ·'•1 
~f;6 :•1 4"" .J77 
t ')f. 7·'1. 365. 35•; 
• 96P. •l 31\5 ,fl(,.> 
'969 •1 3% .i:.55 
:· q1r 11 427.l!l.' 
l "'711• l 5'111.fif\~ 
1 97:? "l 511.J,r21 
J 'J73 11 6~4.5'16 
t974·'1 13%.1111 
1975 '1 17q2 • II 1: '.-! 
i. 976 :1 1'165 .2 IJ6 
J977c'1 1?!'i'le87'1 
:_ 978) 1 18 H .2% 
3UMMARY STATISTICS: 
MEAN ABSOLUTE ERROR 
MEAN ABSOLUTE X ERROR 
ROOT HEAN SQUARED ERRnR 
ROOT MEAN SQUAREU X ~RROR 
MEAN OF ACTUALS 
MEA~ OF PREOICTfOS 
MAXIMUM ARSOLUTE RESIDUAL 
MAXl~UM OF ACTUALS 
MAXI~UM OF PREDICTEOS 
~TNIMUM nf ACTUALS 
MINIMUM UF PRFOICTEOS 

















































~ .96 27 























THEIL STATISTICS CBASED ON LOG·RELATJVE-CHANG[Sl: 
MEAN SQUARE ERROR 
FIRST JNFGUALJTY COEFFICIEHT 
SECOND INEQUALITY cnrFFICIF.NT 
MEAN OF ACTU•LS 
MEAN Of PRfDICT[OS 




STANDARD OF.VIAT[ON or PPEDICTEDS 




















o. 11 :?fl 
11 0 11 CJ9 








.p. i', 3:, 







COLUM~: ZERO SECTOR 
CULUMN: DY~AHIC 
VAR I AflLF GR Al'HlO lQwRN AVrRAG[ ~AGr RATf 
DATE ACTUAL PRf OICT[() 
I * I 
l965'11 l lflo.333 
1966,11 12q.257 
1 qf,7 •l 12k 0 'JA3 
1 'lf>e,11 U5.J25 
1'}69 ·•1 1H.nn 
! 97rJ1 1!' 1.251 
;,971"1 154.349 
l972ll 164.582 
; 973:•1 J7f,.844 
1'17~11 25<1.151 
l.97!:i 11 311.6t..> 




MFAN ABSPLUTE ERROR 
HEAN AUSOLUTE X ERROR 
ROOT MEAH SDUAREO ERRQR 
ROOT MEAN SQUARED X fRROR 
MEHi l'f ACTIJALS 
ME~N OF P~EDJCTEOS 
MAXIMUM 4PSOLUTC RESIUU4l 
MAXIMUM OF ACTUALS 
~AXIMUM OF PREOICTEOS 
MJ~lMUM OF ACTUALS 
HINIMUM OF PPEDICTEDS 













3'.i'l o 'ff14 
'1'59.'l!il 
DIFFERENCE 

















-t.. I 11 
-5 .'1'19 
















;!21'. 0 324 
24 .1754 





GRAPH RANGf OF VALUFS: l!Q,333 TO 4H.'4:5:5 
·····-························································ .x 
* + 










+ •• .......•.•.•.•..•.•.•...........••...............•...........• 
TttEJL STATISTICS fBASEO ON LOG·RELATIVE-CttANGfSJ: 
MEAN SQUARE ~RROR 
FIRST !NEQU~LITY COEFFICIENT 
SECOND INEQUALITY COE:fflClfNT 
MEAN Of ACTUALS 
M[AN OF PREO!CTEOS 




STANDARD OFVIATION or PREOICTEDS 






















o.q 0 02 
~.n11n5 
~.812~ 













COLUMN: zrRn SECTOR 
COLUllfJ! OYllAMJC 
VARIAbL[ GPAPl-'ED : IQ'JYf; T<JHL WAG[ flllL 
o.n c: r,CTUAL PRfOICHl.1 
( • ) 
96511 2 34. 5 !1 .f 
; 96G '..1 Ul •6·1U 
q f) 1 ~ t 27•lob;;.i 
968 il 2 94 .2•1' 
qr,9 .d 32:1.6" I 
•q7PH 
344 ·""'' 
; ':171'1 3£,3,5r, 
972 ill 391\o7Cli 
9,-;,;1 1t 4 :, .s ·~·.' 
'974'.' l 664 ,91 .. , 
J c:JJ!J1I\ f.3fl.9)J 
976 'l 956.!l•'" 
'q77 "l 1135.5•'" 
97!1 11. 1.3)4o2~ I 
SUMMARY 5TATISTICS: 
HFAN ABSOLUTE ERROR 
MEAN ABSOLUTE X £RROR 
ROOT HEPN SQUARED ERROR 
ROOT M[AN SQUARED X FRRrR 
~EAM CF ACTIJALS 
MEAN OF PRfUICTEOS 
MAXIMUM ABSULUTr RESIOIJAL 
MA~IMUM OF ACTUALS 
MA~IMUM or PREOICTEOS 
HINJHUM OF ACTUALS 
MINI~UM Of P~EOICTFOS 
( + ) 
243. '122 




352 •. q'l'I 




761 •. H6 
943.Jll.5 
Jl32oll71) 
I 27P. • t 7"i 
OIFFERCNCE 
Ill!' = XI 
-a.5~2 
• 19. 25 J. 
~18.4'.l':I 
-20 .0114 
-1 '1 o l'!J J 




110.1 1.1 2 
5 7. 52 3 
13.617 
2.63(: 










··5 .6 58 
7. 2 35 
i;,;;57 































THFIL STITISTICS CBASFD ON LOG-R[L~TIVE-CHAMGfSI: 
MEAN SQUARE FRROP. 
FIRST INEQUALITY COEFFICJFNT 
SECOND INEQUALITY COEFf lCltNT 
MEAN OF ACTUALS 
MEAN OF PREOICTEOS 




STANDARD DEVIATION or PREDICTEOS 





































COLUMN: ZfRO SECTOR 
COLUMN: DY"AHIC 
VARIABLE GRAPliED IQXAG VALUE ADDEO IN AGRJCULTURl 
OATf. ACTUAL P~[[)ICTfO 
r • , 
'965t.1 246.6H7 
''J66•d 244o21'i 
. 96711 273.l•'J'I 
. 968: 1 292.4U(1 
9'.'1•'1 293.266 
.. 9 7fi ·'! 2H7o8(2 
"?7ld 278 .fJ43 
·912°1 3£3. J:Vi 
; CJ 73 'l 273.6<!0 
9 74 'l 31"1..CJB~ 
'J75 :11 297.:'> 1:. 
9 76 IJ. 337.485 
'J77·• 1 298 .9 36 
978 .I). 3ld ,9.38 
SUMM4RY STATISTICS: 
ME~" ABSOLUT[ ERROR 
MEAtt AASDLUTE % ERPOR 
Rnnr MEAN SQUARED ERR0R 
ROOT MEAN SQUARED % ERRUR 
'1[Atl OF ACTUALS 
MEAN OF PP.EDICTEOS 
'1AXl~UM AASDLUTC RESIDUAL 
MAXJ'1UH OF ACTUALS 
HAXl~UM OF PREDICTEOS 
~IttlMUM OF ~CTUALS 
~INJMUM OF P~EOICTEDS 








35~ .. l>'ll 
27?. lltl 
2% .341 
2'll .l % 
31R ,2f,O 
301.249 
32f •• B68 
OIFF[Rf. "-CE 




16. 77 l 
l'i.'166 




















2 .. 173 
5.697 
-o. 774 












MILlol97'i OINARSUtt DRPA NAT. ~CT 
GRAPH RANGF OF VALUFS: 2'+4•2i5 TO ~65.651 















THEIL ST~TISTICS <BASED ON LOG-RELAlIVE-CHANGF.Sl: 
MfAN SQUARF FRROR 
FIRST IN~QUALJTY COffFICIFNT 
SECOND INEQUALITY COFFFICIFNT 
MEAN OF ACTUALS 
~EAN OF PRFDlCTEDS 
STANDARD DEVIATION OF ACTUALS 
CO> 
CUI cu•, 
ST~NOARO DEVIATION OF PREDJCTEOS 





































1' Rf.Pl CTUJ 
COLUMI!! zrnri SLCJl)R 
COLUMrJ: DV~JHHC 
VARIALLf GR•PHED : 11AC V~LU[ ADDED JN CONSlHUCTION 
DAH: ACTUAL PREil IC Tf:D 
( * I 
'9f.5 ,•1 Hol5~ 
t_ 966 JI 5lo1H 1 
•'l67 H 46.55!> 
'.'l6A .'] 5 '). 5 7"7 
96'-J •l 5~.77~ 
\'J1~ ~ 1 51.784 
··n 1 ·•1 t.2 .1 /j 'l 
._q72 11 ~s .a ·1e;, 
; 973 'I 6 7. 31" ':l 
'.974 !l 69.411 •' 
197511 'll .~:!'! 
. 976"'1 1%.071 
'917 11 284.2itti 
1 978"!1 3%.57:1 
SUMMARY STATISTICS: 
MEAN AeSOLUTf ERROR 
~~AN ABSOLUTE X fRROR 
ROOT MfAN SQUARED ERRllR 
HOOT MEAN SQUARED X ERROR 
MEAIJ OF ACTUALS 
'1".: AN or PREOIC TE OS 
MAXIMUM ABSOLUTE RESIDUAL 
MAXIMUM OF ACTUALS 
MAXIMUM OF PR[OlCTfOS 
MINIMUM OF ACTUALS 
MINIMUM OF PREDlCTEOS 
















CTff : Xl 
10.'il5 
1. ,'!Vt 





·2. 73 v 
































MTLL. l'J7~, Of'IARSUN ORPA llAT. ACT 
GRAPH RANGF OF VALUfS: 36 .643 TO ~116 .5711 
·············•······•······························•·········· 











+• ... ......•...•...•..•......•.....................•............... 
THEIL STATISTICS CBASED ON LOG-RELATIVf.-CllA'lr.ES>: 
MfAN SGUARF ERROR 
FIRST INfQUALITV CDEFFICI[NT 
SECOND JHEGUALJTV COEFFICILNT 
MEAN OF ACTUALS 
MEAN OF PREDICTEDS 




STANDARD DEVIATION rr P~EDJCTEDS 




























l' • Pll J :! 
11.Ml'l l 








COLll!~llJ: ZERO SlCTOR 
COLU"1N: UYNA~IJC 
VAfilABL[ GRAPYLD JQXl'M VALUE ADDEO JH NGN-UIL MINl"G + MANUFACTURING MILL.197~ Dt~ARSTRANSFORMATTON 
DATE ACTUAL PREOICT(O 
( • ' . 965; l lJ'l.612 
... <H,&~1 1rn.6J'l 
"%7 ·1 lPfl,74:1 
· 9L6 •l 11'1.'J<'!(, 
96q '1 13t.6fltl 
'171'1' 1 13'1.fi'H 
. '171 •l 152.227 
.'H? '1 166.3A•~ 
"'H:";•l 183.26~ 
974 ··1 1':1•1.4)2 
.' 975.11 224.27! 
. 976 11 3tt.97il 
! 977.:: 372.351 
1978 · ..•l 411. 7!:''.[, 
SUMM4RY ~TATISTICS: 
ME~N ABSOLUTE ERROR 
MCAN ABSOLUTE X [RROR 
HOOT HE•N SQUARED ERROR 
ROOT MEAN SQUAPED X ERRnR 
H[AllJ Uf ACTUALS 
MEAN or FREDICTEOS 
HAXIMUH ABSOLUl[ RESIDUAL 
,AXJMUH OF ACTUALS 
~AYJMUH or rREOICTEDS 
MINIMUM OF ACTUALS 
MJM!MUM PF PRfOlCT[OS 
c .. ) 
l'J8 •. H2 
117.5:i2 
l:').4% 
12f. .IJ 73 









'11 ~.'I c; l 
lil FFE.RltlC l 








































1'111 •. Hrn 









+ • .. 
x 
+ • . 
+ •• 
··························•·•·····•····•···········•••···•••·· 
THEIL STATISTICS IBASED ON LOG-PfLAlIVC•CHANGES,: 
MfAN SQUARE ERROR 
fIRST I~FGUALITY COEFFICIFNT 
SECOND INEQUALITY COEFFICIENT 
HEAN OF ACTUALS 
HEAN OF PrEOJCTEOS 




STANOARn DEVIATION OF PREOICTEDS 



















o. 74 71 
II. l r.54 
0·1 •'2'i 
o. ""~" n • ''"4 .. , 






n. 113 i:?. 
f\,f,754 







COLUMN! ZCRO SfCTOR 
COLUMN: DYH~HIC 
V~RlABLl Gf.APt'lU : Irl~PC.P. V~LUE ADDEO IM ~RUOF PETROLEUM MILL.1971\ OTN~RSTRAHSFORM~TION 
ll~l[ ACTUAL PREOlCllD 
c • ) 
961\11 J VJ5. 'I~ I 
'Jbf; 'll 136IJ.'J'.)'l 
96 7 ·ti 1.212.32.! 
96!H1 1'19~.9511 
.96911 lSFi.945 
I q 71' ·' l 155iJ • .37\ 
: 'J71.1 t 16H'l.3;!'l 
c97~ '.'l 1H'l.Hi7 
,973 ll 2:110.un 
; 974 ··l 195" .6 ••C, 
1.975 'l 227~.flf;•,J 
t. 'J76il t 26&.1...575 
! 0 n 'l .?763.17•J 
) 97P. •1 2'.J 1A .~.6il 
SUMM~RY STATISTICS: 
~fAN ABSOLUTE ERROR 
MEAN ABSOLUTf X [RROR 
ROOT MEAN SQU,PED ERROR 
ROOT MEAN SQUARED X ERRUP 
MEJM OF ACTUALS 
~EPN OF PREDICTEOS 
MAXIMUM AB~OLUT( RESIDUAL 
MAXIMUM OF ACTUALS 
MAXIMUM OF PREDICl[DS 
MINIMUM OF ACTUALS 
~JNIMUM OF PREDICTEDS 
c + ) 
1 231'..7 1f~ 














(TJ[ = 0 































1'18. 58 92 








GRAPH R~NGE OF VALU[S: l212.32t Tn 2'1tfl .%8 












+ •• ...............•......•...•.•.•...........................•..• 
THrIL STATISTICS CBASFD ON LOG-RFLAllVE-CHAtt~ES>: 
MEAN SQUARE EkROP 
FIRST JNEOUALITY COEFFICIENT 
SECOND INFQUALITY COEFFICllNT 
MEAN Of ACTUALS 
MEAN OF PREDICTED~ 




STANDARO DEVIATION OF PREDICTEOS 







































COLUMN: ZERn SErTOR 
COLUMrl: OV'IAMIC 
V.\RlllPLf GRM'f'fn JQXPRF VILU£ ADDEO IN PfTROLEUM RfflhlHG Mlll.197~ OINARSTRllN~FORMATIOH 
O~T[ ACTUAL PRF:DICTEO 
I * ' '"6!i••1 1lo1H 
!'1£.Ll tt.519 
'qi;., J 1 1 1;.575 
, 951l'•J. 11 o ll!>J 
')(,'J I l 12.511 
~ g. 711 111 12. 779 
971·11 H.BBS 
972«1 11'. .119 
973 11 17.43 11 
974 'I 19.67' 
975 »l 22. 9 .~ j 
916 '1 29.44') 
977 '1 :%.54'1 
97C .!) 1\(1 .93 .. 
SUMMARY STATISTICS: 
HEAN ABSOLU1£ ERROR 
MEAN ABSOLUTE X ERROR 
ROUT MfAH SQUARED ERROR 
ROOT MEAH SQUARED X ERR1R 
HEAN OF ACTUALS 
MFAN OF PREDICTfDS 
MAXIMUM AHSQLUTE ~ESIDUAL 
MAXI~UM OF ACTUALS 
MAXIMUM nF PREDICTEOS 
MIWJ"UH OF ACTUALS 
MIWl~UM UF PRCOICTEDS 

















tl .1~ 8 
•0.1:75 
-a.~s1 





















-7 .l'J 21 
·17.?1.9 






























THEIL STATISTICS CBASEO ON L06•RfLATTVE•CHA~~[SJ: 
MfAN SQUARE ERP.OR 
FIRST INEQUALITY COEfflCJfNT 
SECOHO INEQUALITY CCFFfJCIFNT 
MEAN OF ACTUALS 
MEAN OF PREOICTEDS 




STANDARD OfVIATtON OF PREDICTEDS 







SL OPf r ST IMA Tt 













n. l''l2 n 
















COLUMN: ZFR1 SECTOR 
COLUMN: PY~~MIC 
vt.RIAnLf GRAl"HE:O : [q~s V'Lur AOO[O IN S! RV ICES 
[l AH: ACTUAL PRt:OICH'.O 
' • ) 'q65'!1 35&.3'1? 
J '166 11 3A7.J71 
''167 1•1 3B9o5u:I 
.: 968 il 415.372 
'969'11 44 1• .30: 1 
·q7~Jl .\67.885 
l'Hl<'l .\ 79.1:57 
1 972'.'l 51, •• 5~5 
'97~·· t 5')11 • 3'J'-
;974,;1 72l.~35 
1 ~7'lut BL•l.3')9 
976<'1 'Jl'l.13117 
977'11 f'fl2 .549 
'HR"~ 'l22.257 
~UMMARY STATISTICS: 
MEAN ABSOLUTf ERROR 
MEAN A&S~LUTE X fRROR 
ROOT MEAN SQUARED ERROR 
ROOT HfAN SQU~R[O % ERROR 
MFAM LIF ACTUALS 
M'.:AN or PREDICTEOS 
NAXJMUM AASOLUTE RESIDUAL 
MAXIMUM OF ACTUALS 
MAXIMUM Of PR[DICTEDS 
,,JtlJ!o!UM OF ilCTUALS 
MINIMUM Of PRFOICTEOS 















(JI FFEll.l t'iCE 
<TJr = XI 
J.2f. ,. 





































353 • r:f11:S 
MILL.1975 DI~ARSTRANSFORH~TION 














TH[IL STATISTICS <BASED ~N LOG-RfLATIVE-CHANGfSJ: 
MEAN SQUARE ERROR 
FIRST INEQUALITY COEfflCl[NT 
Sf.CONO INFQUALITY COEFFICIENT 
Mf.AN OF ACTUALS 
MFA~ OF PPEDICTEOS 




STANDARD DEVIATION OF PREDICTEDS 




















~ • n13 !. 
n. •1141 
~.0771 




!) • 94'1:> 
'J. !"\•' 2q 
'l.''q'lf; 
"·'' 31· 







COLIJMll: ZfRn SECTOR 
COLUMN: DY"IAMIC 
VARIA11LE GRAPHED : IJ~TC VALUE A0!1E:O rn TRANSPORTATION AflO COMMUNICATION MILL.1975 Ol~ARSJRAG AAS 
OATL ACTUAL PRlOICTEO 
I • l 
1 '\165 .:1 Ill .2 ~ '.! 
9f,f,('l u~. ~ i; ~' 
.qb7·11 R~.1~1~; 
:.%8 ·l RS .. 6 ft1: 
'Ofi'Jl1l lid .6 c ' 
; ~11··'1 ~~•~ti If 
'· q71 •t 97 • .? ~·j 
'-'J72c'l 9 7 .2 t; :' 
1 ')73·•1 95 ... 2\'.i--1 




1 'l71l "J l 75. 1 ;; " 
SUMMARY STATISTICS: 
M[AN A6SOLUTf ERROR 
M[AN ABSDLUT[ X ERROR 
ROOT MEAN SQUAR[D ERROR 
ROOT Mf.AN SQUARED X ERROR 
Mf.AN nF ACTUALS 
M[AN OF P~[DICTE0$ 
MAXIMUM ABSOLUTE ~ESlDUAL 
MA~IMUM nr ACTUALS 
MAXIMUM OF PR[DICTEDS 
~INIMUM OF ACTUALS 
MINIMUM OF PRFDICTEDS 





B5 • ·~44 
1n .115 
9J."116 





17 , •• 6 25 
lllt.525 
DI FFEHE NC[ 










•I\. 69 5 

















... , .5 t'2 
-2.7'16 
3,7943 










GRAPH RANGf OF VALUf.S: 76.3'i9 TO lRi;,'525 
························································••8••• 
.+ * 
• + * 
x 
• * 









TH£1L STATISTICS CBASf.D UN LOG-RfLATIVE•CHANGES1: 
MEAN SQUARE ERROR 
FIRST INEOU~LITY COEFFICIENT 
SECOND INEQUALITY CDEFFlCIENT 
MEAN OF ACTUALS 
MEAN OF PREOICTf~S 
STA~OARO DEVIATION OF ACTUALS 









































COLUMN: l[R~ SECTOR 
CilLUMN; DYIU!',JC 
VAR IAJ1LE GR APt•ro IOXUT V~LUE ADDEO IN UTILITIES 
OAT( ACTUAL Pl<fDICTEO 
c * I 
9,;5:: l 5 .1 lf; 
19(.(, ; l !i .113~ 
'9(,7•11 6. 'I 'If> 
'Qf,f',')J. ·7 .A 7'< 
91>9·1\ n. rn:.. 
;')7f!.ll 'J.61'1 
, 971 '!_'!. 'l • 11 'J ~ 
. C)72 "1 tri .33'1 
·'J7Jd 12.rn 
1974:1 1'10017 
.;975 11 J.7,"/111 
• 976 11 ~t.4·}13 
,q77 ll 25.3'19 
'.978".l 33.35A 
SUMMARY STATISTICS: 
MEAN ABSOLUTE fl<POR 
MfAN ABSOLUTE ¥ ERROR 
ROOT HEAN ~QUAREO ERR8R 
ROOT MfAN SQUARED % ERROR 
MEA~ OF ACTUALS 
~[AN ur PREOICTEnS 
MAXIMUM ABSOLUTE RESIDUAL 
MAXIMUM OF ACTUALS 
MAKI~UH or PREOlCTfOS 
MINIMUM OF ACTUALS 
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